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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The chatacterization of prolongeci activity on muscle W o n  is aot a new 
phenornenon. Muscle fhtigue was obsaved aqnrimentally as eady as 1868 by Marey 
(see Asmussen, 1979). Thirty yeam later; Mosso (see Asmussen, 1979) observeci that a 
coiieague Mgued by a stnngth task could produce more work der  the deüvery of an 
oral presentation to an audience- This was ataiuted to an hcreased n a n w s  arousai 
which led to the conclusion that centrai idiuences coufd af fec t  physicai perfofmatlce. 
More r d y ,  studies (Merton, 1954; Ikai, 1%7; Stephea & Taylor, 1972) 
presented divergent views on the mechanisms responsi'bIe for the development of 
neuromusculat Mgue thereby estabashing the basb of a controversy that has yet to be 
resolved (Fins & Balog, 1996). At present, investigations of neuromuscular M g u e  
indude considerations of whether the mechaaism(s) responsiile for the kability to 
generate the required tension (Edwards, 1981) are loc8ted in the centrai navous system 
or in the contractile apparatus migland-Ritchie a al., 1984, Green, 1990; Enoh & 
Stuart, 1992; Fias, 1994). 
Altbough, considerable advances have been madey the emergiug view is tbat the 
aetiology of nniromusculat fatigue is complex and depends on a nimber of kctors 
acting either alone or in combination at variow sites (Fitts, 1994). However, the worlt, 
geaerated for the most part by t h e  laboratories (J. taranecgren and H. Westerblad; D. 
G. Allai; and G. D. Lamb and D. O. Stephenson), has implicated both the T-tubular 
membrane and the safc0pIaQmic reticuhrm (SR) as sites likdy to plsy a major role h the 
dmlopment of muscle fiitigue. 
Thc SR in regdahg CO*+ horneogtasiS in the myopbsm dWplays four basic 
hctiom. During inactivation, it acts as a storage site for ca2+. Duriag excitation, it 
releases ca2+ so that the latter c m  act on a d e s  of cootractile regulatory p ~ e i n s  and 
aigger aoss-bridge dymnics. It also hm a mechankm for ca2+ resequestration and for 
retuming caB to resting levels during relaxaton. Finally, if the site of reiease and 
uptake are separatecl, the SR must have a mechanism by which ca2+ cm be tmslocated 
âom one site to the other. Any disturbances at one or more of these Saes wuid dimpt 
normal cat' b e t i c s  and impair muscle function 
1.1 STRUCïVRES INVOLVED IN CA'+ RELEASE AND  CA^+ ITPTAKE 
F13NCTIONS OF THE SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM 
Paticuiar interest has b a n  foaised on the critical question of the coupling 
mechanian between excitation and contraction and this question has been adbssed 
relentiessly by musde physioIogisis for over 35 years (Ebashi, 1991; DulhWlfY et al., 
1996). In the last decade, considaable progress has been made in advancing Lnowiedge 
in tbis intriguing area. M o l d a r  toois and refmed technology hava revealed pertinent 
new Uifodon on the structures aad processes imrolved in excitation-contraction 
coupbg (ECC). The current concepts off= the possibility for establishing a mechanistic 
Li.& between ECC and skeletal muscie Mgue. In a simiiar w o n ,  laiowledge of the 
structure of the ca2* release chsirnelq c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  as weil as other ca2' biodmg 
proteins of the SR bas greatly advanced. Tbis section reviews the structures of the 
ca2+-release chanaels and ca2+;Mg"-~TPase which are directly implicated in the 
expdments performed in this thesis. 
Close examination of the gap (10-20 mn) between the SR and the t-tubule 
reveals the existence of bridging stnictures (Somlyo, 1979; Saito et al ,  1984; 
hilhuay, 1987; Block et al., 1988). Tbese protein structures, knom as junctional féer, 
are located in the terminai cistaarre membranes of the SR (Framhi-Armstrong, 1983). 
Two terminai cisternae border a t-tubule to form a structure known as a mad. 
Although these feet structures were suggested to be respomiile for ca2+ release 
(Sodyo, 1979; Lai et al., 1987), a major step towards understanding the m e c h h m  
involvod in ca2+ release by the SR came with the use of pharmaCologid stimulators 
and inhiiitors of Ca2' release in skinned fibres, isdated heavy SR microsornes and 
purifid membrane channels (Fleischer & hi, 1989). 
Among the plethora of Qugs tested, ryanodine, a naitral plant alkiloid (Jeuden 
& Fairhurst, 1969) was shown to demonstrate a high affin@ for heavy (Fleischer et al., 
1985) but not for light SR microsorne prepdons. This was the first ewidence to 
suggest that the sites bound by the radiolabelled ryauodine were ca2' release cbnels. 
In addition, the action of phannacoIogical agents such as mthenium r d  and adenine 
nucleotides on the ryanodine sites p d e l e d  the effects on the native ca2' release 
channeis. The &kt of ryanodine is inb'bited by the preseace of micromolar 
concentrations of Nthenium red (Fleischa et ai., 1985; Meissner, 1986; Hywl et al., 
1988b) md fkihted by preincubation with micromolar irevels of ca2+ or niillllnolar 
levds of adenine nucleotides (Meissuer et al., 1986; hagawa et al., 198%). 
The concedon of ryawdine has a d i f k a i a i  etféct on ca2+ penaeabiüty of 
the SR (neischer a al., 1985; Meissner, 1986; Smith a al., 1988). In nM (20-200 nM) 
c o ~ o m ,  it becornes a positive -of by locking the "fmW open (neischer a 
al., 1985; Smith et al., 1988; Buli et aL, 1989). In conamtratiom in excess of 10 it 
acts as a aegiaive -or by blocking or partr*sUy closing the fèet (Sutko et aL, 1985; 
Meissner, 1986). An initial rekase foUowed by a deactivation of the charinel h a  aiso 
been obsmred with hi@ concentrations ofryanodine (Chu et al., 1990). The diffèrexxtiai 
e f k t  of concenfratioa has been lialred to the presence of low aad high atihity sites for 
ryaoodme that wodd fàvour difllérent states of conductance @di et ai., 1989; McGrew 
et al., 1989). Ryanodine binding at the high affimtV sites activates the ca2+ channe1 
whaeas binding to the low affimty sites causes inbiiition of release (McGrew et ai., 
1989; Chu et al., 1990). Furthermore, diSSOCiZItion of ryanodtoe fiom the hi@ afnnity 
sites appeam to be hindereâ by binding of ryanodhe to the low aflhity sites, suggesting 
an allosteric association h e e n  the two sites (Lai a al., 1989; Chu et ai., 1990). A 
cornpanion d ê c t  of bigh (60 nM) concentrations of ryanodine is to Uibibit the ca2* 
charme1 of the dihydropyridine (Dm) receptor of the t-tubular membrane, a structure 
aiso involved in ECC (see below) (Vaidivia & Coronado, 1989). 
The use of radiolabe1Ied ryanodine led to the isolation of a ryanodine recsptor 
(RyR) protein (Imagawa et ai., 198%; Pessah et al., 1986; Campbel et al., 1987; Hymei 
et al., 1 9 8 8 ~  Lai et el., 1988). Evidence fkom single c h e l  studies (Rousseau et al., 
1987; Hymei et al., 1988a; Lai a ai., 1988; Smith a al., 1988) supported the 
conclusions ârom vesicIe studies and estabLished that the native ca2' release c b e i  was 
identicai to the ryanodine receptor- 
Thne dimms*onal reconstruction of the RyR through @e stainmg electtoa 
miaoscopy reveafed a lsrge cytoplasmic tetragonal structure with o v d  dimensions of 
29 x 29 x 12 mn, a bnseplate of 14 x 14 x 7 ma and a pmtiucüng traasmembrane 
assembly of 7 mn (Wagenknecbt a ai., 1989; Radermachet et al, 1994). These four 
polypeptides are symmetricdy arrangecl mund and connected to a antnl channe1 of 
1-2 nm in diameter (hagawa et al., 1987b; Lai et ai., 1988; Wagenknecht et al., 1989). 
Four cavities on the side of the traasmembrane assembiy have ban sugeested to be the 
path by which Caf' is released fiom the Iumen of the SR into the juuctiod gap 
(Radermacha a aL, 1994). 
Sequenciag analysis ushg complementary DNA (cDNA) has revealed a primary 
structure made of 5,037 a m i n d d s  with a h& of 565 kDa for each peptide (Takeshimft 
a al, 1989). Four to ten hydmphobic trapmembme segments residing in the COOH- 
temimi (Talceshima er ai., 1989; Zonato et ai., 1990; Chen a al., 1993a; Gniawdd & 
Meissner, 1995) and two more central segments (Zomto et al., 1990) fom a basai 
platfbrm (14x14~4 nm) (Wagenknecht a al., 1989; Rademacher a al., 1995) whïch 
anchors the structure h o  the junctional membrane h- 
Possible modulator regions such as cahodulin and micleotide binding sites have 
been i d d e c i  between the nrSt tetramer (Ml) and the foot region (Takeshima et 
ai.,1989) and on the surbice of the foot region (Zonato et al., 1990). Recoi1Stitiition 
studies ofthe purSeci RyR have suggested tbat the ca2' chamel contains two groups of 
sites thaî either inhibit or activate the ca2+ chaanek whcn phosphoryiated (-el et al., 
198%). More recently, a phosphoryIation site (Sulro et al., 1993; Coconado et al, 
1994) and a region tbrt bmds ca2+ durMg ca2+ induad ca2' release hes been identifiesi 
(Chen et ai., 1992; 1993b). A binding prote'in (FKSOdbig protein) that interacts 
with the folding and assembly ofother proteins has ken Shaw to activate the RyR and 
reàuce the ùihiiiory & i s  of MC and ff (Ahem et al, 1994; Tiiefmatl et al., 
1995). 
At about the saw time another receptor having aa Gtype vohage-dependent 
calcium c b e i  (Rios & Brum, 1987; Smith a aL, 1987; Carnpbeil et al., 1988; Hyrnei 
et ai., 1988b) was found in t-tubule (Fergwon et al., 1984). In contra& to T- or N-type 
chamiels, the L-type chaimel voltage dependent reœptor was seasitive to 
dihydrapycïdines (nifedipine, nitrendipine; PN 200-110) (Lamb, 1986; Rios & Bnrm, 
1987; Fill et al., 1989), DdOO @hi et aL, 1984, M e k  & Pohl, 1987) and 
benzothiazepine (Walsh a al., 1987; Striessaig et al., 1990). As with the ca2+ chamiels 
of the SR, the use of a radiolabefled dru& in this c a ~ e  DHP, led to the isolation and 
purification of the receptor, prowding information on its stnicture and hction 
(Borsotto et al., 1984; C d  & Ca#ed, 1984; Lemg et ai., 1987; Smith et al., 1987; 
Hymd et al., 1988b). 
The DHP reaptor is compiwd of 1873 ambio-acids (Tanabe a al., 1987). and 
is an ovoidal particle of 16x22 mn (Leruig et al., 1988). The quaternary structure 
consists of five sub-units: ai (185 kDa), a2 (143 ma), P (54 kDa), y (30 B a )  and S 
(26 kDa) (Leung et al., 1987; Takahashi a al., 1987; Leung a al., 1988; De Jongh et 
d, 1989; Lai a ai., 1990; Striessnig et d, 1990). The al is the k y  subunit because of 
i*r phanaacologicai properties, its meay kinase pbosphorylatable sites, and the 
mangement of its SÉnicture which contains the voltage-sensing efemeuts and ion pore 
structure (Campbdl et al., 1988; Catterail, 1991). 
It ba9 beea suggested that the DHP receptor may seme the dual role of ca2+ 
channel and vol?age sensor (Rios & Bnim, 1987; Taaabe et al., 1987; Cognard et aL, 
1990). Reconstibmon studies with phosphoüpid vesicles and lipid büayers bave shown 
thaî Som of the receptors have voitage dependent gatiiig ca2+ c h e I s  that are blocked 
by DHPs (Smith et al., 1987). Initidy, a range of conductance levds, matchhg more or 
less the native t-tubule chamel, were reporteci for the purifiecl chamiel (Smith a al., 
1987). However, this unexpected finding was Iater explained by showkg thaî wiîh 
increased experimentai tirne, the puriseci wwochslimeb became oligochannets with 
conductance vahies that were integer dtiples of the conductance nc~rded  for the 
monochanuel (Hymd et al., 1988b). In addition, pharmacoiogid s e l b t y  and 
phosphoryiation by cAMPdependent protein kinase (Tanabe et al., 1987; Hymei et aL, 
1988b, Nuuoki et al., 1989) suggested th the reconsthted channel was an L-type 
ca2+ chamel. 
The assudation between the t-tubular manbntne and the ca2' release charmes 
was first demonstrated in eqeriments ushg vesicle fiadons of aggregates of heavy 
SR and t-tubuie (Kim a aî., 1983; Ikemoto et al, 1984). ca2+ release was induad by 
depolarisation of the t-tubular membrane through ionic substitution and by the addition 
of dfkhe. Results revealed that the junctionai association between the t-tubule and the 
SR was d i c a l  for the ionic deqolarisation induced nlease- In vesic1e fcactions whae 
the SR was ~epafated h m  the t-tubuie, only caffsDe stimulateci reiease war observed- 
m o t o  a al., 1984). 
However, it was ody fiom lata work with dysgenic mouse muscle lacking the 
DHP receptor and henœ ECC, that the role of the DHP receptor as a voltage sensor 
was codïmed (Taoabe et ai., 1988). When plasntids c0-g cDNA of rabbit skdetal 
muscle DHP were microinjected into cultund myotubes of the dysgenic mouse, 
contraaility and slow calcium ment were restored (Tatrzlbe et al., 1988). In coatrast, 
cDNA of the DHP recepfors îrom mouse cardiac muscle injecteci imo the dysgenîc 
skeletai muscle demoll~trated that the receptor recovers its bction as an L-type Ca2* 
chaume4 but not as a voltage saisor flambe et al., 1990). The presence of a specific 
Ioop between domain LI and Ili in skeletal ai sub-UMfs is a criticai fimctional sequence 
that is responsible for signai tninsmission (Adam et al., 1990) and is stnicturdy linked 
to the ca2+ rdease chamels of the SR (Lu, et aL, 1994; Anderson & Meimer, 1995). 
However, the rok of the DHP receptor as a ca2+ channel was initially chailenged 
with evidaia obtained fiom expamients involving phosphoiipid vesicIes (CumS & 
Catterall, 1986) and intact skeletai fibres (Schwartz et aL, 1985). These experiments 
demonarateci that fess than 5% of the DHP receptors had calcium chainieh The 
identification of two forms ofthe ai sub-unit in skeletaî m l e  t-tubules may solve this 
issue (De Ioagh et al., 1989). 
ûne line of evideuce wbich suggested that two fom of the al existeci m m  the 
different caicuiated U, determined fiom sequace SIIllilysis (212 kDa) (Tanabe et al., 
1987) and fiom SDS-PAGE (170-175 kDa) (Leung et aL,1988; Talcahashi a al, 1987). 
ProteoIytic modification ia uiw or during the purification and/or iaaccuacy of 
electrophonsis were fh t  asswlled to be fespo~.bIe for the divergence m resuits 
( T a d e  et ai., 1987; Vaghy et ai, 1988). Himever, both foth of al subunits have 
ban i d d e d  in t-tubule membranes of skeletal muscle @e Iong et al., 1989). 
The existence of two al sub-units of different mass and the high proportion of 
175 kDa subunits wmpand to 212 kDa sub-unie (Lai et al., 1990) suggested a 
specific fuictiod role for each sub-unit (De Jongh et al., 1989). It has been 
hypotheskd that the 175 kDa sub-unit may act as the voltage sensor, whereas the 212 
kDa sub-unit could represent the ca* Channel (De Jongh et al., 1989; CattaaU, 199 1). 
However, ttiis hypothesis bas been contesteci onthe basis of a study showing that the 
expression of a mincated fom of the subunit restored both the ca2+ cu~er t t  and 
skeietal ECC (Beam n al., 1992). 
As for the other suô-unifS, the B sub-unit, which coataiDs phosptioryiation stes 
(De Ion& et al., 1989) appears to assist the ai sub-unit in reguiating the ca2+ câannei. 
Coexpression of the sub-unit with the al sub-tinit normalises the advation kïnetics of 
the 1- (Kuwajima, et al., 1992). The a2 aib-unit is encodeci by the same gene and 
fom an int@ part of the DHP-receptor ca2+ chamel @e Jongh et al., 1990). 
Further studies using coexpression experiments wili be neassary before denaite 
hctionai roles are estabiished for each of these subunits (Melzer et al., 1994). 
1.1.2 Stmture of the C~~+-M&A'I'PU~ ofthe u r c o p h i c  ceticPlam 
The ca2'-~g"-~TPase, also d e d  SR ATPase, is best descri'bed as an ion- 
9 
transport enzyme. Se~ueacing of the proteh has revealed a single polypeptide cham of 
110 kDa anci 997 residues et al., 1985; Brandi et al., 1986; Kemzîes et 
al, 1989). It consthtes 30-9û?/O ofthe protein coqrising the SR membrane (meischer 
& hi, 1989). The exmnembraaous portion of the m e ,  about twpthkds of the 
total mas, lies in the cytoplasm (MacLamen, 1990; M o k  et al, 1990). The 
remaining one third is sunounded h the membrane by 90 lipid molecules (Gillis, 1985) 
and oniy a few peptides are exposed to the I m i d  side (Molnar et al., 1990). 
The temphte fimag procedure (Taylor & Thomton, 1984), whch determines 
the position of super-secondary structures, a combination of tbree secondary structures 
(e-g. beta sheet-alpha heh- beta sheet) in the amino-acid sequena was used to predict 
the sbucture of the ca2+-~TPase (M.cLennan et d.,1985). This prediaioa method is 
based on the ammption that there is a Gmaed mmber of these secondary structures and 
tint new proteh structures caa be predicted fiom known protein structures. By 
compariag the repeatable patterns of these super-secondary structures for the ca2'- 
ATPase with the repeatable patterns obtaiaed fiom kwwn proteins, the structure of the 
ATPase can be predicted. 
From these types of predictions and information nom electroa micrographs of 
the ATPase, a structural mode1 has been suggested cwsisting of basepiece, stalk and 
headpieœ components @hLenmn a al., 1985; Brand1 et d., 1986). Iddcat ion  with 
monoclonal antibodies, of segments located on the luiaiinal fbe (nsidues 870-890) and 
cytopiapmic side (residues 330-505 and 657672) of the SR laid support to this mode1 
(Clarke et al., 199ûc). 
The basepiece is made of f i m  anci six transmdrane helices in the W 2  and 
COOH tammaS, respeaively (MacLennsn et ai, 1985; MacLemian, 1990). These 
hdias  king buned in the phospholipid membrane are made up of a large number of 
hydrophobie residues compsnd to the cytoplasmic doamim. These hdices cils0 form the 
transmémbrane c b e 1  for the passage of the ~a%l~~+-~TPase! (Martonosi a aL, 
1988). 
InitieUy, the stalL region, d e  of 5 alpha helices, was thought to matam the 
high afnoity calcium bindkg sites on the cytoplasaiic side (MacLennaa a ai., 1985). 
However, tbh hypothesis was revised with the introduction by UacLaman and 
cofleagues (see Miukmm,  199û), o f  sitedifected mutagenesis to elucidate structurai 
and fùnctional relationships in the ca2+-~TPase. B a y ,  the tecbnique consists of 
implantiiig mutants h o  vectors to fonn microsornes (COS-1 microsomes) (Muruyama 
& MacLemm, 1988). These microsornes can then be used to measure the ca2' 
dependaicy of ca2+ transport, represcnting an estimate of ca2+ a 5 i t y .  
Autophosphorylatioa with ATP or Pi with or without ca2+ provides information on the 
effkt of the mutation on phospho~on and nucleotide bding sites. 
Altering residues in the stalk region by sitedirected mutagenesis of the ca2+- 
ATPase, did not aèct ca2+ transport suggesting that the ca2' binding sites were 
loc8ted elsewhere (Clarke et al., 1989a). Subsequent studies revealed that a number of 
residues in 0th- regions atk*ed ca2+ tramport to a différent degree (Clarke et al., 
1989b, V i  a al., 1989; Clarke et ai., 1990a). In conttast to the wüd-type enzyme, 
phosphorylation by Pi for some of these residws was not inhiiited by suggesting 
that the mutation had pffécted the hi@ all idy caZ' sites (Clarke et al., 1989b). Sk 
residues, toc8ted in the utidde of transmembraae s tak~  4 (Glu",, 5 (GIum). 6 
(AsPm, Th?, Aspy and 8 (G~u*~)~ have ban suggested to act as the high ca2+ 
dhity bhdiag sites (Clarke et al., 199ûa). 
The headpiece comrins a phosphoryhîion domain, a mcleotide domiin fOr the 
bh&g of M g  . ATP ad a transduction or B strand domain (h fdemm a aL, 1985; 
MacLemiaa, 1990). Sitedirecteci rmtagenesis has beea conducted in these domains to 
establish the location of bctionai resiâues or sequences. 
In the phosphoryiation domain, mutation of two residues (Asp3'' & L~S~"), part 
of a highty consemeci sepuence, altered phosphoryiation and ca2' transport hction of 
the enyme (Muruyama & Ma- 1988). Mutation of a tbird residue ma) 
affected CC transport without aitering phosphoeilzyme fommtioa (Man>yama et al., 
1989). 
MUtagenesis has also been conducted in four conserveci segments (Lys-Giy-Ala- 
~ro-Ght~'~* ~ s p - P r o - l ? r ~ - ~ r ~ ~ ,  Thr-Giy-~P6n and ~ h r - ~ l ~ - ~ ~ l ~ - ~ a l - ~ s a - ~ s p ~ ~ )  
that have been proposed to f o m  an ATP binding cl& (Taylor & Green, 1989). Close 
hut interactions have made it more dïflicult to assess the precise &ect of sitedirecteci 
mutagenesis on these residue SeQuences. Mutagenesis of residues involveci in auclemtide 
binding may prevent phosphoenzyme formation not by afReCfjIIg ATP binding, but rather 
by preventing ca2+ binding to the high sfhnity sites (Ciarke et al.. 199ûd). Aithough 
dehite proof of the involvement of these sequmces ia nucleotide binding is dinicuit to 
obtain, site directeci mutagenesis of these residues has reveaied that a high interaction 
exists berween the domains (Ciarke et al., 1990d). Ligand fbrmation with maay of these 
&dues appeus to iaduce conformational changes thet linlc the phosphoryiation and 
ca2+ binding sites (Clarke a al., 1990d). 
~ys''; suggested to be important for phosphorylation and ATP bmdiag (Tayior 
8t Greea, 1989), was h d  to reciuce CO'+ transport, but not phosphoenzyme formation 
( lbupma et ai., 1989). However, it apappaas to be an importaut residue, involveci in 
energy transduction foüowing phosphoryiation (Clarke et al., 199ûd). Mutagenesis of 
Gly626 and ~ s p ~ ~  caused a rduction in ~ a *  transport and prevented the 
formation of the phosphoeiayme in the presence of both ATP and iwrgaaic phosphate 
@%) (Maruyama et al., 1989; Clarke et al., 199ûâ). These resuits suggested that these 
tesidues wae important for the conformation of the catdytic site and in lhkhg the 
phophorylation and ca2' binding sites through ligand-induced corifonnationai cbauges 
(Clarke a al., 1990d). 
Results of mutagenesis of residues in the othei two sequences (AspPro-Pro- 
kgsol and ~ h r - ~ l ~ - ~ s p ~ ~ - ~ a l - ~ s n - ~ s p ~ ' )  have suggested that these residues are 
@riant in the codonnation of the phosphorylation site (Asp601, Pma3 and Aspm) 
aidlor for the transition of the enzyme nom the EIP to the E2P state   AS^^", Proa3 
and hpm) (Clarke a al., 1990d). Reduced ~ a *  transport due to blocking of the 
transitional state fiom E1P to E2P has ais0 been observeci with mutagenesis of residues 
in the D straad domein such as Thrlal, Glyl-  hi'" and w3 or of pro3I2 in the 
transmembrane portion (Andersen et al., 1989; Vüsai et al., 1989; Clarke, 199ûb). 
1 IMPAIRMENT OF CA% RELEASE AND  CA^+ UPTAKE FUNCTIONS 
OF TEE SARCOPtASMIC THROUGE METABOUC 
PERTURBATIONS: A MECHANlSM IN THE DEVELOPMENT OP 
MUSCI'E FATIGUE 
At the periphery, on the pst-synrptic side of the neuromusculgf juuction, the 
mecbanism respomile for the initiation of muscle contraction is the wnductioa of 
action poteniials by the sarcoIemma @uglevand, 1995). These action potentials activate 
voltage sensors (dihydropyriduie receptors) on the T-tubular membranep leading to a 
release of ca2' by RyR teceptors on the junctional fhce membrane of the SR The 
mechanism that has b a n  retained as most plausible to e x p h  this electro-mechanid 
coupling is the intramembrane charge moveutent which suggests that charged particles 
are mponsiie for the traduction of the intracellular signal between the DHP and 
ryanodine receptors (Schneider & Chandler7 1973; Melter et al., 1995). The r e l d  
Ca2+ binds to spccinc sites on the troponin C (TnC) to regdate tension produaion by 
the comractüe apparatus. Ten to 20 ms aAer the increase in cytodc ca2' concentration 
([ca27i) fiom 10" to 10~' M, the ca2+ is re-sequesterd by the C ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  pump 
of the longituâinal SR, bringiog [cari back to precontraction lwels and causing 
dissociation of the actiormyosin cross-bridges to occur. 
Poteatial metabolic combes of muscle fiaigue have inchded adenosine 
diphosphate (ADP), adaiosine monophosphate ( M I 7  monoproto~lated phosphate 
glycolytic intermediates (Cooke & Pate, 1990). Evidence linJring metabolites with 
Unpaireci pafommnce has sccunnilated o v e  tk years through the use of the aeedle 
biopsy technique (Hulünan et 9 198S), Msgnetic Resonmx Spectroscow (Miuer et 
ai., 1987); whole muscle in vibo preparations (Renaud & ~ o o d ,  1985), intact 
(westerblad & Lünaergren, 1988) and single skimeci (Oodt & No* 1989) fibre 
preparations, veside M o n  prqaratïons (Fa= a al, 1995) and incorporation of 
vesicles iato lipid biiayers mousseau & Pinkos, l m ) ,  and homogerme preparation 
(Dom-Mercer n ai., 1994). 
The majority of investigaîors interesteci in understanding the role of metabolic 
mediateci perturbations on SR fùnctioo, have wnducted experiments using the above- 
mentioned preparations (suigle intact fibres, slrinned fibres, vegcle hcticms, fipid 
bilayen and homogenate). The following review examines the evidence linking 
metaboiic disturbanas to impairment in SR hction by foaising on research done 
with these expaimentai prepacations. 
aperiments with singe intact fibre pnpuition 
Since the t-tubular membrane and the SR are respom'bie for the propagation of 
the e~ectrîd impulse a d  the r-on ofcytosofic ca2+, monito~g the ca2* transient 
during the contractile event using intact fibres is a ment technique fDr assessing the 
&kt of repetitive contractions on muscle tension. The prepdon  of intact 
amphibiaa and mammaliui nniscle fibre bis proven to be weii suited for this h d  of 
it o f f i  the possi'biiity of mesPurgig [ca27i with ~a~'-fluorescent 
dyes while momtosing the change in tension (Westerblad & Men, 19%). The basic 
postdate on which this work relies is that [câ2'-Ji has a sigmoidal nlationship with 
tension and that it is determineci by three proasses: the release of cas by the RyR, the 
rate of uptake by the c~~+-M~*+-ATP~s~  and m y ~ p l ~ c  bu&ring (Westerblad & 
Aues 1996)- 
Promuflced changes in the k a d u h  emrin)ment fonow sustajnexi aaMtion 
of the muscle fibre and these changes caa produce a reduction in mechanical 
patormance (Stephenson a ai., 1995). The expagaenta approach chosea by the 
labotatories of Westerblad, Umiagren and Alkn with the intact single fibre 
preparation co&s first in identi@ing the main perturbations (e.g reductions in pH) 
that are producd by the chosen comradile challenge (e.g intermittent stimulation) 
auci semnd nramimng how these pesturbations alter the above three processes. 
rii the singie intact prepadon, evidence of the efféct of metabolic disanbances 
on teasion generation cm be observeci in both Xetaoprrs (AUen et ai., 1991; Lee a al., 
1991) and in mouse sine intact fibre (Westerbiad & Allen, 1993 b) preparations in the 
eariy stages of &igue foiiowing intermittent sthui8tion. This review fonises more on 
the mouse fibre preparatioa, since rats were used br the arperimental work of this 
thesis. In mouse nbre, tetanic tension remains depressed despite the addition of deine 
(Westerblad & Men, 1993b). C-e is a weii hown poteutiator of coatractile 
tension (Wekr & H m  1968; Machtosh & Gardiner, 1987), resulting in an increase in 
[car i  thmugh three mechanisms:(l) a potdation of ca2+ release by the RyR 
(Rousseau et al., 1988a), (2) an increased semdivity of the myofilament to Ca2+ (Wendt 
& Stephenson, 1983), md (3) an inhibition of ca2hptake (Kosbita & Oba, 1989). 
The la& of change in tension in response to the i n d  [ca27i is 
hterpreted as a reduction in myonlament sen&ivity (Miuiergren & Westerbhd, 1991; 
Westetbiad & Men, 1991). In the single intact mouse fibre, thce intracellulsr pH is 
not si@cantiy reduced, e l d o n  in the by-pmducts of ATP hydroiyss, e q e d l y  Pi 
through the bmkdown of creatine phosphate (CR), are suggested to be the main 
inhiiitor of contnaility dwnig this eariy Wgue phase (Westerblad & Men, 1992a). 
The possiiiüty that pH plays a more important role is nevertheles underiined in 
eXpernnents where a reduction in pH is induced througb C a  bubbling of the b d é r  
soiuîion (Mainwood & Renaud, 1985). The reduction in pH in thïs case produces an 
in- in [ca27i that is suggested to be caused by a reduced myoplasmicbuiliering and 
slower uptake kinetics (Westerblad & Allen, 1993a). The accompanying reduction in 
tension in the fàce of the increase m [ca2I is again expiaineci by a decrease in 
myofibrillar sensitivity to ca2+, due to a reduaxi t r o p o ~  binding constant for ca2+ 
(Auen et al., 1995). 
In the later stages of fhtigue, the f d  in [ca27i, despite slower rate of uptake and 
reduced myoplasmic butking, suggests an impainneat in ca2+ release (Westerblad & 
Anen, 1993b). Expaiments with skinned fibre (Lamb & Stephenson, 1991) and vesicle 
preparations (Meissner et al., 1986) indicate tbat MC inhibits the release of ca2+. The 
concentrotion of difbi'ble ~ g ~ '  in the myoplasm is 6 mU, and 4 5  m M  is bound to 
ATP to fonn the physiologicai substrate Mg . ATP (Lamb & Stephenson, 1992). 
Tetank tension was reduced by 50 % d e n  ~ g * +  was injecteci in mouse fibres 
(Westerblad & Allen, 1992b). However, this reduction in tension took place when 
V O P I ~ C  ~ ' 3 ~  was raissd fmom 0.8 to 2.9 mM (westerbiad & AU- 1992b). Lamb 
d Stephenson (1992) estimateci that the wg2+Ji would not rea~h more tban 0.4 rnM 
during a tetanic contraction, unîess PCr, &ch acts as a bu&r, was depleted. Despite 
this hding, WesterbIad and Anen (1992b) conciuded that the inae;ise in [Mg27i wos 
too smaiL to explain the reduction in t h e  Instead of wgTi, it was suggested that 
the reduction in tension was relateci to a 30 % decrease in [ATP] tha cwld a&ct the 
c~*'-M&ATP~~~ pump. A reductioa of ca2+ in the lumen of the SR thmugh bindhg 
with Pi (Fryer a al., 1995) has also been suggested to be an inbibitory hctor- 
Receatly7 the single intact fibre modd has ban used to study low Eequeacy 
Wgue (UT) (Westerblad et al, 1993; Lannergren et al., 19%). LFF was firsi idensifieci 
by Edwards et al. (1977) when it was observeci that tension elicited at low fiequencies 
of stimulation (10-20 Hz) were relativeiy more depresseci tluin tension eiicited at high 
âequencies (50-100 Hz) of stimuiation foiiowing repetitke contractions. Low- and 
hi@-fiequency fiirgue (HFF) are also chafacterised by a d i n i  recovesy xhedule. in 
single mouse fibre, LFF is very slow and has only rrcovered to 113 of initial tension 
a f k  60 min, wherem the recavery of tension elicited by hi@-îhqueacy is much Wer 
@Annefgren a al., 1996). LFF was explaineci by a reduction in ca2' release per 
stimWon pulse (Edwards a al., 1977). HFF appears to be due to a trarrPmisson block 
at the neuromuscular junctioa or an impairment in conduaion dong the sarcolaama 
ad t-tubule (Bigland-Ritchie et ai., 1979), aithough this conclusion has been cbalienged 
(Metzger & Fis, 1986). 
The results of SingIe intact are arpaiments, wnfirm the initiai hypothesis by 
showhg that [ca27i was reduced, but that mpirimal ca2+-activâted tension w a ~  
mchanged with LFF (Westerblad ai., 1993). SenaitiVity of the myofllament was 
unchangeci and the UIilfont~ spriiial g d i &  of [ca27i (Westerbhd et aL, 1990) s~ggestJ 
that the conduction of the sigoal by the t-tubular membrane is not inipaired (Westdlad 
et ai., 1993). SR pump hction determinecl through the taii of elevated ca2+ dedine left 
by the [~a'yi signal (Kiein et al., 1991) suggests a diminished rate of uptake. 
The sigrnoidai relationsbip between tension and stimulation ûequency explains 
why a smaii decrease in [ca2Ti causes a large reduction in tension at low fiequencies of 
stimulation &&mergren et al., 19%). Stimulation at 100 produces a [Ca27i that fies 
on the horizontal plateau of the fiequency-tension relatioaship. At low fiequenicies of 
stimulation, the [ca2']i lies on the steepest part of the m e  and a s d  change results 
in a pronounceci &op in tension (Lannergren et al., 19%). 
The long thne period required for the recovery of tension suggests that 
accumulation of metabolites does not play a critical role in this reduced upteke Nnction 
The resynthesis of PCr which takes place within 5-10 min of the cessation of activity 
(Balcer a al., 1993) and suggests that Pi, if any, play oniy a minimai role as an inhibitor 
of the ca2+-lM&~TPase. 
Howwa, longer lasting structurai alterations in the c ~ ~ ' - M ~ ~ ~ - A T P ~ ~ ~  pump 
protein induad by acute e l d o n  of metaboütes during contraction cannot be ruied 
out (WiItiam & Klug, 1995). The pr-ce of a glycogenolytic cornplex (aidolase and 
glyceraidehyde3-phosphate dehydrogenase) in the gap junction between the DHP and 
RyR recepton (Brandt et aL, 1990) suggests a bigh entymitic actinty in proxhhy of 
proteins that couid be 9ffied by the high turnover rate of the metaboiic by-products 
generated by these enzymes (see taanergren et aL, 1996)- 
Howeva, non-metabolic mechaMsms cumot be igmred to explain the los of 
tension with LIT. Mechanid stress imposed by stntchg the fibre to 120 % of 
resting length aboüshed the cap* to ggaiaate pre-stretching tension for 10 h (Bruton 
et al., 1995). It is mtaestirig to note that LFk is obsaved m humPa abjects that have 
paformed a regheu of eccentric contractions, where the muscle is stretched aga& a 
resistance (Jones et al., 1996). Damage to protein stmdure could also occur through a 
temporary increase in [cari. h an interesting shidy, a stimulation protoc01 that did not 
induce fatigue by itself resulted in the devdopment of LFF when d i e  was present 
in the medium (Ch & Men, 19%). Damage by the elevated [ca21i couid be mediateci 
by the activation ofca2+ proteases, phospholipases or caimoâulin (see Lannergren et 
al., 19%) but more studies are needed to c o n h  the relative importance of these 
mechanisms. 
132 Evidtnce of metabolie madirted disttirbrinccs of SR functions fmm 
aperhitat with skiincd fibre preparation 
The efiéa of metaboiic perturbations on ECC have becs stwüed using s h e d  
muscle fibre prqaratiom whece the composition ofthe intraceiiular eavironment caa be 
wntroIled (Stephenson, 1981; 1989). The release of ca2+ with this preparation is 
accomplished through depolarisation of the t-tubuiar membrane by ionic substitution 
(Stephenson, 1981; 1989). Iomc substitution of Na' for K+, hstead of choline chloride 
substitution has been demomtrated to stimulate ca2' release more rapidly and has very 
little elemicai or osmotic & î  on the ca2+ release chsrmels (Lamb & S t e p i i w n ,  
1990). 
The efièct of [M~T imrestigated with thk prepdon using either sfcinned 
fibres of toad (Lamb & Stephenson, 1991) or rat (Lamb & Stephenson, 1994) was 
shown to inhiibit caB release induced by the ionic depolarisation Reâucing w27 from 
1 to 0.05 mM induced a strong release of [cari in the presence of ATP. The 
was suggested to be dependent upon the RyR. since no release was obsaved when the 
ca2+-reiease chamel blocker futhenium r d  was used In addition, involvement of the 
DHP receptor was rejected on the basis thaî a similar ca2+ release was obtained with 
inaaivaed DHP receptors (Lamb & Stephenson, 1991). Complete inhiiition of ca2+ 
release was observeci with 10 mM [Mgr (Larnb & Stephenson, 1991; Lamb & 
Stephenson, 1994). 
Calcium release through ionic depolarisation was d i e d  at a pH of 6.2 in 
both types of muscle fibres (Lamb et aL, 1992; Lamb & Stephenson, 1994). A single 2- 
3 s depolarisation was sufiicient to release di the stored ca2' (Lamb & Stephenson, 
1994). This resuit contradicts the fîndings of vesicle fiaction and bilayer eXpenments 
(Ma et ai., 1988; Rousseau & Pinicos, 1990) (see below). 
Slriimed fibre experiments conducteci with cardiac muscle have also shown an 
e f f i  of metabolites on ca2+-~<-~TPase W o n  (Zhu & Nosek, 1991). In an ATP- 
fira (rigor) solution mimicking the intraceliular milieu found during long-tenn hypoxia, 
a 44-48 % reductioa in ca2+ was found. The reduction was suggested to corne t?om the 
reversal of the c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  pump (Zhu & Nos& 1991). 
Vesicie fiactions isoiated by d rad dBèmthl aiitrittgaton can be used to 
study the Lin& of ca2+ r&ase (Meismer et d, 1986), ca2+-~&~TPase activity 
w-, 1973) and ~ a ~ u p t a k e  (Palade et aL, 1989) in the presence of various 
compounds. Calcium release can also be studied through reconstitution of isolated 
cbanneis in Opid bilayers (Smith et ai., 1985). 
Calcium release was found to be inhiiited in vesicles (Meissner & Henderson, 
1987) and isoiated chsuinek (Ma et d, 1988; Rousseau & Pinkos, 1990; Favero et al., 
1995) at pH values around 6.5. Lowering pH reduced the release rate of "ca2' a u x  
nom heavy SR vesicles (Meissner & Henderson, 1987). The reduction was attriiuted to 
a decrease in the probability that the ca2+ channels be opea S M a r  conciusions were 
fbtmd when the cis-c- (cytoplasmic side) of a pianar lipid b h y a  preparation was 
acidifiexi fiom a pH of 7.4 to 6.6 (Rousseau & Pinicos, 1990; Favem et al, 1995). 'm- 
ryanodine-binding to the release chmels was reduced when pH was decreased âom 
7.1 to 6.5 (Favero et al., 1995). This suggests that the H' acts by decreasing the binding 
of ca2' to moduiating sites ( R o m  et al., 1988a) on the cytoplasmic domaias of the 
channels. The moduiating e&ct of pH m y  be more refined if the changes are localised 
in the triadic gap (Dettbam & Palade, 1991). Countert*iosport of II' into the SR 
during ca2+ release may aeate a local aiMnkation that inactivates the release wtiile the 
increased K concentration in the iumai may iateract âirectiy with the release pore 
(Rousseau & Pinkos, 1990). The unitary conductance of the channe1 was reduced whm 
the conœntratïon of K in the t r~~ ls -chamk (luminar side) was increased Favem et 
al, (1995) aiso found thst lactate inhi'bited cat' release and 'm-ryaaoduie bmâing. 
Calcium on its own is not considered to be a potent activator of release, but 
fôiiowing the release by flash photo@& of cageci ~ a * ,  in the absence of ATP or 
the release channeis were shown to be quickly activated (Gy&ke et al., 1994). 
However, the increase in [ca27 could be an art- of the photolysis procedure 
(Stephenson et al., 1995). 
Adenine nucleotides iacfease, whaeas MC inbibit, the release of ca2+ nom the 
cbnels in recoIIStitUteci systems (Meimer et ai., 1986, Rousseau et al., 1986; Smith et 
ai., 1986; Meissner & Henderson, 1987; Favero et ai., 1995). The inhibition due to H' 
aad M ~ ~ '  appeared to be additive (Favero et al., 1995). Ln the presence of Mg-ATP the 
ca2+ seasitivity of the c b e i  @g mechanian is increased (Rousseau et ai., 1992). 
ca2+ release appears to be activated without dtscnaMa . . .  tion by any components of 
adenine micleotide fâmily (Westerblad et ai., 1991). The ATP does not have to 
phosphoryiate the RyR to affect the channeî, since the non-hydrotysabk analog AMP- 
PCP stimulates ca2' reksse (Rousseau et aL, 1992). PhysiologicaI concentration of 
inotganic phosphate (Pi) inaeased CC release fiom vesicles by 50 % aad 'CH]- 
ryanodine binding by 84 % (Fm et al., 1994). The open probability of chamels 
reconstituted in planar lipid bilayers increased by 9 1 %. 
Calmodulin caa Pctivate multi-fimctionai protein kinase and has been found to be 
an inhibitor of ca2+ release in vesicle M o n s  (Meissner, 1986; Smith et ai., 1989). It 
hm been suggested that during repctitive it could play a d e  similar to ML 
slowing the niease of ca2+ to wmpewite for the increased intraceüuiar ca2+ 
coaceotration (Meissaer, 1986; Smith et al, 1989). Fina&, it wuld activote a ca2+ 
dependent-phosphtase that would dephosphorylate a regdatory site on the channel. 
The kinetics of the c ~ ~ + - M ~ * + - A T P ~ ~ ~  has also been mensivefy studied in 
vesicle fiactions @e Meis & Varma, l97T Henderson et al., 1994a). The depression in 
~ a ~ ' - ~ e - ~ T l ? a s e  activity at low pH is explaineci by a decrease in the afnmty for ca2+ 
of both the low- ad bigh-afnmty ca2+ biading sites (Meissner, 1973; Verjowki- 
Aimeida & de Meis, 1977) as weli as a rrduced cooperativity of ca2' binding (Aill& 
k s i ,  1982; Henderson a al., 1994a). The reduced a@n@ is explained by a cornpetition 
between H' and ca2+ for the ca2+ bindmg sites (Pick & W s h ,  1982; Henderson et al., 
1994). M&gnesium in high concentrations (GuiUaiu et ai., 1982; Forge et aL, 1993a) has 
ban show to have an mhiiitory &êct on ca2+-~$-~TPase actMty by cornpethg for 
the high a&i@ ca2+ biidiilg sites (Guillain et al+, 1982; Forge et al., 1993a) and 
Iowerhg cooperativity between the two sites (Forge et ai., 1993a). 
The concentration of Pi inhibits ca*+-~$-~TPase activity (Stieneq 1993) and 
ca2' uptake (Pertitz a al., 1990). Pi can also accumulate inside the lumen and form a 
phosphate cornpiex (CaHPO,) (Palade et al., 1989; Fryer et al., 1995) that reduces 
product back inhibition and favours c a 2 + - ~ g 2 + - ~ ~ a s e  actMty and ca2' uptake (Korge 
& Campbell, unpublished). Therefbre, whether Pi inhiiits or activates the c a 2 + - ~ 6 -  
ATPase and ca2+ uptake depends on the loading tirne of Pi by the lumen (Zhu & 
Nosek, 1991) or in vesicIe preparation, the presence of precipitatirrg anions Iüre oxlilate 
(Korge dé Campkii, unpubüsbed). 
In IWO preparations of vesicle f'ractions and homogenates have aiso beai used 
to assesr ca2+-~&~Tl?ase actnrity and co2+ uptalre (Byrd et aL, 1989; Luckin et al., 
199 1; Bdcastro et al., 1993; Chin & Green, 19%) as weii as ca2* release vavem a al., 
1993) foiiowiag exercise- A homogenate pnparation (Simonides & van Hlardevdd, 
1990) has also been used to acamine the effea of short-tam high intensïty exercise on 
SR p m p  hction (Dossett-Mercer et ai., 1994). In these acpaiments, the assay is 
pafomed under optimal conditions and it is assumecl that exercise induces longer 
lapting stmctural changes in ca2+-~g~+-~TPase structure (Luclan et al., 1991; 
McCutcheon et al., 1992) that can be detected later. 
The r d t s  for the ef&cts of exercise on SR ca2' sequestration propeaies and 
prirticuiariy on c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T ' I ' P ~ ~ ~  aaRrity rernain controvasaL A depression in ca2+- 
M < - A T P ~ ~ ~  actMty has been reporteci foiIowing singie bouts of exbsusiive exercise 
by some investigetors (BelCastro et ai., 1981; Byrd et al., 1989a; Byrd et al., 1989b. 
Luckin et ai., 1991; Belcastro et al., 1993), whereas others have bear unable to show 
any alteratioas in actMty (Fitts et al., 1982; Dossett-Mercer et al., 1994; Chin & 
Green, 19%). 
1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of the ht two imrestigations was to d e  the efiècts of 
coatraction in&& metabolic mediateci disturbances on the structures responsibte for 
the regdation of cytopiasmïc caB coucentdon, Mrnely the ca2+ release c b e l s  and 
the ~ a ~ + - ~ f - ~ T I ? a s e  of the SR The purpose ofthe third investigation was to d e  
the controversy m o d g  the e & a s  of prolongeci exercise on the c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + -  
ATPase aaiviry, focusing, partidady on the d e  of the isoladion procedure. 
1. To examine the e f f i  of dïêine mediated release of ca2+ during electrical 
intermittent stimulation by monhoring coatractüe properties. 
2. To examine the &ect of caf f ie  mediated release of ca2+ during the 
recovery of mechanical hction. 
3. To determine the role played by acidosis and specific by- products of high 
phosphate metaboliSm on &eine ca2+-mediated release and recovay of 
mechanical hction- 
(ii) Study II 
1. To determine if there is a difference in the dependency of H+, ATP and ca2+ 
on the c a Z ' - ~ g ' ' - ~ ~ a s e  between homogenates f?om tbree muscle fibre 
types with âi fkent  proportions of SERCA 1 a and SERCA 2a isoforms. 
1. To daaniine if the se1ectMty of the isolation protocol useâ to obtaui an 
emiched vesicle fiaaion of sarwplasmic r&cuIum couid be a contn'buting 
fkctor to explain the discrepancy in r d t s  that exists in the literature 
ccmcerning the &kt ofproloaged exhaustive exercise on c a 2 + - ~ g 2 + - ~ ~ a s e  
actniiry* 
2. To detenniae if there is a *ence in c ~ * + - M & A T P ~ ~ ~  activity of muscle 
tissue b e e n  hornogenates and sub-hctions of corn01 and cun animals. 
3. To detemine if thae is a difference in purity between the homogenates and 
sub--011s of wntrol and nm aaimais by anaiysing marka enzymes fbr 
mitocbondrial and sarcolemmai contamination, 
1.4 HYPOTHESES 
The generai hypothesis is that metabolic perturbations modulate the regiulation 
of [ca2']i by acting on the ca2+ reiease channels and the ca2+-klg2+-~TPase of the SR 
The sub-irypotheses are as foiiows: 
(i) Study 1 
1. The inhibition of the ca2+ release is an important mechanism in the 
ddopment of LFF as a consequence, d i e  should reverse in part the 
effêcts of fhtigue. The recovery will be only partiai because of the presence of 
Pi and its i n h i i i e  e&ct on cross-bridge kinetics. For HFF, tension wiU be 
less depressed tban for LFF. The d e o n  Win depend on the by-products 
of bigh-enexgy phospbte metabolism. Caffeine Win have no M e r  dkct  on 
tension since [ca2% is already hi& with HFF.. 
2. LFF will not fecover foiîowing a 5 min passive recovery period without the 
presence of d'bine, suggesting that f'actors otha thna the by-products of 
high en- phosphate metaboiism, such as fi', are respoll~~ile for the 
reduction in tension The remvery in the presence of d i h e  wiU be 
compiete since the by-products of high enetgy phosphate metabotism wüi not 
impie aoss-bridge kinetics- HFF will recover, at least in par&, during the 5 
min recovery perid and caffeine wüi have no efféct for the same reasons 
mentioned in (1). 
3. LFF Win panty recover following the 20 min period of anoxia because of  the 
dissipation of W, but Wce the nrst condition, tensioa wüi be partiy depressed 
because of the mbiition of mss-bridge kinetics by the by-products of the 
high energy phosphate m e t a b o h  mahtained by the anoxia. The effect of 
cafieme wili be less pronounceci thaa in the nrst condition b u s e  of the 
noovery of the pH HFF wili recover and d i e  will have no &&t for the 
reasons mentioned above. 
1. The caZ'-~~~+-~'I 'Pase activity wül be reduced under conditiom of low pH, 
low ATP and big& ca2' concemations. 
2. The depnssion in c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ ' - A T P ~ ~ ~  wiU be less pronormad in muscle fibre 
types coataining a higher proportion of type 1 fibres than in muscles 
predo-y composed of type IIb fibres9 deding a Iowa sengtMty by 
SERCA 2a isofom to in vitro rnetabiic pahrrbations. 
1. Exercise wiii predispose the homogenate to a differential &an by the 
isoiation procedure. The ca2+-~&~TPase aCtmty wili be lower in selected 
sub-Wons isolateci fiom the exercised animais as a resuit of the déct of 
the homogenisation procedure. 
2. CoiitamBiation profiles wiii reveal no difference ôetween the watrol and 
exercised groups, suggesting that altered purity is not the reason for the 
dBkence in c ~ ~ ' - M ~ ~ ' - A T P ~ ~ ~  actbity obsaved between the control and 
exercised group. 
(i) Study 1 
1. The animais used in the first study were Wistar rots. 
2. The rats were kept on a reverse 12: 12 light/dark cycle. 
3. Fatigue was induced by 15 Hi stimulation to mimic the average physiofogid 
nring fiequency of motor units of the diaphmgm. 
4. Measurements of mechauid hct ion were W e d  for twitch contractile 
pperties: peak twitch tension, contraction the, ha@reiaxation tune, rate of 
tension devdopment and rate of tension deche. For tetariic contractile 
pmpaties: t d c  tension, rate of tension development and rate of teasion 
dedine at 10,20,50 and 100 Hi were aSSeSSedaSSeSSed 
S. of the eebct of csffaae on ca2* reiease was limited to 
measurements of costractile fiandon. 
6. The f i s i o n  of metabolites out of the musde and of oxygen and caff.eine to 
the muscle were speànc to the in vitro diaphragm preparation 
1. The anïmals used in the study were mak Sprague-Dam rats. 
2. Measurements of SR bction were limiteci to C ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity in 
homogenates. 
1. The nnmiala used in the study were mPk SpragueDawley rats. 
2. Fatigue was induced by treadmiii Nimiag to exhaustion. The criteria for 
exhaustion was determjlled by the inability of the ammil to avoid the dock 
grid. 
3. Measumnents of SR hction were limiteci to caZf-~&~TPase aaMty. 
4. Contaimnation of homogenates and sub-fiactions ~ 1 1 8  limiteci to 
measumnents of  pmtrophenyl phosphatase (sarcolemmal) and citrate 
synthase (mitochondria). 
(i) study 1 
1. In the diaphagm rir via0 prepantion, the development of neurodar 
fatigue was liniited to perïpherai sites on the pst-syuaptic side of the 
neuromuscular junction 
1. The tissue separation of the superficial and deep cornpartment of the 
gastrmemius medialis was done by visuai inspection. The use of portions of 
muscle compand to singie fibres reduces the pur@ ofthe simple. 
2. Homogenates of the muscles were frozen and assayed later for ca2+-~g2'- 
ATPase actnnty. The ca2+ aciivsted actMty in homogenates has k e n  showa 
to be d e c t e d  by fi#9ng (Simonides & van Hardeveld, 1990; Chin a al., 
1994). Although basal gdiyify was fouad to be reduced (Chin et al., lm) 
tbis reduction was ody a negiigile part of  the total activity (Chin a ai., 
1994) 
3. Fret d a U m  concentrations were determined thmugh the use of a calcium 
software package (Chehtor, Schoenmakers, 1992). Numerous f8ctors such as 
the contamination, the puaty of the cltekor, and the pH b i t  the ~ccurocy 
of ca2' concentrations determineci through a s o h e  program (For a 
detailed discussion on the det ermmrtion of âee calcium please see Appeadix 
- 
(Ü) Study III 
1. A 5-10 min delay was necessary for sampling tissue fi,IIowing the point of 
2. Afta homogenisation of the tissue sampled fiom the nui nnimslp. a dehy of 
approxirnately 1 h was necessary for sampüng and homogenisation of the 
contra1 animal tissue. 
3. Some delays wexe dso enco~~~fered between seps of the isolation procedure 
to enable the suspension and &eezing of intermediary sub-fhctiom. H o m ,  
the su- was iirsuntajned in the uitracentrjfiige bdow 4' C during these 
dehys and the delays were similar for suwib-fractons tiom both the waad and 
Na animals. 
4. Anmials wae amesthetised using sodami pentobarbital wtiich has been 
show to aect  c ~ ~ + - M & A T P ~ ~ ~  aamty of isolated SR vesicles 
(Feraandez-Salguero et al., 1990) at high cimg concentrations. S i m k  
dosages were used fôr control and run animalS. (For wm dctails please see 
Ch, 1993) 
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RoLE OP CNFEïlW IN MEûUTïNG RECOVERY M SHORT TERM 
The role of sampiasmic reticuhim ca* rdease in fhtigue was examineci during 
and followhg fàtigue induced by repaitM stimdatiotl, Rat diaphragms wae subjected 
initially to a 3 min stimulation protoeol (LS Hz; 250 ms; 50 % duty cycle) designed to 
produce fàtigue and metabolic paairbatioas (deaeases in ATP and PCr aiad inczeases in 
Pi end fI'. The repctitive stiwilation protocoI (15 250 ms; 50 % duty cyck) 
reduced twitch tension (P,) by 44 % whaeas teasion at 100 Hi (P1001E3 by % (P < 
0.05). Subsequentiy, dibine was used to induce ca2+ reiease under 3 Merent 
conditions in order to examine the role of spec5c intraceMar metabolites. The tbra 
conditions were: (1) 2 min of additional stimulation (2MS); (2) 5 min of passive 
recovery (SMR) and (3) 20 min ofanoxic recovery (20MR). Each animai provideci two 
diapiuagm musde stripa. Ooc diaphragm strip was arposed to caffZine and the other 
served as a control. In aü six diffaent groups were studied (ca&he-.ZMS, dèine-  
SMR, deine-2OMl& no cafkheZMS, no deiae-5MR and no deine-2OMR). 
Resuits h m  the 2MS group uidicated that the fhtigue obsaved at low 
fiequencies (LFF) was pertialiy r e v d  by cr&M (35 %; P < 0.05). However, the 
less thau fidl recovery (74 % compared to the rrsiing conditions) mggesteci that part of 
the reduction in tension (P < 0.05) was due to an impaired crossbridge activaton. in 
contrast, with hi@-fiequency fàtigue 0, &€bine exaggented the reduction in 
tension (P < 0.05) comparecl to no caffeine suggesting that the [ca23i was reduced 
beyond thet induad by the stimulation oniy. 
For the SMR, the recovery period was not sufEcient to reverse the efféct of 
LFF in the wntrol (no dbine)  diaphragm mggesting that ff may be an important 
fàctor responsiile for the fitigue- Caffeine mediated rewvery produced inmeases in 
tension (P > 0.05) thst were bigter thpa the non-stimulateci conttai, suggesting that no 
inhibition at the cross-bridges was present and that the 5 min period was suflicient to 
d o w  resynthesis of PCr and ] to retum to resting lwels. This hding also 
suggested that with LFF, d e i n e  was capable of neutralhg the inhicbition placed on 
the ca2+ release charnels by H*, and that ciGerences in ca2' SeOSifivity of the 
myofibriilar apparatus occucfed. The fast recovery in Pl00 during the 5 MR (P > 0.05) 
codimed the presence of HFF. C e e  had no Sect on tension, suggesting that the 
[ca29i was already SuffiCient to fùlly saturate the regdatory p r o t h  
No recovery in tension was observed for the 2OMR for either Pt or PIOOH.. The 
20 aiin time period would have allowed d c i e n t  time for the dissipation of most of the 
Er leaving a suppressed phosphoqdation poteafial (and increased by-products), as the 
most probable mechanism for the reduced tension The Iack of an effect of d é i n e  on 
recovery could be the resuit of a depletion of the SR ca2+ stores due to high [Pi] and 
[ADP] (Zhu & Nosek, 1991). In conclusion, although transient increases in Ef and Pi 
may impair ca2+ release and tension recovery, other factors also appear to be 
implicated. 
At the muscle level., the development of tension is the r d t  of two 
physiologicai processes. Fi* an activation proass  refèrred to as excitation- 
contraction couphg @CC) acts to convert an action pot& delMnd by the t-tubule 
membrane to a ca2+ flux generated by the sarcop ldc  reticulum (SR). Second, a 
mechmical process refémd to as the crodridge cycle ocws whereby the 
myotilament transforms the excitation &O a mechanicd pafameter that represents the 
generated tension. Muscular fàtigue, defjned as the inabiiay to generate a reqyired or 
expected tension (Eàwards, 1981) bas been attn'buted to a disruption in the 
mechPnisms of either one or both of these two processes. 
A coritractile parameter that has been shom to involve the SR in tension Wue 
is low-fiequency Mgue (LFF) (Edwards et al, 1977). LFF is characterized by a more 
pronounced and longer lastmg tension depression at low rather than at high fiequencies 
of stimulation following repetitive contractions (Edwards et al., 1977; Wdes et al., 
1983; Westdlad et al., 1993). LFF does not appear to be the result of a problem with 
the contractiie elements since tension produced by high fiequency stimulation is only 
slightiy depressed, suggesting at this level of activation that the ca2+ &ent is 
maintaineci and that cross-bridge kinetics are not impaireci. A reduction in the amount of 
ca2+ released per stimulation pulse has been sugpsted to be the mechanism responsible 
for the depression (Edwards et al., 1977). Funha evidence tbat tends to suggest tbat 
ca2+ release is the problem behind the depression is the total or partial recovery in 
tension that is observeci with the use of metlylxanthines such as cafkine (Moxham a 
al., 1980; MacIntosh & Gardiner, 1987). The possible mec* by which tension is 
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reestablished with d i e  is through either (i) an incfeased sepsitvity of the 
myofhnent to ca2+ (Wendt & Stephenson, 1983; Allen & Westerbiad, 1995). (ii) an 
inhibition of ca2' uptake (Koshïta & Oba, 1989; Frya & Neering, 1989; Men & 
WesterbIad, 1995), and (hi through a potentiation of ca2+ release tiom the SR and an 
innease in intraceiiular ca2+ wnœntmîion ([ca27$ (Jones et al., 1982; N&sar&nthm 
et al., 1981). More ment exPergnents using fiuorescent ca2+ dyes in single intact fibre 
prepdons which snsble both tension and the [ca27i to be simuitaaeously monitored, 
have confirmeci that the reduction in teasion is dhctiy coupled to aiterations in [ca2*Ji 
and that these alterations are probably due to a reduced ca2+ reiease fiom the 
sarcoplasmic reticuium (Westerblad et al., 1993). 
The d E h e  expaiments and the single intact fibre expiments suggest that the 
loss of tension is relased to low cytosolic Ievel of ca2+ and that the Iower ca2+ 
concentration does not depend on the depletion of luminai ca2+ stores. However, 
these expiments do not reveal the cause of the reduced release or &ch step of the 
release mechanism is disupted by the repeated activity. 
The opening of the ca2+ release chameh is inhibited by changes in sel& 
metabolites that ocw during muscle Wgue such as a reduction in adénine nucleotides 
(Meissner et al., 1986) , an increase in M ~ ~ '  concemation (Favero et ai., 1995) and a 
reduced pH (Rousseau & PinLos, 1990). Howeva, a metabolite mediateci distwbance 
of ca2+ release fùnction in LFF is questionabie since metabolic changes appear to 
recover m e  qyickly than tension (Westerblad a ai., 1993). 
The overd airns of this study were to examine the rok of sarcopIasmic 
retidum ca2+ release in both Wgue induced by repetitive StimUIation and durhg 
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recovery h m  Mgue and to isdate the role of Specisc extraceitular metaboIites in ca2+ 
nlease and fecovery of mechamcal fmcti0~1- Three sets of qmiments were designeci 
to address these pirposes. 
The aim of the first set of a p a i m e a f ~  was to induce a reduction in tension and 
a perhdxd metabolic enviroment, and then to examine the si@cance of impaireci 
ca2' reiease, ushg caffeme, on the disturbance in mechanical f h d o n  that occutred. It 
was hypothesizeâ th inhibition of the ca2+ release charnels is an important mechanhm 
in this type of fhtigue. 
A first objective of the second set of experiments was to isolate which of the 
metabolic by-products, m e I y  those r d t i n g  h m  big&-energy phosphate metabolism 
(Pi, ADP, AMP) or fkom glycolysis (FI') inhiiit ca2+ release. A A P ~  objective was to 
observe to what extent ca&w is capable of revershg these W. To examine the 
role of acidosis, a 5 min ncovery paiod was used to provide for the recovery of the 
phosphoxyiation potential without dissipation of the acidosis (Hood & Parent, 1991). It 
was hypthesized that tension wouid not recover in the acidic condition, but that it 
wodd be restored with catfkhe. 
To examine the role of th hi@-energy phosphate mtaboütes, a 20 min passive 
anoxic recovery period was provided to prwent recovery of the high-energy phosphate 
potentid wbüe 8t the seme time enabfe lactate to diSise out of the edl and permit pH to 
substantiialy remver. It was hypothesized that the fàtigue induced by the stimuiation 
wodd persist during the anoxie paiod and that the addition of d i e  wouid have 
minimal effect. 
2.2.1 Animai cuz 
The twenty-six ad& male Wistar rats used for this study were houseci in an 
enviromentaüy controiied rwm (27O C) wÏth a r e v d  12 : 12 iighidark cycle and fed 
on a diet of iaboratory chow (Ririila rat chow) and water ad libinmt. Animai are  was 
in accordance with the guidelines estabiished by the Canadian Council on Ammal Care 
and the stusy was approved by the University of Waterioo Animal Ethics Cornmittee. 
2.2.2 Removd and preparation of dirpbragm 
The rats were mesthetized with etha and the diaphragm was quickly excised. 
The excised diaphragm was placed in a petn dish containmg cold (4-10' C) oxygenated 
(95% & 5 % C a )  Krebs solution : 137 mM NaCi, 5 mM KCI, 1 mM MgSOd, 1 mM 
N a H n  24 mM NaKC03,2 mM CaC12, and 11 mM glucose (FsuUcner et ai., 1982). 
Two costal strips of muscles (- 3 mm wide) were cut pardel to the muscle fibre with a 
portion of ni left attached at one end and a piece of tendon at the other end. The 
infior portion of one of the diaphragm strips was anchored by a srnail Plexiglass 
micro-clamp and its tendon end was aîtached to a fordsplacement transducer 
(Cambridge TechnoIogies, mode1 300H) with a length of silk thread (4-0). Two silk 
threads were tied at the tendon-thread and transducef thread junction to elirninate the 
infh.tence of thread elasticity on force measurements (Kyle, 1988). The second 
diaphragm strip was prepared in a simiiar fashioa but the sük thread was secu~ed to a 
weight suspended around a puiiey to maiatain * C a passive tension of approximately 2 g, 
which has been shom to enhance the v iab i i  of the muscle (GoIdberg et al., 1975). 
Both saips were placed in jacketed baths (280 ml) contsmiDg oxygenated Krebs 
soiuîion The solution was mmtamed . . M 30° C (Mahvood & Cechetto, 1980) by 
amilatmg water comiag a hert excbanger aiound the jacketed orgm batb Field 
shdation of the muscle was produced by two plrtmum efecttodes to p e u t  
electtoiysis of the Ringer solution that wen positioned et 2 to 3 nnn dong the entire 
length of the diaphragm strip. 
The maximal voltage needed to pmduce peak twitch teasion was detennined by 
delivering single electricai pulses (scpare wave pulses of 0.2-ms duration) at O. 1 Eb 
(Grass Instrument S48 stimulator). Miaiiy, 40 vohs were used and the voltage was 
then increased in a stepwise M o n  untii twitch teasion ampliaide was magmal. To 
insure tbat supra-maximal voltage was obtained, the maximal voltage was dtipiied by 
a h o t  of 1.5. Optimal length (Lo), representhg the length at which teasion is 
nmcid, was detemineci by moving the tmsion ttansducer (Cambridge Techaology 
IQC., Mode1 352), morneci on a micrometer clamp, whiie obseMng twitches at 0.1 HZ. 
After an equiîibration period of 30 min, the tension was compPnd with the tension 
recorded Mticiny and if it wps &und to vary, minor r e a d . e n t s  in length were made 
until a new Lo was established. The distance between the fibre-central tendon junction 
and th fibre nbjuuction was used as the critezion length. Muscle cross-sectionai ana 
(CSA) was estimateci by dividing muscle wet mass (g) by the product of muscle density 
(1.056 g . cm3) and the leugth of the diaphngm strip (cm) (Close, 1972). 
The t h e  course for the dependent measurements is show in Figure 2.1. 
Coiriractile properties were coilected using the Watscope Data Aquisition Unit and 
Software (Northern Digitai hc., 19854981) at the beguuiiag of the experiment, after 
the inhial 3 min of stimukiion and afta imposing one of the three experimentai 
conditions (see descnCption below). Two sets of twitch and tension-fhquency data were 
collectecf for pre-Mgue measuremeuts. Che set of the same data was coUected 
fbllowing the initiai 3 min Stimuiation and fbiiowing the application of each of the îhree 
experimental conditions. For twitch data, pealr twitch tension (Pt), twitch contraction 
time (CT), one-haif relaxation time @Tm), peaL rate of teasion development 
(+dPJdf-) and peaic rate of tension decline (-dPJ&-) were cietennineci (Figure 2.2). 
A delay of 10 s was provided between me8sutements to direct the results to a 
cornputer. 
A f k  a delay of 20 s collection of the tension-fiequency data, incIuduig 
+dP JL and -dP Jdt- was starteci by stimuiating the d e  strip at fiequencies of 10 
(Pioh), 20 (Pm&), 50 (P50&), and 100 (PlOoth) IIt for 1.5 s each and widi 10 s between 
measurements. The fotce-fiequency data were collected in a random order to minmiirre 
the possiibk variabüity due to potentiatioa produced by the previous measurementrmii. 
In addition, tbree different conditions wae imposed on the diaphagm to isdate and 
distinguish between the &ect of two speciûc perturbations, nameiy the & i  of H' and 
the suspension of ATP recovery. Details of these thne recovery conditions and an 
hypothesis related to each condition are given in the following tiiree sub-sections. 
FIGURE 1. TIME COURSE OF DEPENDENT MEASURES 
Standard protocol 





CONDITION# 2 3 min stimulation 
Con 
CONDITION# 3 3 min stimulation 
Con NC 
Trt /+' # C 
Experimental protocol 
2 min of additional stimulation 
5 min of normal recovery 
20 min of anoxic recovery 
LEGEND: Evoked contractile properties 
c: Caffeine NC : No Caffeine 
Con: Control Trt : Treabnent 
TENSION (g) 
2.2.4 Expetimtntrl conditions 
Rats were divided into thne p u p s  based on the three rrperimentai coaditions 
used durhg the recovery period- The 3 conditions were: (1) 2 min of additional 
stimulation (2MS); (2) 5 min of passive recovery (SMR) and (3) 20 min of anoxic 
recovery (20MR) (Figure 2.1). These conditions are d e s c r i i  in detail in the next 
d o n  (2.4.2). Each ammal provided two diaphragm muscle strips. One was exposed 
to d & e ,  whiie the other saved as a control. This arrangement produced a totai of 
msix digerent p u p s  of diaphragm muscle strips (deine2MS, deineSMR, 
deine=20MR, no deine2MS, no deine-SMR and no cafEéine-20MR)- Lnitiplly, ai l  
groups were subjected to a 3 min stimulation protocol (15 H q  250 ms; 50 % duty 
cycle) with wae purpose of producing a reduction in tension and large metaboiic 
perturbations. The 15 Hz stimulation fiequency was choseu because it approximates 
the firing fiequency of phrenic motoneurons durhg resting breatbiig in the rat (Purves 
& Sakmann, 1974). A duration of 3 min using a protocof of con~uous 
stimulation et 10 Hz bas ban shown to iaduce signifiant fàtigue and severe metaboiic 
perturbations in rat plantaris muscle after 3 min @ood & Parent, 1991). The ATP 
content feu by 47 %, whae 82 % of the decrease was due to aa increase in IMP @ood 
& Parent, 1991). A f k  1 min of stiniulatioa, lactate increased 19-fold, pH feu nom 
7.02 to 6.36 and phosphoaeatiae @Cr) content felt to 1 1 % of resting wntrol muscle. 
Although, repletion of PCr content had recovered der  3 min, lactate content was not 
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normalized untiI 15 min der stimulation (HOOd & Parent, 1991). The pIantaris is 
composeci of a 
bigh petcensage of type Iib (53 %) and type Iïa (40 %) fibres (Armstrong & Phelps, 
1984), siaElar to the diaphragrn. The diephragm has aiso a high proportion of type IIb 
(35 %) and type IIa (35 %) fibres (Green d al., 1984). 
The intermittent nature of the Stuaulation protocol provides a wm 
physiologicai stmnihis and its e&ct on metaboiite production and energy demand is if 
anythmg more pronounced than contimous stimulation (Chasiotis et ai., 1987; 
Bergstrtbrn & Huitman, 1988). The choice of the 3 min intemittent stimulation 
protocol with a 50 % duty cycle was also validated by a snidy in our laboratory thai 
showed that the most pronomced reduction in tension with the in viho rat diaphragtn 
prepmation, during 30 min of stimulation, occameci by 3 min @fassareUi e!t al., 1989). 
Therefbre, based on these obmtions, the 3 min stimulation protocol was assumed to 
produce a pronounced fatigue. 
k g  the re~~very  fiom the 3 min stimulation, the &kt of deine  (1, 3, 7- 
methyixanthine) was monitored in a second p d e l  diaphragm through the contractile 
@onrt8~1ce to detemine the invoIvement of  the ca2' release during the specific 
conditions of recovery. 
The response to d e i n e  is dose-dependent, but the sensitivity of the muscle to 
de ine  is also dependent on fibre type composition (Fryer & Neering, 1989). Ahhough 
a concentration of 5 mM has been demonstrated to have a maximal potbathg effect 
on twitch tension developed by the soleus, the potentiaîion of twitch tension in the 
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exteasor digitorum longus (EDL) was dose dependent over the range of 2-10 m M  
( F m  & Neering, 1989). The concentration of 5 m M  has been show to elicit 
maximum ca2+ release in slcinned Eut fibres of Xenoptrs W s  (Stienen a aL, 1993). 
Higher conmatrations prduced similar ca2+ rdease, but may have caused some 
detezioration of isometric teosion development (Stienen et d, 1993). Since the 
diaphgm is composed of a mixture of fjist and slow muscle fibre types (Green et al., 
1984), it was decided that the c w c d o n  of 5 mM wodd be appmpriate for these 
cents. 
2.2.4.2.1 Condition 1 : additiod 2 min of stimulation (2MS) 
The rationale for the first exphentai condition (2MS) was to maintain, if 
not exaggerate, the reduction in tension and the metabolic perturbations obtaïned 
foiIowing the initial 3 min of stimulation. This was accomplished by M e r  stimulatmg 
the diaphragm strip for an additional 2 min using the seme contractile scheduie, 
foiiowing a brief intemptioa provided to wkct contractile data. In addition, cafkine 
was aduhistered in order to m-e the extent to wbich increased ca2+ reiease can 
reverse the e&ct of the hduced muscle fatgue (Weber & Herz, 1%8). Based on the 
wd documented a ofcaffellie, it was lypothesized that most of the reduction in 
tension produced by the above protocol wodd be reversed by Caaeiae, wnhnhg the 
inhibition of the ca2+ release channehi and a reduceâ [ca27i as an importaat mecbaMsm 
underlying muscle fatigue (Mm & Westerblad, 1995). This effect wül be more 
pronounceci in the case of twitch tension than tetanic tension at 100 H i  stimuiation 
because the change in [ca27i takes place at a steeper part of the ca2+-teasion 
relationship c w e  (Ltimergren a al., 1996). 
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22.4.2.2 Condition 2: 5 min passive recovery (m) 
During recovery unda aembic conditions, K r  is rapidly resynthesized whüe 
lactate remains high (Sahlin et al., 1979). This discrepancy in the recovery of PCr and 
lactate formed the basis of the rationale of the second condition, d y  to distinguish 
between the importance of EI' concentration versus phosphoryiatîon potentiai on ca2* 
release. In order to achieve this, a 5 min recovery (W) without h o u t o n  was 
chosen to aiiow enough time for the high-energy phosphate system and intraceiiular 
ADP and Pi to remver, while meintaining a high level of acidosis (Kuherick & 
Meyer, 1985; Hood & Parent, 1991; Balça et aL, 1993). 
Evidence for the recovery of the phosphoryiation potential was obmed with 
wntinuous stimulation at 10 Hi of the rat gastrmemius-plantaris (Hood & Parent, 
1991). The level of PCr, wtiich had decreased durhg the first min of stimulation, 
started to increase and was siBnificady higher && 60 min of stimulation (Hood & 
Parent, 1991). Rapid repletion took place during the ioitial 3 min of the recovery 
(Hood & Parent, 1991). Following 2 min of sustained maicimal voluntary contractions 
of human t i i i  anterior, substantial recovery in tension and in Pi concentratious were 
obmed afer 2 min, while pH required appximately 15 min to mtum to resting 1 4 s  
(Baker et al., 1993). Ln a study using the rat in M'a0 diaphragm preparation, the 
tecovery of pH, foilowing 1-2 min of ather low- (5 Hi) or hi@-frequency (75 Hz) 
stimulation, requiied approximately 10 aiin to recover to resting levels (Metzger & 
F i  1987a). This still represent still5 min more than the length of the passive recovgy 
period chosen for this study. 
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It was hypothesized that the 5 min recovezy would dow no or a very siight 
recovexy in tension, in the presence of the hi@ acidosis. The presmce of de ine  
should mmse the inhiibitory &ect ofthe Eî on the ca2' release chaanels (Favero et aL, 
1995) by mcreasing the Furthetmore, it is postulateci that the recbvery Win be 
more pronounced for the twitch than for the 100 Ek Stimuiation, fbr the reasom 
2.2.4.2.3 Condition 3 : 20 min of anoxic recovery (20MR) 
Fdy, for the last condition, a 20 min aaoxic recovery period without 
stimulation was utilued. This was done by rephhg the -02 mixture (95 % - 5 
% C&) with one wntaimng 95 % NÎ and 5 % Ca. Oirygen was retwned to the orgsn 
bath just prior to the collection of the contractile data. The rationale for tbk anoxic 
recovery was to mamtain the deficit in the phosphorylation p o t d  achieved through 
the initial 3 3 of stimulation, and at the same tirne, aliowing SuffiCient time for lactate 
to &se out of the muscle and for pH to remver- 
Recovery of pH following conttactile activity in intact muscle appears to be 
around 10-15 min (Metzger & Fitts, 1987a; Baker a al., 1993). It has been suggested 
that based on the lactate content and the rate of resynthesis of PCr, that the 
intraceiluiar ooncentmtion of H' continues to rise during the nrst 15 min ofrrc~vay 
(Mainwood & Lucier, 1972). 
In rat exteasor digitonun longus (EDL) muscle made ischemic, muscle lactate is 
increased 10-fold ody after 2 h anoxia (Sahlh a al., 1990). In agreement with the 
rationale of the second condition, a 5 min anoxic pericxi immediately followhg 
stimulation did not reduce the level of lactate (Sahlin et ai., 1990). 
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The lactate concentration, folîowing a 20 min anoxic recovery, the t h e  period 
chosen for this third condition, was not m d  in the study of Sahün et ai. (1990). 
However, even if no recovery todr place and the lactate levels were to re!mah close to 
the leveis fwnd &a 5 min, it would be difl3cuit to extrapolate these r d t s  to the 
present study. It is probable that the rates of laaate dietsion are very Merent in an in 
situ EDL p n p d o n  than a in vibo diaphragm preparation. 
Diaphragms of rats weighing M e e n  100-200 g, üLe the ones used in this 
study, have been shown to be thin enough to enable the diffuoion of 95 % used to 
oxygemte the organ bath (Creese a al., 1958). The thichess of a d e  which can 
enabte âifibsîon depends on the geometry of the tissw, the distance of a specific d 
fiom the surhice , and the rate ofutilization or releese of sbstances from the ceils (see 
Goldberg et al., 1975). For rat diaphragm incubateci in LOO % and at 3 7 O  C, the 
muscle thickness at wbich tension M l s  to zero has been estimateci at 0.54 mm (see 
Gotdberg et ai., 1975). The thickness of the diaphragm of rats weighing over 550 g is 
1 mm (Reid et al. 1987) so that the diaphragms of rats weighing approximately 150 g, 
such as those used in this study, should be under 0.54 nmi and shouid provide adequate 
dilkion of metabolites. Therefore, asamhg that lactate will ditnise out of the 
muscle, the metaboiic by-products of phosphoryiation shouid be the major ktor 
contributing to the reduction in tension. It is hypothesized that in this case, the main 
factor causing the reduced tension is the inhiion of phosphoryiatioa due to the 
depriveci 9 environment. Since the depressed tension is due to the suspension of ATP 
recovery, the release of ca2+ by d e i n e  shouid have ouiy minor repercussions in 
revershg the e&ct of fàtigue. 
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A thne way analysis of variance (ANOVA) wah two grouphg Won: 
phannacologicai intementi011 (deineno deine)  ad condition (2MS, SMR and 
20MR) and oae repeated meerane (Tirne1 and Ti 2) was used to adyze the e f k t  of 
the initial 3 min stimulation (Eitigue). A second thme way ANOVA with the same 
grou& fkctors and npeated measares ans uscd to amdyze the combined efièct of the 
phermPcologicai intemention (de ine)  and the expaimental condition (W, SMR 
and 20 MR). Planaed oomparisons were pdormed to detamine âifikeaces between 
pairs of the six  group means fiom the tbree way interactio~~ A one way ANWA using 
the Tukey pst-hoc test was used to see ifthere were any diffhnces among the values 
a .  rest and after the initial 3 min of stimulation The use of "different" in the Resuits 
section indicates that a signifiaut difkence was found The si@cance level was 
accepteci at P < 0.05. 
Thnwereno~ccs inbodywe igh îbc tw#nd ier ix~amlgra ips  
(Table 2.1). Smiihrty, no diffhnas wan touad fbr the diaphn$m muscle 
charactttistics fbr WCI& 1- ancl CSA (Table 2.1). The efftcl of the various 
combinations of tnmnem and npeiimcntal conditions polarid the resuits in twa 
distinct tension rtsponses accordhg to the test simuhion fiequency. Low hcpency 
stimuktion pmduced a aniüar respollse for Pi, PI* and Pae whik hi& âe<iuency 
stimuktion resulted in a smiikr mqmnse for P w  aod Pie. Smce the effect of th 
expcrhental treritments wae simüar, witbin these categories, ody the results for the 
îwitch and the 100 Hz stimuMon hquency are presented a d  ckussed in this section 
The results for the 10 H& 20 Hk a d  50 0 fkecpencies cen be found in Appendk IC. 
Restmg contractile pmperties includiag twitch tension Pt) nomraüPd for CS4 
contraction time (CT), wrelaxation-time @Tm) and rate of tension dmlopmcnt 
(+dPddfa anci decline (-dP,/df-), as0 normcilized for CS& were similar for the six 
npaimuttal p u p s  oable 2-21. SimiMy, tension at 100 Hz Pt-) fcpnseatiag 
maximal tension (P& (+dPddt-) d (-dPddfi-), aü atpressed as a fimaon of muscle 
CSA, wae not diffaait amoag the six graips pabie 2.3). 
Table 2.1 Body weight and diaphgm milSCle strip characteristics for the six gmups of 
rats. 
V a l u c s ~ n m m s * S E , N C , n o ~ , C , ~ ,  2 M S , 2 m i n ~ o n ; S M R , 5 m i n ~  
20- 20 min raecrvtry. Wughtofdiaphragm sûips ~ o n w d ~  
Table 2 2  IsocacCric twitch contndüe data ofisolntevl nit d l p u  ~ p s  at rest 











Table 2.3. Isometric tetanïc contractüe data at 100 Hi stiwittion fieqyency at rest 




C - 2MS 
C-SMR 
7.4 * 1 .O 
9.6 * 1-2' 
7.6 * 1.3 ' 
9.0 * 1.0 ' 
7.0 * O.? 
NC-2MS 181 * 8 103 * 20' 
NC-SMR 263 * 35 107k 16' 
NC-20- 219 * 40 90 14' 
C - 2MS 312 * 47 112 * 14' 
C -5MR 176 26 93 * 11' 
C -2OMR 214 36 104 * 8 '  
23.2 E f f i  of hSttl3 min stimulation on eontmrctiütg 
protoc01 on twitch teasion (&) was gmihr for di m p s  ad o d  this tradated ixsto 
a 44 % fcdllction fiom the resting vah~e. Contraction timc (Cr) wu not meci by 
ta 3 min W ~ C  pfotbcoi, with the exception of a siight but signïficant bcmm fw the 
no adSne20MR gmup. Efdf-fefalEafion tuae @Tm) was bxeased h r  rin p u p s  
d t i n g  in an o d  increase of 47 %. The rate of tension deveiopmeat (+dl$!&) 
was decnued in the six groups for an o v d  reduction of 47 %. Ho-. if the 
+ciP Jdr, was conected for the fhll in tension by àividing +dP Jdtrr. by Pi (Thompson 
a ai., 1992a), oniy two out of the six lgoups disphyd lower d u e s  afta the 3 min 
stimulation. The me of tension deciine (-dPJ&) wu depresseci for ths six 
arpaimental groups, with the overaii nduction avaaging 63 %. The felationship was 
niriintriinai for the siir groups when the reduced twitch tension was taken hto account. 
Howeva, the o v d  redudon wu mc~uuated, falaig to 29 %. 
FoUowiug the 3 min of stimulation, oaly four of the six groups showed 
deaer#s in t d c  tension t the test rtimulPtion fhqueacy of 100 Eiz m e  2.3). The 
rcduction was 20 % of initiai tension (Table 2.3). The nductiom in PI- wae not 
signifiant for the d&e-5MR (13 %) anci the cafkine-2OMR (14 %) poups. The 
tetamc +dPJdt- a d  -ci&- wae miuccd in aii six groups and the o v d  &ction 
came to 39 % and 55 %, nspectively (Table 2.3). When these parameters whae 
arprased relative to t d c  tension, the values, although otill sienificaut, w a e  reduced 
2.3.3 Effkct of esperimentai conditions on d'feint modrilrted coatmctiIe 
=Po- 
No djiièrences were found between the six groups after the initiai 3 min of 
stmnulation and befMe the application of one of the three conditions for pny of the 
contractile properties for either the twitch (Table 2.2) or the 100 Hz stimulation 
fiequency (Table 2.3). 
2.3.3.1 Coditton 1: A&Womf 2 mm of stimulation f2h4S) 
During the nrst expaimental condition (2MS), coasisting of an additional 2 min 
of stimulation at 15 Hz, twitch tension (Pt) figure 2.3A) and tetanic tension at 100 Hz 
(Pl& Figure 2.4A) did not remver nom the reduction produced initially by the 3 
min of stimulation protocol (Figure 2.3A & 2.4A). The addition of d k h e  produced an 
hcrease in Pi of 35 % which represented 74 % of the teasion mea~u~ed at rest betOre 
the initial 3 min stimulation. For PlWb the addition of d é i n e  to the or- bath had 
the reverse &kct causing a m e r  reduction in tension of 27 % (Figure 2.4A). The 
d i e  generated tension was diffaent than the n&eine tension bot& b&re and 
afta caffeine treaîment Howewr, this difference was in the opposite direction, the 
d i e  group behg bigher for the pn-values and lower for the pst-values than the 
For the 2MS condition, de ine  produceci a strong and sigdïcant e&ct on 
three twitch time related contractile properties (Figure 2.3B, C, & D). Contraction time 
(CT) was hcreased by 26 % representing 132 % of the initial pre-fàtigue value (Figure 
2.3B). In the control diaphrap, the additional 2 min of stimulation fùrther reduced CT 
by 1 1 %. Halfre1axation time @Tm) was proIongeâ by 61 % with the addition of 
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Figure 2.3 Effect ofcdkhe after two min of additionai 
Stmidation (2MS) on twitch tension (A), contraction t h e  
(B), ha@reiaxation tirne (C), rate of tension development (D), 
rate of tension dediae @). PRE and POST; More and after 
addition of cafhine and 2 tnia of additionai stimulation, Data 
are means * SE. ** Si@cardy different h m  pre-comparable 
condition (P < 0.0 1). * (P < O.OS).$ Si@cantly Merent fiom 
nOIcaff&e (P < 0.01). 

PRE PO= 
Figure 2.4 Effect of cafEeint after two min of additional 
stimulasion (WS) on 100 Hz tension (A); rate of 
tension dcvdopment (B); rate oftension d e c k  (C). 
PRE & POST, before and afer addition ofdeuie and 
additionai 2 min of stimulation. Data are means * SE. 
** Significantly différent fiom pre-comparable (P < 
O.Ol).* (P c 0.05). $ Significantly diffient from 
w d e h e  (P < O.Ol).t(P < 0.05). 
caffeiae (226 % of pre-Mgue vaiue) but was not significantty ahaed in the control 
stnp (Figure 3C). CaEbhe produccd a 27 % increase in +dP& (Figure 2.3D), 
r e p r d g  75 % of the pre-fktïgue value. Howmr, no signifiant ciiffierence was 
found when the reduction in twitch tension was nomisüad ôy dmding +dPJdt, by Pt 
(+dPJdt- . P;?. The additional shuhion had no e&ct on -dP& in either the 
wntrol or the ca&w treated strip (Figwe 2.3E). When the correction for the los of 
tension was caicuiateâ, a 34 % decrease was obaawd for the deine  contrachire- For 
the 100 Hz tension, +dPjdt, was not afbcted by Catrane, but dPddf- was reduced 
by 27 % (Figure 2.4B & 2.4C). Howwer, when correcteci for the change in tension, no 
&kt of Wgue was fouiad for +ciPt/&-. P100th -'. 
For the second srperimental condition, the 5 min passive recovery period was 
not suffi.cient to diow twach tension (Pt) to recover (Figure 2.SA). However, at 100 
E3z, a sigaificaat recovery of tension of 30 % was observed nom pst-fàtigue (Figure 
2.6A). The Plooit represented 105 % of the initial pre-Mgue vaiue. 
The addition of Meine had a marked d e c t  on Pt, produchg a 148 % incresse 
fiom the pst-fhtiee vahae (Figure SA). This repre~emed 1 19 % of the initiai pre- 
Figure 2.5 Effect of caffeine d e r  nVe niin of passive recovezy 
(Bût) on twitch tension (A), contraction time (B), haKrelaxation 
t h e  (C), rate of tension development (D), rate of tension decline (E). 
PRE and PûST; bdore and after addition of caffeine and 5 niin recovery 
period. Data are meuis SE. ** Significantiy different fiom pre-cornparabte 
condition (P < 0.01). (P < O .OS).$ Sipiiiscantiy differeat âom nO-C8ffeine 
(P < 0.01). (P < 0.05). 
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Figun. 2.6 Effect of ceeine der  5 min of 
recavery (5MR) on 100 Hi teasion (A); rate of 
tension ddopmai t  (B); rate of tension deciine 
(C). PRE & POST, b e n  ad itta addition of 
d e i n e  and stimuiation. Dm rn means SE.* 
Signincantly different fiom PRE (P < 0.0 1). * (P 
< 0.05) Sienificantly m e n t  fkorn nodeine .  $ 
(P <O.Ol).t (P < 0.05). 
&igue value (Figure 2.5A). For Plooaa the increase of 15 % for the cafféine stmnilated 
tissue was l e s  than for the no cafiéine tissue (Figure 2.6A). However, thb can be 
arplained by the reduction in Plme fat this particuiar group (Caffeine-5MR) (sa 
above) foliowing the initial 3 min of9tmiiilation which was nat signifiant and thefefore 
left less rwm for improvement. The &er increase9 neverttieless, retumed PlOQn to its 
pre-fhtigue due. 
The ene*s of the 5MR condition on time related coatnciile propertks werr in 
general sidar to those produced by the 2MS condition The resuhs, fofiowing the 
initial 3 min of stimulation, indicated that there was a difkence between the control and 
deine treated muscle for CT, maLUig it ciiffiait to attniute the 17 % increase to the 
specinc action ofthe h g  (Figure 2-58). H&ii5reiaxati~n tirne (RTvz) was prolongeci 32 
% (193 % of pmfàtigue h e )  by caffi?ine and was shostened by 17 % in the conîrol 
strip (Figure 2.5C). As weii, +dPJdt, hcreased for the d e i n e  muscle by a vahie of 
128 %, representirig 140 % of its prr-fàtigue value (Figure 2.5D). However, tbis 
hcretlse was not digerent then the vahie found at the beginning of the 5 min resovery 
period when correcteci for the change in Pt. 
The -dP Jdt- hcreased durUig the 5MR condition for bot. the d i e  (81 %) 
and the control(26 %) groups (Figure 2.5E), but wae not di&rent when comected fbr 
Pt-. hcmws of 95 % for the ca&iae and of 32 % for the coatrol group with 
recovery were ais0 observecl for +dP J& at the 100 IIz stimulation fiequency (Figure 
2.6B), but only the increase fOr the d € h e  group (57 %) remaineci sigmficant afker 
taLing in wasideration the change in Ploo. This findiiig is consistent with a d e h e  
spegfic &éct et ttiis fiequency of Stinniiation. The -dP& of the control diophragm 
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increased by 128 %, represaiting 93 % of the resting value More imposkg the 3 min 
shuiation (Figure 2.K) .  'ïhe hcrease fell to 74 % after taking in account the change 
in tension a -  the 100 Hz fkequency ofstimuMon 
23.3.3 Gmâikn 3 : t»iimn, mUI ofraeioviair (2Om 
For the third arpaimeiital condition (20=), no change in twitch tension (Pr) 
was observed over the 20 min period fbr Bdia the caffaae or the no ca&ine group 
@gure 2.7A). At 100 Hz, Pime. was reduced by 32 % a f k  the addition of d e i n e  
(Figure 2.8A). 
In general, the 20MR condition pduced  siniiIar chauges on twitch dymnic 
parameters. Twitch contraction the (CT) was shortened by 39 % for the contrd strip 
and by 28 % for the treatment tissue (Figure 2.78). Hd&relaxation time @Tm) 
decreased by 55 % aad 41 % in the c o d  and caffie muscle, respectively (figure 
7C). As with CT and RT s, aP J d t , ,  in both contro1(88 %) and Canane muscles (42 
%) displayed increases (Figure 2.7E). These increases remaineci dinerent for the 
control(86 %) and the caffeine diapbragms (94 %) even afta correcting for the change 
in tension. F i ,  for twitch +dP j&- an inaease (5 1 %) was obsaved only for the 
control tissue (Figure 2.7D). This was also the case at 100 Hz, where the incnase in 
+dPd& (42 %) was oniy sigdicant for the control muscle (Figure 2.8B). However, 
Figure 2.7 Efféct of cafteine d e r  twenty min of anoxic recovexy 
(ZOMR) on twitch tension (A), contraciion time @), hakelaxation 
the (C), rate oftension development @),rate oftension decline (E). 
PRE and PûST; before and afker addition ofcafEne d 20 min 
recoveq period. Data are meam * SE. * + Si@cantly different 
h m  pre-comparable condition (P < 0.01). (P < 0.05). Signiscantiy 





Figure 2.8 Effect of caffeine after 20 min anoxic 
recovery (20MR) on 100 Hz tension (A); rate of 
tcnsioa devdopment (B); rate of tension deciine 
(C). PRE & POST, More and a f k  addition of 
ca&ine and stimulatioo. Daîa are means * SE. 
* Siemficantiy diffent nom PRE (P < 0.05) t 
Sigdicantly different from nodeine.  
when the correction for the fâü in tension was made, thk increase was not signiS~81it. In 
contrast, an increase was found fbr the d k h e  group &er the c o d o n  was made (65 
%). The dPJ& was increased at 100 Hi (67 %) for the control strip, but was 
nQced for the &bine stimulated strip by 34 % (FQure 2.X). The correction for the 
fkii in tension at 100 Hz elûninated the e f k t  for the c&Sne contracture but a 42 % 
increase was stilI observed for the contrai mwcle. 
2*4 DISCUSSION 
Resting wimactile propaties mcluding twitch tension (Pt) normalited for C S 4  
wntradon t h e  (CT), wrelaxation-time (,Tm) aud maximal rate of tension 
deveiopment (+dPJdr,,) and decline (-dPJdrIP), dso nonnalized for CS& were 
similar to d u e s  reported previousiy in this iaborstory we, 1988) for rat diapbrpBm 
muscle. Rwing twitch tension couid not be compued to the vaiue obtained ôy another 
imrestigator in this laboratory (MassarelIi a aL, 1989) k a u s e  it was not arpessed as a 
bction of rswcIe cross-sectionai atea nie average CT (25.6 ms) and RT* (25.7 ms) 
reported by Massarelli a ai. (1989) were slightly lower tbPn the vatues of CT (35.5 ms) 
and RTm (32 ms) obtained in the present study. For the +dP& and -dPJdr,, the 
reaihs 0fMassarel.i et aL (1989), lke the tension data, were wt expressed per unit of 
cross-sectional areg and no cornparisons couid be made with the present valws. 
The average cesting twitch tension for the six groups: 2.74 N . c d  or 279 g . 
mi2 was lowa than the vahie of 123 1 g . cmo2 obtained in an experiment wnducted 
umla similar control conditions by another laboratory (Metzger et al, 1985). However, 
the d u e  in the present study was close to the value (3.8 N . ai2) obtained in another 
study wnducted at a temperature of 2S0 C iastead of30° C by the same group (Reid et 
al., 1987). The vaiue obtained in îhis study was also lower than the value (6.2 N. cm3 
obtained at 22O C by Havi et ai. (1988). The Merence in tempaature could explah in 
part the Merence ôetween these thne studies, although a QI* of oniy 1.06 was found 
for Pt of the veaaal costal diaphragm (Metzger et al., 1985). The dependence of 
contlaaile pmpaties to t m  i!i father compk and wül vary according to 
musde fibre mmposition (euiîer et 1,1984). Howevec, tempmUum doas not appear 
to b the ooly &or causing MNbility bdmcn laboratorics. Nhhmad et ai., (1982) 
obtainedanhieof 7 . 4 ~ . ~ * r t 3 0 ~ , h s u n e t e m p a m i r r u s a i f i ~ h p r r s c n t  
expdumt. in sumrmry, thae appeam to be wide fictuaîions in Pi Mhw h m  one 
iaboratoryto thenextrndahhoughtanpacmmmiypiayarok, anumkroffiidors 
induding pH, amen difbion, &cose âîfbion in the habation medium into the 
fibns aad stwhbiiiity of the isolated d e  iIso rppep Critical (Segai & Faulkner, 
1985). Fdy, the seasibMry ofthe tension transducer and the phosphoryiation statt of 
the muscle a low fhquencies ofsthuhtion will rlpo hsYC an d b c t  on tension. 
The CT obtained for thîs study was neady identical to the d u e s  of34 ms and 
30 ms reporteci by Metzger et ai. (1985) aad MBiawood et al. (1982). respsctivdy- 
However, the values were Iowa tbui the 56.3 ms reportai by Reid et a l  (1987). In the 
case ofRTvk the meaa Mhie was lower than the d u e  of 43 ms of Metzger et ai 
(1985) and of 55.6 ms by Reid et al. (1987) but Simüat to the d u e  of 29.8 ms found 
by Maiawood et ai. (1982). 
nie cornpivison of the values of +dP J& and dl? Jdt- betwecn studies is not 
always obvious becruse of the various units wd to express these parameters h m  one 
study to the othet. Küe (1988) reportai values of 12.8 g . cm4. si' for +dP Jdr;, and 
3.7 fbr -dP Jdt- and atüibuted the higher dues  reportai by Metzger and Fitts (1986) 
to a difbnce in the estimation of the cross-Sectional area Küe (1988) suggested that 
M- anci Etts (1986) used only the msthg 1en@ of the diaphmgm to predict mm- 
sectional area instead of usine 6 g  length and the actuaî weight of the muscle. 
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However, the vaiues of 49.2 for +dP& and 16.2 for -dP& are given in g .'ms0- 
cmo2 instead of g . s? cmo2- Assumine that the units pmvided by Metzger aad 
(1986) are conect, the +dP&U- and -dPJd t ,  would be amsideraûly higher than the 
values reporteci both by Kile (1988) and the present study for the costal nit diaphragm 
at 30' C. 
The value of 10 N. cm2 reporteci in the preseat study for tetsmc tension at 100 
Hz agrees with the value of 1 1 9 and 12.8 N . cmœ2 obtslined by Kile (1988) and Reid et 
ai. (1987), respectiVeIy. However, it is much Iowa thaa the values found by MainWood 
et al. (1982) (34.3 N. cm-2) and Metzger et al. (1987b) (3 1.4 N. cmo2). 
2.43 Effkt of 3 min sümiilrtioo protocoi oa contractile performuce 
The 3 min stimuiation protod was dc ient  to produce the sigdicaiit changes 
in twitch contractile properties that are norrnaüy associated with muscle fatigue. 
Although, the protocol reduced tension at the 100 Hk Eieqency (Piootn) in al1 groups, 
sigdïcance wu only obtained for 4 of the 6 groups. Overail, twitch tension was 
reduced by 44 % but P L ~ k  by oniy 20 %. 
This distiactive respollse at both low- and hi@-fiequencies of stimulation 
following an intensive session of exerck is known as the weii established phenornenon 
of LFF (Edwards et ai., 1977). LFF has been documentecl using the in vibo rat 
diaphragm prqmîion (Kelsen et al., 1982; Metzger and Fitts, 1987% b). FoUowing 
various sessions of direct stimdation of the phrenic newe at 15 Hq Keisen et al., 
(1982) obsefved a proportionally pater reduction (53 %) in the tension elicited ai 20 
Elz compared to the reduction eiicited at 100 Hz (23 %). A&r 1.5 min of indirect 
stimuiation at 5 Hz, the tension producexi at that fiequency was more dqressed than 
7s 
the tension produced by a 75 Eiz stimulus (Metzger & F i  198%). LFF has also been 
observeci more r&y in the intact mouse muscle fibre, where tension was reduced at 
30 Hz and 50 & wbile tension at 100 the stimuiation firecpency used to induce the 
Mgue, was close to conmol d u e s  (Westerblad a al, 1993). 
Another characteristic of LFF is the persisteme of the efba &ch may last 
many hours af€er the end of the period of activity (Edwards et ai., 1977). Although, the 
recovery paiod for the second condition Iasted only 5 min, the distinctive respome 
between low and bigh ~equencies ofstimtWon indicated a seiective Mgue specinc to 
the low âequencies of stimdation in the present experiments. PlooIh for the control 
group had comple!tdy recovered whaeas Pt was still dqmssed after the 5 min @od. 
niis âiscrepancy in response between the low- and high-fiequencies of 
stimulation was originaliy amibuteci to a reductioa in the amount of ca2+ released by 
the sarcop1asmic retidum (SR) per stimulation pulse (Edwards et al., 1977). More 
r d y ,  similar conclusions were reached foliowing experiments using the singie mouse 
intact fibre preparation where the imacellular ca2' concentration ([cai) was 
monitored with a fluorescent ca2+ dye (Westerblad et ai., 1993). The [ca27i was fomd 
to decrease at both low and high âe~uencies of stmnilation in the mouse intact fibre 
preparation (Westerbld et al., 1993). However, the differentiai eEiect of the decrease 
in [ca27i at low and high fiequencies of stimulation on tension was explaineci by the 
position on the [~â~7i-tension reiationship. At 30 Hz and 50 H& as opposed to 100 Hz, 
the ca2+-tension relationship feu on the steep part of the curve. Therefore a mudl 
decrease in [ca2+& produceci a pronounced reduction in tension. Other possibiiities that 
could explain the greater attenuated tension reduction at low fiequencies of stimulation, 
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s u c h u a c ~ f a ~ . * ~ n r i i ~ t y o r n i ~ ~ ~ ~ t i ~ a f i ~ ~ ~ b y ~ a ~ ,  wererejeetedon 
t h t w s s t h t i i 4 i t h e r w a n ~ e d 3 0 m i n r t t a r ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T b e ~ t h t ~ * ~  
homoeeiitauly cüstrhted thm@out the cytoaol of the argues agahst the 
reduction ia [MJi ù&g beine by b~ ;ai h h tbenduction ofthe raion 
potcntilil a i o ~  the t-hibule membrsils. Ia addition, by p10- thc of [mi 
d d h  @IW the [mi d ~ @  thc td of 4-ed [ a i  (Westerblad & Men, 
1993b). it wrr demoastrated that the rate of uptakc by the C a * - ~ - ~ T P a s e  pimp 
was not a i t d  during LF'F. 
The ciynamic coniraaile pput ies  foliowuhg fatigue are suggested to n&ct the 
time coune of the Ca* traasient (Westetblad et ai. 1990) and offa additionai 
in fodon  conccming the mechamsms involveci in fora depression with nptrted 
stimulation. Dwing the con$action phase, the decrease in Pt coupled to a contraction 
tirne (CT) that displayed a tend- to iacrease translateci into an absolute rrduction in 
the +dP Jdt-. CT bas ban shown to either be profonged Wetzger & Fitts, 198%) or 
reduced wah &igue (Ahchosh & Gardiner, 1987). In the present study, the low 
stimulation hquencies used to induce the fàtigue (Metzger & F i  198%) in 
conjunctioa with the metabolic profle of the d e  ( F l  et ai., 1982) are hctors thaî 
couid arplam wliy CT showed sipificant changes in ody one of the six groups. 
Surprbhgîy, the additional 2 min of Stimylasion durine condition ZMS produccd r 
reduction in CT in the control âiaphngm instcad of emp- the inacrse observeci 
after the initiai 3 min of Stimylstion. 
The reduction in -4% is a commonly obsavcd in muscle &igue Fi et 
al., 1982; M.cIntosh & Gardiner, 1987) a d  has ban linked to the rate of cross-bridge 
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biiding âom weakly bound, low tension staa to the strongly bound, high tension state 
(Brenner, 1988). It bPs been suggested that both an increase in (Thompson et ai, 
1992b) or an inaease IPi) (Thompson et al., 1992~) codd produce a reduction of the 
rate constaat for cross-bridge cyciing. However, part of this reduction is due to the 
reduced Pt which represents a d e r  number of  cross-bridges acting in paraiid 
(Thompson et al., 1992a). If the +âPddt- is correcteci for the fkli in tension 
(+dP J& . P;% the reduction is much d e r  W e U i  et al., 1989; Thompson et 
al., l m )  aud sipifiant dift'ierences are found ody for two out of the six groups. 
At 100 Eiz , both the absolute (+dPJdf-) and relative (+dPJdf- . PIW~<;') rate of 
tension decay were sigdcantiy reduced. 
For the relaxation phase, the reduced twitch tension was accompanied by a 
prolongation in twitch haE-relaxation time @Tm) of approximately 50 %. The slowed 
relaxation is a cornmon feature of muscle fhtigue and simiiar reductions in RTm have 
been reported with the in vitro rat diaphagm preparation following indirect stimulation 
(Metzger & Fitts, 198%; Herve et al., 1988). Recentty, increases in RTVZ have been 
attributed to reduced cross-bridge kinetics ratha than an inhibition of the ca2+ handliag 
processes (Westerblad a al., 1993; Westerblad & Allen, 1993b). An increase in Pi 
concentration is suggested to be the fiictor responsible for the longer RTm (Westerblad 
et ai., 1993). 
The lower increase in RTvz translated into a reduction in -dP Jdt- (63 %) that 
was much smaller (29 %) when the co~cectioa for the reduced tension (-dPddf- . 
pi1) was applied. At 100 Hz, -dPJdt ,  was signifidy reduced d e r  fatigue. Since 
PI- was not affecteci by the stimulation as much as Pt, this parameter remaineci 
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signifidy reduced when c o m e d  for the fiill in tension. The rate of cross-bridge 
binding has been suggested to be the lllniting faam for +dPddt- and it could a h  be 
the main muon for the reduced dP& . P;' (Lamiergren & Westerbw 1989; 
Koibeck & No* 1994). Other proceses that could influence this parameter are a 
reduced rate in the detachment of the actin-myosin cross-bridges (Westerblad & Allen, 
1993b), a slower dissociation ofca2* ûom TnC (Westerblad & bergrni. 1989), an 
increase ca2' saturation of parvalbumin (Westerblad & Lamiergren, 1990) aad a 
slowa rate of ca2+ uptake by the c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ ' - A T P ~ ~ ~  (Allen a ai., 1989). 
2.43 Effect of espcrimentil conditions on d t i n e  medi.td coatmctik 
mBponSC 
As amicipated, caffeine had a potemiatiag effect on twitch tension foiiowing 
the additionai 2 min ofrtimilraion (2MS). The reversai of the e&a of fatigue on twitch 
and other low âequency ~ o d s  (see -dix IC) by ca€îèine brought tension 
back to approxhately 80 % of its iiiitial pre-fatigue vaiue. The less than fidi recovery 
in the presence of &ine foiiowing the additionai 2 min of stimulation suggests that 
some of the tension 10s is due to an impaireci activation of the contractile proteins 
(Ldmergren & WesterbIad, 1991). 
The vaiue obtained in the present study agrees closeiy with a similar increase of 
82.5 % previously obtained with intact mouse muscle fibre, despite the fàct that the 
increase wrs obtained with a much hi* stmnilatian fkpency of 70 Hz (LaUmergren 
& Westerblad, 1991). It shouid be mentioned that the 70 Hz stimulation fiequency did 
not produce a tiwd tetani in the mouse fibre (Lsnnergren & Westerblad, 1991), 
whereas 50 Hz did for the diaphragm muscle strips used in this study. Therefore, the 
c0ntractil.e behavior at 70 tTz for the mouse nbre may be mon closeiy reiated to 
comraaüity at Iowa fissuencies of stimulaton in the diaphragm muscle preparation. 
T b  kiotropic &kt of caffaoe on twitch tension is the r d  of an increase 
reiease of ca2+ by the ca2+ rel- chanaeh of the sarcoplasmic reticuhim (Rousseau et 
ai., 1988a) and to a 1- extent rn hcrease in the sePsitmty of the myofibriliar filament 
to ca2' (Wendt & Stephenson, 1983) and an inhicbition of caZ' uptake (Koshito & Oba, 
1989). The prolonged contraction time (CT) and harelaxation time (RTm) are 
features that n o d y  accompany the increase in tension with d é m e  contractme 
(Machtosh & Gardiner, 1987; Fryer & Neentlg, 1989) and reflect a prolongeci ca2+ 
transient (Thompson et al., 1992a). The erdended CT suggests a longer openhg time 
for the ca* channeis (Rousseau et al., 1988a) which wouid be needed to release the 
a6ni ca2* ~ u i t o s h  & Gardiner, 1987). The prolonged RTn is recpired to ceduce 
the inttaceiiular ca2+ bdow the level of saturation needed for contraction. The 
prolongation of the RTvz was sufncientiy large that it caused a reduction in the 
noIIL18tiZBd rate of tension decay (-dP/dt-. P?), despite the increase Pt. 
Condition 2MS had no furth- detrimental effect on tension for the 100 Hz 
stimulation tiequency. Howwmr, the addition of d e i n e  pduced  a m e r  dectease in 
P I W ~  reducing tension &om 77 % to 50 % of the initial pre-Mgue value. Tbis 
suggests that the caffege stimulateci release of ca2+ was not only incapable of rewersing 
the effect offàtigue on Pie but that it a d y  enbaaced the disturbance in tension. 
A reduction of tension in the presence of caffane bas been reporteci by 
Wlttsnan and Kelsen (1982). However, the decrease was ody obsaved when high 
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fieqpencies of stimulation (> 50 Hz) whre used to induce the fatigue through the 
phrenic neme. A Mure  at the nemomuscuk junction was suggested to be responsi'ble 
for the depressed tension In contrast, a los of tension with d a n t  was dso obsaved 
wit& an "situn preparation of rat gastmmemius stwilPtd at 10 Hi , whae an 
impairnient at the nanomusailar juaaion is dikeiy  (MacIntosh & Kupsh, 1987). 
In the latter stuây, d ~ e  was injected into the muscle foilowing a 10 min rea 
period and two min into a 5 min stmiulaton protowi. The 10 Hz tension was 
inrmediately depresseci in the group receiving caffeme. It was wncluded that the 
depression in tension, following the injection of d i e  was caused by a depletion of 
the ca2+ stores (Macbosh & Kupsb, 1987). 
In the present experiment, tension was increased in the presence of d e i n e  at 
the low fhpencies of stimulation. At 10 & a ncqUency close to the stimuIation of 15 
Ek used to M g u e  the muscie, tensioa was inaeased by 67 % (sa Appdix IC). 
Apart fiom the experimentai mode1 other differences h e e n  the present and 
MacIntosh and Kupsh (1987) 's experiment c d d  expiain the difference in r e s u l t s . ~  
The intaminent nature of the stimulation in this study m y  have provided more time 
for ca2+ uptake to replaiish the SR which may have delayed the depletion of the ca2+ 
stores. 
It Y of interest thet the time of d i e  application had an &kt on the r d t s  
of MacIntosh and Kupsh (1987). No depression in teasion was obmed when d e i n e  
was injected in the muscle at the mid-point of the 10 min rest paiod, instead of 2 
min &O the stimulationv3q The single mouse muscle fibn has also been shown to be 
seasitive to the the of application (Westerblad & Allen, 1991). CSeine increased 
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[ca27i in the control condition, during a middie long phase of stable tension production 
(phase 2) d dwing a finai p h s e  of rapid tension dedine (phase 3) but the added 
d i e  had an e&ct on tension onfy at the end of the finai phase (Westerbhd & Allen, 
1991). Reduction in maximum tension was credited to be the main mecbanhm 
respomiIe for the tension depression observed during phase 1 and 2, wbile reduced 
ca2' seasitmts. and caB reiease were quwbtatw * - ely more important for tension 
depression during phase 3 (Westdiad & Allen, 199 1). 
Could a deplaion of the ca2+ I u m i d  stores be respom'ble for the reduced 
taision observeci at 100 Hz in the presence of d i e  ? Studies using clamped cut 
fibres have showed that ca2+ reiease in the presence of caffeine is inaeased because the 
release takes place not ody dumig depolarisation, but also during the repolarization 
phase (Simon a al., 1989; Klein a al., 1990). Ttes increased release of ca2+ with 
cs&ine d d g  stimulation was used with the intact mouse fibre prepamtion to 
demonstrate that long interval stimulation, wbich did not induceci fàtigue on its own, 
produced LFF when d e i n e  was present (Chin & Allen, 1996). Based on these 
hdhgs, it is possible thnt the 1.5 s stimulation tnia at 100 Hq in the presence of 
deine,  is d c i e n t  to produce a [ca2% that is high enough to accentuate the &ect of 
the 3 min stimulation protocol. 
The 5 min of passive recovery was not sufEcient to rllow tension to recover in 
the no Meine wntrol. diaphragm suggesting that ff may be an importaut factor 
responsible for the fbtigue- The resuit noai the present study disagrees with aaother 
saidy which used a similar modd and found &er a 5 min rest period, a fun recovery 
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fiom 1.5 min of continuous hdkect stimulation (Metzger & Fins, 1987b). 
Neverthefess, the nnigue obserwd for the twitch and the otha two 10- neqUencies of 
stmnilation (see Appendix 1C) agrees with the well dacumented pattern of LFF that is 
characterized by a mechanid recovery tbst r-es many hours (Eckuds, 1977). 
The addition of dk ine  wmpietdy mersed fiaigue for the low fie~uencies of 
stimulation, with the inaeases surpuaing the initiai pre-fàtigue MhKs (120-160 %)). 
The higher reversai of tension loss observeci for the 5 M R  condition cornparrd to the 
2MS condition, suggest that perhrps more intracellular ~ a *  may have been available for 
activation of the contractile proteins and could explaùi why fbil tension was aot 
obtained foiiowing the 2MS condition. This coufd corne f?om thne sowces: (1) an 
increase amount of ca2+ release by the SR or (2) ca2+ king release fiom myoplastmc 
ca2+ buBiers, such as parvalbumin and TnC or (3) a slower uptake. 
The fàct that h i e  ca2+ (10-20 %) was ieft in the SR &a applying de ine  to 
slrinned frog fibre in rigor condition (no ATP) (Stienen et ai., 1993) suggest thai fidl 
release ofca2' was obtained in both the 2MS and SMR conditions. However, if CT and 
RTn reaaX the ca2'transient, than this wouid tend to suggest that less not more ca2+ 
was released, h m  the ca2' channels during the 5MR than during the 2MS. Both CT 
and RTn were prolongeci foiiowing the 5 min passive recovay, but not as much as 
after the 2MS condition. 
nie increased intracelluhu ca2+ appears not to be onlred to a Iowa ca2+ 
saniration of parvalbumin., since the ca2+ saturation of panadbumin appears to remain 
constant during &igue (Westerblad & bergren, 199 1). In addition, the 
concentration of pwalbumin is very low in orUdaSive fibres (H- et al., 1982) and 
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thetefore wouid not be expected to play a major role in a musde Wn the diapbragm 
However, low saturation of another Ca2+ buil& TnC during reguiar t d  in single 
mouse fibre is suggested to k reason why higher taision can be reach in the presetice 
of cafEne (Westerblad & Ailen, 19%). Ifthe same mechanism is used to explain the 
greater tension m d  in the 5MS condition, this muid suggest diat the dos 
of TnC during the 5 min recovery @ad is Iowa than der the additional 2 niin of 
stmnilation of condition 2MS. This tower saturation in the 5MR condition could be 
ercplained by ca2+ IeaWig TnC and behg stored iuto the SR by the ~ a ~ ' - ~ g ~ ' - ~ T P a s e  
pump. In the 2Ms, the stirmilation wouid maintaineci the [ca2+Ji by releasing ca2+ âom 
the ca2+ release channeis. The higher twitch tension o b d  in the presence ofcatiéuie 
couid also be due to ptmsphoiylation of myosin light chah kinase that is kwwn to 
potdate tension at low fiequencies of stimulation (Sweeney & 1990). 
The fhct tbat deine  mediated recovery pmduced increases in tension t h  were 
higher than the uOSfirrmlafed control demonstrateci that no mhibition at the cross-bridges 
was present. The fhct that fidi tension recovery did not take place with the 2MS, 
suggest that the concentntioa of Pi, an ion that is hown to inhibits crossbridge 
dynamics , was back to resting level after the 5 min of passive recovery. The 5 ami t h e  
period appeared to be long ewugh to tavor the resynthesis of ATP nom ADP and Pi 
by the c r d e  kinase reaction (Hd & Parent, 199 1). 
Aithougb, the Jack of tension recovezy couid be explainecl by the concentrstion 
of H+, LFF is suggested not to be caused by mcreases in metabolites because it is long 
lasting and metaboiic dishubences have a Mer recovery t h e  (Westerblad a al., 
1993; Lannergren et al., 1996). Studies, showhg that patients lackhg 
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metabolites, st least H' production, is aot the main culprit bebind the compmmised 
tension loss wah this type of fatgue (Wiies a al., 1981; Wen a ai., 1995). EIoweva, 
-eut mcnases in H+ could p d u c e  lafting altedons ÏQ RyR that couid maintrincd 
ca2' reiease depressed for longer paiod oftimes. 
The ce1 concentration of ATP does not fall bdow 1 mM even during severe 
Wgue (Nagesser et ai., 1992). Howeva, it has been su-ed that ATP might be 
compartmentaked aud that depletion of these compartments could lead to muscle 
fàtigue (Korge & Campbeii, 1995). Ifthis is the case, the 5 min recovery period wouid 
provide enough time for the phosphagen suppiy to nplemsh l o d k i  pools of ATP 
that may have been depleted by the 3 a h  of repetitive stimulation. These local p o d s  
of ATP couid have fhciküed release of ca2' by acting direaly on the ca2' chsands 
(Meissner & Haderson, 1987). ca2+ r e l e w  has ken shown to be afkted by ATP 
concentrations ranging betweea 0.1 and 0.5 rnM in fiog slrimred fibre prepado~~~ but 
since caffeine is very &tient in releasing ca2+ in rigor conditions, the &ect of ATP on 
the release channe1s is probably modest (Stienen a al., 1993). The fbct that recovery did 
not take place in the control diaphragm reisfi,rces the assumption tht regeneration of 
locaüzed ATP is not a d c a l  fhctor in deine mediated tension recovery. 
PI- was hcreaaed by only 30 % fw the control aud by ody 15 % for the 
d k i n e  contracture in the resps*ive diaphtagm strips. This could be explained ôy the 3 
min stimulation protocol that did not produce a signifiant loss in tension for the 
d e u i e  group fbr that wudition so that l e s  room wu avaiiable for recovery. The 
increase stili represented 100 % of the initiai pte-fatigue tension. In CO- Pm- was 
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producal ôy the high stianitasion f i q u a q  hm been suggested to provide Ca* in 
wouid hve no additionai impact on W o n  clicitcd by high kpency sthuktion, but 
would fbster a recovery in tension for low âcpuc31cy rrimli.tioa 
No tecovery in tension wu, obsavcd for eaba the crffeme or control gtoup 
foliowhg the 20 min remvery paiod without oxygdon. CT and RTm wae 
rcduced considerably for both contrd Md cafI'eint contractions, resulting in longer 
+dPd& . P? aid -dP&-. P;'. The sutainesi depression couid be the result of 
the metabolic environment genemtcd during the 3 niin that wouid have b e a  in part 
wstained during the 20 min period of passive recovery. However, caffane was able to 
reverse partiany the e&ct of this inSracelIular milieu h the case of condition WS. This 
suggest tha the prcsena of 02 is asenhl for fidl tension recovcry both with and 
As prcvioudy d o d ,  the thicknssr of the dirphragm süips used for these 
npaiments was probabiy adapte  for O r o n  of metabolites, such as tadate, out 
diaision a d  recovcry of pH uida the anoxic condition î&ü p d e d  for this 
period of only 1-2 min is necessuy to reach haEtime recovery (Mainwd & Nward, 
1982). In the present expe-ent, the anoxia was produced by substituthg the by 
Nz. ûiven that Nz, an inert gas, contmy to CG, shodd not affect the pH, it is ükely 
that the lm1 of acïdosis in the muscie decmsed during the 20 min period- 
A second poss1Wty is thaî the high leveis of by-products of the high-enagy 
phosphate system imreased [ca2+Ji. In a skinned kart fibre pnparation, wâere an 
ATP-fiee (rigor) solution was useci to mimic the e&cts of hypoxia and ischemie, the 
devaton of ôoth Pi and ADP reduced the SR ca2' content by 44-48 % (Zhu & 
Nosek, 1991). The mechanissa behind the reduction of the ca2' l u m d  stores was 
through a reversai of the c ~ ~ + - M $ - A T P ~ ~ ~  pump (Zhu & Nosek, 1991). Although, the 
auoxic period was only 20 min long, it was p r d e d  by 3 min of stimulation 
Therefore, assuming that Pi and ADP do not difnise out of the ce& it is possible thai 
the c o n ~ o n s  of these metabolites may have been comparable to the levels used in 
the s h e d  hem fibre study. The bcrease [ ~ a ~ 7 ~  if it is dciently high could again be 
the a o r  involved through an inhriition of ca2+ release in Mgued muscles. 
F i y ,  the anoxia would have prevented a metaboiic recovery by inb'biting 
oxidative phosphorylation (Sahiin et ai., 1990). Thdore, if the acidosis and the 
metabolic by-produas of the high-energy phosphate system phosphoqlation were 
dissipated during the 20 min period, the depressed tension foilowing the 20 niin of 
awxia wouid be the r d t  of the lower phosphoryîation. 
The &ect of LFF on tension were partidy revased by d h e ,  suggestiag 
soma inbibion at the level of the cross-bridges. In the control diaphgm, the 5 aiin 
recovery was not suBiCient to reverse the efièct of LFF, suggesting a p o d e  mie by 
K. The caffelle medhed recovery produced increases m tension that were b igha  than 
the resteci tensions. This suggested tbet d e i n e  was capable of andnü9ng the 
inhiiition piaced on the ca2+ rdease chaands and that the inhibition on the cross- 
bridges observeci with the 2MS condition was not present. The fàct that no inhiiition 
was observeci on the cross-bridges with the 5MR coaditon suggest that Pi is 
responsible for the inhiiition in the 2MS condition and thai fùii resyathesis of PCr took 
place during the 5 min of passive recovery. It is probable thaî the 20 niia anoxic 
recbvery prevented resynthesis of phosphocmtinee The 20 min tirne p e r d  wodd have 
aliowed suBiCient tirne for the dissipation of most of the leaving a suppress 
phosphorykion has the most probable mechanism for the reduceâ tension Results fkom 
tbis study suggest that the inhibition of the ca2' release channels could due to EI'. 
Despite the faa that the recovery of metabolites nomially precedes the recovety in 
teasion with low fiequency stinniiation, a transient increase in H' produce longer 
lasting alterations in the sûuctures of the ca2+ release ctmueis. 
EFFECTS OF CALCiUM, PROTONS M D  A m  CON~EN~RATION ON CA?- 
MG %ATPASE ACIlVITYIN HOMOCENATES OF MUSCLES 
OF DWFERENT FIBRE-TYPE COMPOSîTION 
contiiining diffèrent proportions of slow- a d  fiut-twitch fibres wae chosen to reflect 
dï&mces in SERCA 2a and la isofwm contents (Lytton et al., 1992). Tt wu 
dcpmdent on the fin type composition, reflecting dinerrm contents of the two 
isofbrms. Kmetic characteristics for CI* which inchided maximai veiocity (Vd, 
coopaatmty (h) and car' aeeded for wsatwation of the high afnmtv b i i  sites 
(Cav) indicated no ciifkences (P > 0.05) in dependency to caH for the two isofô~lll~. 
Howmr, the WGM and RGM demonsttated a p a t e r  SeLlSitiViîy to HL than the S. 
wJl@w a grCater Jeaahnty .. . by the SERCA la isofbnn to H+. For ATP, a Iowa 
enzymatic actMty was f d  at 1 rnM fot the RCiM compared to WGM and S. 
However, sincc no difkmces w m  obsc~ed for the WGM and the S. the lower 
actMty found for the RGM aumot be expiaïned by cüfkences in ms&ity between 
the two isoforms. The difbetm in II' m d b i t y  found betwan the WGM and RGM, 
compared and S. suggests that the SERCA la isofbnn miy provide a wiy to aart a 
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tighta wntrol in slowing by aüowing SR ca2+ uptake kinetics to be slowed, thereby 
pnserving [cari, arteding the caB transient and proloagiog mechanical tension 
The c ~ ~ * - M ~  2+- TPase of the SR is best de3cnW as an ion-transport enzyme 
respom'ble for the uptake of two ca2+ b m  the cytoplasm at the expense of the 
hydroiysis ofone ATP. The enzyme-pump exists in two conformatiod states (de Mek 
& Viem~s, 1979). The El conformation dispiays high aninity ca2' biading sites on the 
cytopMc side wbik the Et codorm8fion display low aB&y ca2' binding sites on 
the lmenal side (de Meis & Viema, 1979). Upon binding of ca2+, a carboxyi group of 
Asp3'' is phosphorylated by Mg - ATP (Mg . @? and M g  . ADP (Mg . ADP) is 
released into the cytoplasm (M~cL~IuwI, 1990). The phosphorylation changes the 
conform8fim of the ca2+ blldmg sites and the enzyxue undergoes a codormatioaal 
change h m  a high energy state El to a low energy state E2. The eLlzyme is translocated 
through the membrane and into the lumen whae the ca2+ ions are released as a resuit of 
a three hld decrease in ca2+ bindhg site affimty- FoUowiog the release of ca2+ the 
enzyme is dephosphorylated, Pi is r e i d  on the cytoplasmïc SUff8ce and the AlPase 
retums to the El coaformation with refomation of the high ca2' athaity sites 
(Martonosi, 1984; MacLennan, 1990). 
During repetitive contractions the increase kinetics of intracellulm cas impose 
a greater danand on the activity of the C ~ ~ + - M $ - A T P ~ ~ ~ .  Prolonged or short term 
intensive bouts of exercise aiso produces changes in the intracellular milieu through 
increases in the metaboiic by-products of muscle contraaion. As a result of inaeased 
glydysis, lactate and E are elevated despite the pnsnice of HCO; and other cell 
b& systems. Reduction in pH b m  7.1 to 6.1 have been obseMd with severe 
contractiie (Metzger & Fitts, 1987a; Westerblad & Tgnnergren, 1988). Changes 
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in one or more of these metaboiifes are believed to depress the actmty of the cetlular 
ATPases and to ümit the rate at which ATP can be hydrolyzed and wnsequentiy the 
rate at which energy can be produceù. Àhhough, 04 cell Am tends to stay above 
the K,,, fw ATP of aay of the An-, diffirrnces in locai rate of production vasus 
rate of utilisation in the Mcinity of the ATPases, wuld d e  ATP a patentid regulator 
of the enzyme Gorge & Campbell, 1995). 
Changes in intraceilular emrifotllll- during aaite hypoxia in cardiae muscle 
have been shown to impair SR ca2+ transport by aitering ca*+-~#+-~TPase activity 
(Zbu & Nosek, 1991). In skeletal muscles, most of the studies reportkg a down 
regdation of c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ ' - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity following acute actMty have adopted an in 
vino mode1 of isoiated vesicle fractons where ca2+-~g2+-~nase actbity is measured 
under optimal conditions (Byd et al., 1989% Byrd et al., 1989b, Luckin et al., 1991, 
Belcastro et al., 1993) . Although, this does not dow conchuions to be made on the 
acute effects of the metabulites on c~~+-M~~+-ATP~s~ activity, t d a s  not preclude a 
transient role for these metabolites as initiators of longer lastùig reductions ia ca2'- 
~ g ~ + - ~ T P a s e  actMty (Byrd et al., 1989a; 1989b) and of aitefafions in (Luckin et al., 
1991) that have ban previously reported to result with contractile aCtmty- 
The metabolic response in muscle to exercise is lPrgely dependeni upon the fibre 
type composition of the musde. In slow- md fbt-twitch oxidative fibras, eievated ATP 
hydrolysis is not accompmied by large elevation in metabolite concentration ( M m  et 
ai., 1980; Dudley & Tqung, 198%). In fast-twitch glplytic fibres 
demonstrate a high giycoIytic activity with a large imbalance between utilisation and 
production of ATP (Hochachka & Matheson, 1992) which leads to a large 
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acaunukion of metabolic by-products (Meyex et ai., 1980). The response of the 
ceUdar ATPases and in particuiar the ~ a ~ + - ~ g ~ + - ~ T P a s e  may dep nd on the isofom 
type. M W ,  two dükent isoforms of the ca2+-XM&~~ase are expressed in skelnal 
muscle fibre types (Mhdmzm a al., 1985; B d  et al, 1986). SERCA la d e s  
the c ~ ~ + - M ~ " - A T P ~ ~ ~  isoform that is expressed in fâst-twitch fibres, whereas SERCA 
2a e n d e s  the isofbrm fOuod in slow-twitch muscle ares (Lm et ai., 1992). 
Although some structwal difhmces exist between these isoforms (MacLennan et al., 
1985; Bmâi  et al., 1987), characterisation through COS expression systern have 
r d e d  no cüfkences in biochemid properties, suggeStmg that the two isoforms 
demonstrate siniüar d b i t y  to ca2+, Ii* and ATP (Lytton et aL, 1992; Pozzan et ai., 
1994). Although, dif&renw in relaxation in the various muscle fibre types appear to 
be reguiated in part by the number of ca2+-~$-~TPase p q s  in the specinc tissue 
(Wu & Lytton, 1993), the presence of two isofbnns suggest the existence of some 
divenity in ninctioe Modulation of the pumping activity by intraceLhilar metabolic 
changes could be the result of simply difkrent production leveis in the two muscle fibre 
types or could rely on a distinct sensitMty to selected metabolic by-products &y the 
two isofbrms. 
The ca2+-~g?-~T.Pase reconstituted in COS expression system or in vesicle 
hctiotls obtained by âi&emial centriftgation is removed fnnn it's natm environment. 
This ellvironment, mainly the lipid membrane surzouading the enzyme, may play a 
s p d c  role in the r e g d a t h  of the enyme and the afnnity of the two isoforms to 
levels of metabolites sustained during contraction. An homogenate assay where the 
mtural environment of the C ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ ~ - A ' I ' P ~ ~ ~  is mainmineci may offa a more 
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physiologkal way of studyine the dependency of the two isoforms to ca2+, H' and 
ATP, as examples, and enable one to determine if these afihities viiy mong dinérmt 
musde flbn types. It was therefbre hypothesised that c a 2 + - ~ g ' ' - ~ ~ a s e  ctivity wouid 
be reduced under conditions of low p@ low ATP and high ca2+ concxmmions. It anis 
as0 hypothesised that the depression in ca2+-~$-~T'Pase rsctiVity would be l e s  
pronounceci in nniscle fibre type containing a higher pfoportion of slow-twitch fibres 
thau in muscle fin type pdominantiy composeci of kit-twitch fibres, reflecting a 
Iowa seasitivity by SERCA 2a isofomt to rh vitro metabolic perturbations. 
3.2 METHODS 
3.2.1 Eqaeriment.l design 
c~* -M~'+-ATP~~~  aannty was exaniined under various conditions of ca2+, H' 
end ATP concematims. The ca2+ dependency was deteminecl by meaJuriag adMty 
under 10 fia ca2+ concentrations ranghg fiom under 0.095 pM to 160.9 )iM Three 
pH values: 6.4, 7.0 and 7.6, were chosen to assess the sensitivity to FI+ ion 
concentration- The three values of pH were reprewntaîbe of muscle ceil under resting 
condition (pH 7.0), under acidosk foîîowing intense repetÏtive contraction (pH 6.4) and 
under alkaiosis (pH 7.6). For ATP concentration, the physiological concentration of 5 
m M  was used as the starting point and c a 2 + - ~ $ - ~ ~ a s e  actMty was also examineci 
under conditions of 3 m M  and 1 mM. 
C a Z f - ~ ~ - ~ T P a s e  ctmty was measured under the above conditions in three 
nniscle fibre types for 8 animais. The soleus (S) consisis of a *O* of highhl 
oxidative slow-twitch fibres, and some fhst-twitch oxidative a r e s  (80 % type 1 & 20 % 
type Ua) (Close, 1972). The gastrocnemius medialis is divided into two compments. 
The deeper red compartmeuts (RGM) is made up of a majority of type IIa fibres and a 
white superficial cornpartment (WGM); composeci of a *O* of type Ila fibres 
(Gardiner a al., 1991; De Ham et al., 1993; De Ruiter et al.. 1995). The isofonn of the 
~ a ~ + - ~ f l - ~ T P a s e  found in slow-twitch fibres is encodeci by the gene SERCA 2a 
(Lytton et al., 1992; Pozzan et al., 1994). For fàst-twitch nbres, both t'ast-twitch 
giyco1ytiwxidative and fbt-twitch gtycolytic fibres are encodeci by the same gene 
SERCA 1, despite the existence ofa SERCA lb that appears to be present only during 
the ddopmental stages (Lytton ei al., 1992). 
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The homogenate assay of Simonides and van Hardeveld (1990) was used to 
meurure c ~ ~ + - M ~ ' + - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity. A definite practical advmage of the homogenate 
technique over a differential &@on method is the amount of tissue needed to 
obtah a sample. This is a criticai -or when assaying actinty in a small muscle k e  the 
soieuq where the sacrifice of mpny animais w d d  be needed to obtain SuffiCient SR 
vesicle MOLIS for the various trials. 
Male Sprague-Dadey rats (307 * 4.5 j ~ ,  meon * SE) were maintainecl in an 
emrironmentally controiied room ( 2 7 O  C) with a reverse 12 : 12 iight/dark cycle and fed 
on a diet of Moratory chow (Purina rat chow) and water ad Iib-. Animal care was 
in accordance with the guidelines estabtished by the Canadian Cound on Animal Care. 
This study approved by the University of Waterioo Animal Ethics Cornmittee. 
The animais were annccthetised with an intraperitonial injection of sodium 
pentobarbiltal(0.07 mi . ' of tissue). Foiiowing anae!sthetisation, the soleus (S) and the 
g a s t r o c n h  mediaüs (GM) of both hindlimbs were puickly excised from the animal 
and placed into icec01d homogenising buffer wntaining: 200 mM sucrose, 10 m M  
N&N3, 1 mM EDTA, 40 mM L-Histidine and 5 mM I,edithiothreitol The GM was 
M e r  divided into two sections; a deep red cornpartment (RGM) containhg a bigh 
proportion of fbt-giycolytic-oxidative fibres and a white superScid cornpartment 
(WGM); composeci of a majority of type IIb fibres (De Haan et al., 1993). 
Visible blood, fascia and nit was removeci h m  the atciscd d e  sampies. 
Thcmiilu?lawaethen b10ttcd dry. weighcd, ntuniedmtk icbcold kina and mticed 
iato dpiecgwithscissors .  ' ïhetissuewastbmbo~phd(l l: l  w o n )  byhand 
with a giass to glau homogdserC A poition of the pfc~measwed bu&r volume was 
retaiped to r b  the homogeniser and rrcova homogeiuite stickhg to the giass wS. 
The homogenate was s p W  and then s o n i d  for 2 s with a 5 s iatanipton, ih 
times at a power output of 60 (Soaiu & MaSerials Inc., Danbury, Con). Ali 
amnipuiaîions were done on ia. Aiiquots of the homogenate wae pipenecf in 
Eppedorf tubes, droppcd in licpid nitrogen and stored at -800 C. Freezing of 
homogenate has been shown not to a i k t  Ca2+-acthted ATPase activity (Simonides 
and van fiardeveld, 1990; Chin et al., 1994; Dossett-Mercer et al., 1994). Protein 
detemhaîion wu done with the method of Lowry et al (1951) as modified by 
Schactede & Pollock (1973). 
An so1uti011~ were made with WIW filtemi tbmugh a MilliQ Waîer 
Punscrtioa System (Müüpore) ard piastic warc was used to d u c e  ca* leaching 
assodted with giassware (Bas a al, 1994). The piastic ware was ah soaked in a 
solution of EGTA (3 mM) and EDTA (ImM) (Meissner, 1973) and finseci five times 
with ultra-pure mer. A 100 mM CaCIz standard solution (Orion Reseiuch 
Incorporated, Boston, ML) was used as the G? source. The 6.a Ca2+ c o n d o n s  
([CO?) wae detamwd using a caicium software program (Cheiator, Schoenmakers, 
Ma), taking h o  considaation the precise ionic streagtb, tmperature (37" C) and pH 
of the Mi Bindiag constants detefmiLled mdex standard conditions (0.1 M ionic 
strength, pH 7, 20° C) were adjusteci to the sp&c conditions of the prcsem 
expehents. A proton bhding constant for phosphawipyruvate (MimeII & Smith, 
1974) was entered înto the ca2' software prognm to control for the e f k t  of this 
compound on [ca2TG 
The volumes of CaC12 for the ca2+ dependency awe were chosen thmugh pilot 
work to yield a weii distniuted activity curve. To counter the effect of proton release 
âom the EGTA tbat occurs with the addition of ca2+ (Tsïen & Po- 1989) , precise 
volumes (1-3 pi) of KOH 100 mM were added to minimise f l u d o n  fkom the desireci 
pH The specific volumes of KOA were determineci before hand under a set of .cimilm 
conditions in a jacketed micro-vesse1 at 37'' C ushg a glas pH electrode cali'brated to 
0.01 unit at that temperature. For the dependency c w e ,  the ca2+ bmdhg data was 
anaiysed through non-iinear regression with a cornputer software (GraphPad Soffware 
Inc.) using the foiiowing sigrnoidal dose-response equetion: 
Y=Yba+(YBI-YL*)/l+10 (Wa,nX) aH 
where Yu is the Y value at the bottom of the plateau; Y- is the value at the top of the 
plateau, log Cavr is the logarithm of Caw, the concentration that gives a response 
halfway between Yb and Y, and ne, the W coefficient. 
For the ATP and pH dependency, singie low and high [ca2Yr were derived âom 
the ca2+ dependency m e ,  wae used for the measurements. The total ca2+ 
concentration was adjusteci using the sofhvare program to insue that the [ca27r 
remaios similar across ail of the diffa- conditions. As with the ca2' dependa~y 
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mgancwnts, pradaetmined volumes of KOH wext added to presem pH The 
wae estimated, considering tht acau'ate ~)Iumc of kiffa, enqnws, CaQ, 
KOH and homogens~e dded to the amette 
~a*-Mg ATPI PIS^ activity was m d  with the m d i i d  of Simonides and 
van Hardeveid (1990) consisting of the coupleci ai i~yme assy imr01niig the pynrvatt 
kinase and W e  dshydsogcnase d o n s  in which the cüsappearance of NADA ir 
monitod spectrophotomaic~. The assay medium (Simonides & van Harddd,  
1990) containeci 20 m M  Hcpes. 200 mM KCl, 15 m M  MgC12,lO mM NaN3.1 mM 
EGT& 10 mM phosphoenoIpynivate (PEP), 5 mM M&TP, 18 U nû" each of p d e d  
pynivate kinase aud lanrre dehydrogenase and 2 p M  c.2* ionophore A23 187 and pH 
7. The pH elearode wiu ca l i i ed  in pH buffén thermostatteci at 3 7  C and the pH of 
the assay bUfTCt was adjusted at the same tempaahue psien & Pozzan, 1989). The 
ionophore, which make the vesicles 1- and pmenis the accumulation of ~ a ' *  in the 
lumen, was added to the assq  medium to insufe that the rraMty was maxunwd . The 
concentration of 2 pM ans chosen der pilot work demonstrated that simüat dvit ies 
wae reached with 2 or 5 ph4. 
The h z e n  homogetmte was allowed approYiirinte1y 15 min to tbaw on ia. One 
ml of bu&r was added to a plrstic cuvette and d o w d  at leut 8 min to equihirate to 
37. C. The enzymes and volumes of homogenate (11 pi for the RGM ad WGM. and 
33 pl for the S) wae added to the cuvette. The h i g k  v o h e  of homogemte for the S 
was useci to in- smsitmty because of the low c ~ * - M ~  *-~TPase d v i t y  
demonstrateci in this musde compareci to the red and white gastrocnemius (Dossett- 
Merces et al., 1994). Mer another 2 rnin of incubation and More addition of ca2+ nom 
any extenial source, the reaction was followed spectrophotometrically ( S i h d s u ,  UV- 
16ûlPC, Tek Science, Missisauga, Om) by measurement of NADH at 340 nm (ew). 
Atta monitoring the apsay for approxÜnateiy 2 min, the fint volume of 100 mM CaC12 
standard (Orion Research Incorporated, Boston, Ma) and KOH were added and 
actMty monitored again for approximateiy 2 min Basai or lMg2+ dependent activity was 
determined by two successive additions of 2 M ca2' to a 6nal concentration of20 mM 
to saauate the low afEnity ca2+ binding sites and iahi'bit the ca2+dependent activity 
(Simonides & van Hardeveld, 1990). 
Assy the, foilowing the initiai 10 min of incubation, was between 20-22 min 
for ca2+ dependency and 8-10 minutes for each of the three pH and ATP conditions. 
Two trials were nui for each coaditioa and on average the assays of one tissue type for 
one aaimal were rttn during an anaiytid session Ca *+-activateci ATPase actMty was 
obtained by subtiacang basal ATPase &ty fiom total ATPase a*. The molar 
absorption coefficient used for NADH to calculate the rate of hydrolysis vipvas 6.27 
lu3 . MI-. cm". 
The data was wiiected with Personal Spectroscopy Software (Sliimadn, 
Scientific Iiistniments lac.) program. Repession anaiysis was used to determine the 
dope of the absorbante signal at the various conditions. One-way Andyses of Variance 
(ANOVA) with one repeated measure, condition (e.g. pCa 5.99 and ATP 3 mM) were 
used to detemine the statistical dysis for each of the three muscle fibre types. One 
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way AN0VA1s were also used to compare kinetic characteristics of the caz+-activatecl 
actbity among the three muscie fibre types. P l a d  comparisons were performed to 
detamim diffaaias between means h m  the one way interaction. The signüicance 
IevelwasaoaptedatP~0.05. 
3.3 RESULTS 
h k i m a i  c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity (V-) was reached at a pCa of  5.41 for 
the WGM. However, no significant differences wat found betweai activifies at pCa 
values raaging fiom 4.85 (85.7 %) to 5.74 (74 %) (Figure 3.1). For the RGErl, the 
maxhai aaivity was reached at a pCa of 5.74 with a plateau extendhg dom to pCa 
5.19 (88 % of maximai activity). Finally for the S, maximai actkity was found at pCa 
5.46 with a plateau extending over a wide range of pCa values âom 3 -85 (85.6 %) to 
6.02 (8 1.3 %). The Hill coefficient (e, *ch evaiuates the intaaction between the 
two high affiaav ca2+ binding sites, codmed a positive cooperath& t h  was similm 
for the three muscle fibre type with values of 2.0 for the WGM, 2.2 for the RGM and 
1.8 for the S (Table 3.1). The [ca2Tf needed for hahaturation of the high afni9ty 
sites (Cam) was also similar among the t h e  muscle fibre type with values of 1.1 pM 
for the WGM, 0.8 p M  for the ROM and 0.9 )iM for the S (Table 3.1). Basal or ~g' ' -  
dependent ATPase activity was 6.1 % for the WGM, 9.7 % for the RGM and 15.9 % 
for the S of the total ATPase a*Mty. 
The & i s  of the three pH conditions are summarised in Table 3.2. To nirike 
comparisons between the conditions, the values, for each muscle ûbre types, are 
presented as a % of the actMty measured at pH 7.0 and pCa 4.78. The enqmatic 
ca2+-stimulated activity was r e m i d  at an acidosis comparable to that produceci duriiig 
intense repetitive muscular contraction (pH 6.4). In generai, the extent of this reduction 
WGM 
7 
Figure 3.1. Ca%@~~pase llctivity at 3TC, pH 7 
and 5 m M  A n  ova  the pCa range of 3.8-8.0 (a = 10) 
for white gastrocntmius medialis (WGM) (A); mi 
gcutrocmmius mediilis (RGM) (B); d e u s  (C). 
WGM RGM. S 
Kineticdmaam&s . . weredeinnincdnrmip~~obcained~si~fi~ofaqriationy=Ybsr+ 
~=~&/1+10(~~~-*)'~~(~mahodr)d ~ a * ~ - ~ ~ ~ a s e a a h ï t y  daornermeda 
[~a*]I1a~hghgh~pcri3.79 t07.02fbWhkWbiicChrtmcoemiia(W(WGM)ridRrd 
~ ~ ~ G M ) a n d p t a 3 . 8 5 t o 7 . 0 3 f k  Sdais(S). ~wasdacrminadfiomHill 
pkaof tbtpatioiidtbcanvtof ûH&pmkntactivi@asafbtionof [~awbwlkh 
camspondf9rtbeWGMandRGMto20to90%andforthcSto45%to95%dmaftmalaetivity. 
CrZ*-~-~~~scrst~itymernrrdot3~~.@7.0,5rnM~~rad10m~d 6 r r c ~ g ?  
V- man t SE. .' Sieninantly dimacm tban WGM and ROM (Pc 0.09. 
Table 32. Effèct of pH on ca2+- activateci ATPase aCtMty for (A) White 
Gastrocnemius Mediaüs (WGM); (B) Red Gast10~11enUUs Mediaüs (RGM); (C) 
Soleus (S). 
(A) WGM 
6.4 4.1 * 1.8 20* 3.0' 300 * ~8~ 
pH 7.0 9.5* 3.1t 137 25 ' 394 I 27 
7.6 31 1 . 0 ~  269* 3 1  't) 230 2sY5 
r i  WGM 
RGM 
S 
Figure 3 -2. E$CEt of pH (A); and [ ATP] (B); on 
basal (Mg%cthmted) aCtmty. Signifïcady 
dïffièrent than pH 7.0 and 7.6 (P < 0.05). 
was dependent on the [ ~ a ' 7 ~  levels. Howcva, the WGM and ROM displayed a much 
more pronounced sciPsitivity to pH then the S. At pH 6.4 the sctMty mecisurrd b h r e  
the addition of any extemai c ~ S '  @Ca = 8.0) was on& Iowa in the WGW r e p r d g  
ody 1 % of the maximai activity measured unda pH 7 a d  pCa 4.78, considend as the 
optimai condition for these experhents. With the first addition of ca2+ @Ca 5-99), the 
difiimnce in acthity becPne more pronounced in the WGM (5 % vs. 34.7 %) and this 
*ence extendecl to the RGM (5.6 % W. 43.3 %)). At pCa 4.78, a difference in 
activity was only found for the RGM (49.8 % vs. 100 %). 
As with the acidosis, the &kt of increasing pH to 7.6 was dependent upon the 
[ca2% At pCa 8, the at pH 7.6 was similm to the actMty fomd at pH 7.0. 
Increashg [caz']r to pCa 5.99 produced an inaease in activity oniy for the WGM (34.7 
% VS. 68.3 %), ahhough a treud was observeci for the RGM. The second addition of 
Ca2* @Ca 4.78) produced a siBnifi~81lf decrease in activity for lflllde fibre 
types. However, tbis increase appeared to be more pronomced for the WGM (58.3 %) 
and RGM (57.2 %) than for the S (73 -8 %)). Basal (~~**-activated) activity was found 
to be higher at pH 6.4 diaa at pH 7.0 in the RGM and WGM Qigwe 3-2A). 
3.3.3 Effcet of ATI  concentration on c~~+-M$-ATPu~ activity in 
homogeaatu 
The dependence of the ca2+-~g"-~TPase activity in homogenates to ATP was 
exainineci at three concenmtions: 1 mM, 3 mM and 5 mM. The d t s  are presented in 
Table 3.3. To make cornparisons betweai the conditions7 the dues,  for each muscle 
6bre types7 are presented as a % of the octivity measwed in the presence of 5 mM 
[ATP] and pCa 4.8. As with pH, the activities at the three ATP wncentrations weze 
Tabk 3 -3. Effect of ATP concentratSon on ~a~'-activated activity (A) 
White Gasttocuemius Medialis (WGM); (B) Red Gastrocnemius 
Mediaiis (RGM); (C) Soleus (S). 
dependent upon the [ca27. As for pH, the actiMties were first measwed without the 
addition of any extexnai ca2+. No clifkences were obsmed between the three 
concentmtiolls with the exception of the RGM whae the activity ot 1 mM (3.9 %) was 
Iower than the actMty mea~ufed at 5 mM (5.3 %). 
At pCa 5.98, no dinerences in activjties were observed for the WGM and S at 
the thres ATP c o ~ o n s .  However, in the RGM, the acSmty was higher not ody 
at 5 mM ATP (43.3 %), but aiso at 3 mM ATP (30.7 %) when cornparrd with the 
actMty at 1 mM (21 2 %). The concentration of ATP bad no differential &ect on basal 
admty for any ofthe Uaee muscles (Figure 3.2B). 
3.4 DISCUSSION 
saisitivity to pH of SERCA 2a isoform. 
The expression of isofomu of the Ca%lg"-~TPase bas been suggested to 
play an important d e  in mdulating the CkH stores in tissues (Pozzan et I, 1994). 
Moleailar clonhg studies have i d d e d  thne genes enooding the C~+-M&ATP~S~ : 
SERCA 1, SERCA 2 and SERCA 3. In skeletal muscle4 SERCA 1 encodes ths pump 
eiizyme tbat is exclusiveiy e x p d  in fast-twbh fibres (Lytton et al., 1992). Two 
spliced opecies of the gene, tamed SERCA la and lb bave been idenMeci in aduit and 
neonatai tissues, respedvely. A second isoform, with a smiilar number of amino-acid 
rcsidues and molenilrir weight but with some structurcil ciiffierences, is eucoded by 
SERCA 2a in slow-twitch muscle fibn type (Midemm et al., 1985; Brandl a al., 
1987). Mpping of the amim-acid sequeace har d e d  a structure that varies by 
appmrrimately 15 % (Bmdl a al., 1986). 
Biochemical characteristics of thcse isofbrms such as Ca2* aad ATP afWties 
and pH dependency have ban studied with COS ceB expression System (Marayuma d 
ai., 1989; Lytton et al., 1992). Althougb, some  ces wae observeci for SERCA 
2b and SERCA 3 whm compareci with other SERCAQ no diffaences w a e  
dernonstmed betwaa SERCA 1 and SERCA 2a with this type of preparatiom 'Ibis is 
surprishg considering that the existence of two isofirms shouid confa S o m  distinctive 
bctional chatacteristics (&wkins a al, 1994). ûne of these poteuthi characteristics 
is the modulation of enzymatic actmty through !evels of metabiic by-products 
induced by muscle contraction This modulation couid ocarr through diflcerence in levels 
of production in the two muscle nbre types or through a distinct Meretlice in Seositniity 
of the isoforms to the levels ofmetabolites, 
One disadvantage of the COS expresion system or o f v d e  Eractions isolateci 
through Merential centrifbgation is that the c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  is transl cafed from its 
native enviroment. This translocation may affect the regdation of the enzyme and 
eliminate a distinctive a f k i t y  of the two isofonas to Ieveis of metabolites sustained 
miring inaeased contractile activity. In the case of vesicle fiactions isolated by 
diffkrential ceatrifirgatiou, although a pure fiaction is obtained, a large amount of the 
SR is discatded during the dinérential centrifiigation process and what is lefk may aot be 
repfesentative of longitudinai SR Another possibility is that the coadition to which the 
musde is arposed in vivo may predispose the tissue to a âiiféreatiai e&ct by the 
isolation process. In cardia muscle, as the ischemic period increased, it was fôund that 
a pa te r  hiaion of SR that was able to accumulate ca2+ was discardeci d d g  the 
isolation protocols (Rapundalo a ai., 1986) 
In this study, an homogenate assay (Simonides & van Hardeveld, 1990) was 
used to examine the dependeacy of the c ~ ~ + - M & A T P ~ ~ ~  to ATP and R as modifieci 
by the [ca27r in three musde tissue composed of différent proportions of muscle fibre 
types and consequentiy of SERCA la and 2a. It is assmed that tliis homogeaate a s q  
wouid embk the measurement of c ~ ~ + - M $ - A T P ~ ~ ~  adMty in a more intact 
prepmtion whae the enzyme nmaios embedded iato the lipid bilayer and wnsequentiy 
be more r e p r d v e  of in vivo conditions. 
3.4.2 Muscie fibre type and SERCA hofari dirMbutioa 
C ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ ~ - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity was meanneci in three tissue composed of a 
predoahant percemage of the different fibre types. The WGM is made up of a 
of fiut-twitch giycolytic fit'bres whereas the ROM is composeci of a higher 
proportion of fkt-twitch orridative fibres (Gardiner et al, 199 1; De H m  et ai., 1993; 
Ruitet et al., 1995). The S is cornposed mody of high oxidative slow-twitch B r e s  
with a small proportion of fàst-twitch giycolytic oidative fibres (80 % type 1 & 20 % 
type ICa) (Ruiter a al., 1995). The mRNA and protein leveis ofthe different isoforms of 
Ca2+-MC-~TPase isoform has been determined in a number of muscles of the rat (Wu 
& Lytton, 1993). In the exteasor digitonun longus @DL) and white semitendinosus 
(WST), muscles that wouid compare fkvourably in terms of fibre wmposition with the 
WGM used in the present study, mRNA and protein quantities of SERCA 1 were 3 -2-4 
and 5 6  fold bigha. respectn,eiy, than in inleus (mRNa : 5.3 0.2 b o l  . 100 mg-' and 
proteins : 1.8 * 0.2 m o l  . 100 mg-'). in the soleus, despite a high proportion of type 1 
fibres, SERCA 2a mRNA was oniy 70 % (3.8 bol  . 100 mg) of SERCA 1 (Wu & 
Lytton, 1993). For the ROM, the value would be close to the WGM, since most of the 
fibre wmposition is made of type lia and the isofwm of îhese fibres appears to be 
mcoded by the same SERCA gene. The small proportion of type 1 nbres wodd suaest 
slightiy higher levJs of SERCA 2a in the RGM than in the WGM. 
M i u t i d  ca2+- hvated M e s  (V,) m d  in this study wae similar to 
the values reporteci in the originai study Uiat used the hornogaiate technique (Simonides 
and van Hardevelld, 1990). ca2+-activated ca2+-~&~TPase M e s ,  me8sufed by 
these investigators, were between 85-107 pM . g" protein ' min-' for rat gastrocneniius 
and 57 piMe $ protein - mïd' for nit soteus. The values reported in the present study 
agree well with these vahies considering the Qio effect since the a- in our assay 
medium was measured at 37" C instead of 25" C, 
Despite the high variability in maximai m e s ,  V-was about 2.9 fold higher 
in WGM and 2.3 fold higher in RGM than in S (Table 1). Simonides and van Hardeveld 
(1990) found a 1.6-1.9 fold difference in actMty between S and undivided white and 
red gastrocnemius. This Merence has also been codhned by previous studies 
examinhg ca2'-uptake properties in hist- and slow-fibre musde types of the rat (Briggs 
et al., 1977; Kim a al., 1981). Maximum oxalate-supported ca2+ uptake was 5-6 times 
higha in homogenate of fiut- than slow-twitch muscle fibre type @rigg et ai., 1977). 
Ais0 in rat, homogenates and vegcle M o n s  obtained âom fibres of the deep (70 % 
na) and superficial (100 % Iib) vastus lateraüs showed 2-3 times higher ca2' uptake 
than homogenate and vesicle fractions obtained fiom S (Kim et al., 1981). 
These diffaences are atplained by a greater volume of SR in fbt-twitch muscle 
types (Güliq 1985) and b i g k  content of ca2'-~$-~TPase (Lebem & Pette, 1986). 
In guinea pig, 34.5 % and 19.7 % of the surnice of the terminal cistemae anci of the 
longitudinal SR, respectnreiy wae fiee of pwnps, whereas O@ 1 % of the totai surface 
in w&ite vashis was wt cwered by ~ a ~ + - ~ ~ ~ + - ~ T P a s e s  (Ferguson & Fmzhi- 
Armstrong, 1988). As for maximl activity between tissues composed of a 
predominance of type IIa and type Llb fibres, aitbough a tendeacy towards a higher 
content was obsetved for type IIb, the ciifkence was not sigriificant. (Leberer & Pette, 
1986; Maier a ai., 1986; Krenacs et al., 1989). Differences in density have aise been 
reportecl in guînea pig, where the aumber of ca2+-~g2+-~'I'Pase was found to be 
32,000 . pmo2 in white vastus laterdis and 25,ûûû . @* in soleus (Ferguson & 
Franzini-Grmstrong, 1988). F i ,  recent quantincation of SERCA isofonns reveals 
that the fàst-twitch muscle type contains about tbree times the totai amount of ca2+- 
M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ S ~ S  found in slow-twitch muscle-type (Wu & Lytton, 1993). 
Maxjmai ~a~+-activated cactivity, at optimal pH and ATP lmls was found at a 
pCa around 5 wbich is similar to îhe rate found under normal conditions of pH and 
temperature, in leaky vesicles (Le. in the presence of ca2' ionophore A-23 187) or 
when the ca2+ concentration is msiatallied by an EGTA-b&er (Koige & Campbell, 
1994). Howwa, the range of [ca2+Jfi o v a  which a plateau in maximai ca2+-8ctivated 
actMty was reached, appeared to be more pronounced for certain muscle fibre types 
than others. This was especiaily tme for the S, were ca2+-activatecl Bctivity was not 
significantiy different over a wide range of pCa &es from 3.85 to 6.02. The f a  that 
the plateau extends over this muge of jCa values is not surprishg sina the K,,, for the 
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Iow afnnity ca2+ bding sites is in the much higher range of 1-3 cnM and therefore an 
inhinoty &ect wouid not be found at these lower pCa values. In the study of 
Simonides & van Hardevdd (1990) c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  PaMty was not measured at 
[carr greater than pCa 5, but activites mewired at the next hi* pCa were ody 
s(ightly lower than those measured at pCa 5, suggesting that the plateau does in nia 
begin at pCa vaiues slightly ova  5. 
Tn the S, the initial edivity measured More the addition of any exogenous 
ca2+, represented 43 % of the maicimal activity, compared to 6.1 % and 10.7 % for the 
WGM and RGM, respectivelyy This Werence between tissue in ~a~+dependency at 
low [ca2I  was not observeci between similar homogenate preparations of rat 
gastrocnemius and S in the experiments of Simonides and van Hardeveld (1990). 
Signifiant c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity b been measured in vesicles inaibated with 
ionophore, in a buffer containhg no EGTA or exogenous ca2' (Korge & Campbell, 
1994). ca2+ contaannaton fiom the added SR vesicles was estimateci at 4-5 pM. The 
level of ca2+ contaaiination coraing fiom the homogenate could have been higher for 
the S assay than for the WGM and RGM assays, since a volume of 33 pi was used for 
the S instead of 11 pl for the WGM aud RGM. Howcvei, the preseDce of 1 mM 
EGTA, s M d  have sequestered the CO ntaniinating ca2+. 
Another possibility is that saturation of the bigh a€6nity sites could have 
occurred at a lower [carr because of the lower amount of the c ~ ~ + - M & A T P ~ ~ ~  in 
slow d fiut-twitch muscle fibre types. However, sSiimiar [ca27 at wmanmal 
aCtMty (Cam) among the three muscle fibre types suggest that this was not the case 
(Table 3.1). These resuhs also suggest that diffèrent proportions of SERCA isofomis 
11s 
d a s  not confer a parti& affunty to the c ~ ~ ~ - M $ - A T P ~ ~ ~  for [ca23 in the dine 
muscle are types. Simonides and van Hardeveld (lm), empioying the same 
homogenate preparation used in tbis study, r~ported a simiiar value of 0.6 @ï for both 
ntt gaitrocnemius and soieus. Cam between 0.2 aid 2 pM @H 7) bsve beai reporteci 
in the iiterahire for vesicle M o n s ,  the wisbility depeading on the C~'+-EGTA 
didation constant used (De Meiss & Vismy 1979). Thedore, the results fiom 
COS expression system suggesiing similar atnnity to caZf for the two isofowms (tytton 
et ai., 1992) is supported with the homogenate preparation F i d y  the positive 
cooperativity between the two high atnmty ca2+ biiding sites is confimeci with HüI 
d c i e n t  (m) between 1.8 ami 2.2. 
The &&t of pH on the activity of the Catf-~ff-~TPase of isolateci vesicles is 
descnibecl by a beii-shaped cuve with an optimum near pH 7.0 (Martonosi, 1%9; 
Sishop & Ai-Shawi, 1988). In the present study, the activity of ~ a ~ + - ~ g ~ ~ - ~ T P a s e  in 
homogenates was examined in singie separate assays for tbree pH values : 6.4,7.0 and 
7.6. Maiaimal actMty was obsemd at pH 7.0 and pCa 4.78 ([ATP] = 5 mM) for the 
RGM and WGM. However, for the S, the highest activity was found unda a number 
of conditions, inciuding the one above. 
The depression in ~a~+-~&+-~'I ' l?ase  actMfl at low pH is explauied by a 
deaease in the affiaity for ca2+ of both the low- and high-atnnity ca2+ binding sites 
(Meissuet, 1973; Verjovski-Almeiâa & de Meis, 1977) as weiî as a reduced 
cooperativity of ca2+ bindmg (Hiil & hesi, 1982; Hendefsdn et al., 1994a). The 
inaease in at acidic pH values demonstrates thet there is more inhiion by a a the 
f h t  ca2+ binding site than at the second site (Forge et al., 1993a). 
The decteased afEnity is explaineci by a cornpetition betweea the II' and c ~ Z '  for 
the ca2+ binding sites (Pick & Kariish, 1982; Dixon & &.es, 1990; Henderson et ai., 
19940). The Cain or IL for ca2+ has been reportai to vary over three orders of 
magnitude widi variation in pH Grom 5.5 to 8.0 Wynes & Mandveno, 1983).The El 
conformation of the eoyme bas a bigh afiinity for ca2+ and a low atnnay for H+, 
, whereas the E2 wnfbrmation has a low afnnity for ca2+ and a high afhnity for protons 
(Pick & Kariish, 1982). Therefbre, the pH wîii determine the El Ez equiliirium 
which in tuni wiJl affect the rate of ca2+ bimding to the high animty sites (Haderson et 
al., 1994b). 
An increased atnnity by the iumeuai ca2+ binding sites for MC (Bishop & Ai- 
Shawi, 1988; Michalaageli et al., 1990) is one of the mechanisms that has been 
suggested to explain the reduction in activity observeci at allcaluie pH MC plays many 
roles in the cataiytic cycle of the ca*'-~~~+-~TPase. It activates the enzyme by direct 
binding. It is also essaitial for the binding of ATP to the ~ a ~ + - ~ f l - ~ T P a s e ,  sinc  Mg 
'ATP represents the physiological substrate (Meissner, 1973). It is also important in the 
translocation step âom Ca2- El-P to Ca2- E r P  (Yamada & Ikemoto, 1980) and in the 
dephosphtyiation of E t 9  into E2 + Pi (Guillain a al., 1984). 
ln the homogemate apsay used in this study, the wg'7 had to be raiseci to 15 
mM (10 mM ~ g ~ + & ) ,  to maxhïse the activity of the coupling enzyme system of 
pynrvate kinase and lactate dehydrogenase under the high [ca2+If used to inbiit the 
ca2+-activated activity and measure basal or ~~~+-activated activity (Simonides & van 
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Hardeveld, 1990). In assays of  vesicle prepiirations, wg2T in high concentrations 
(Guillain et al., 1982; Forge et aL, 19930) has been show to have an inhibitory enéd 
on ~ a ~ + - ~ g ~ ~ - ~ T P a s e  actinty by cornpethg for the bigh afnnity ca2+ bhding sites 
(Guülain et al., 1982; Forge et ai., 1993a) md lowerhg coopemthdy between the two 
sites (Forge et a l ,  1993a). SurpWingiy, in the homogenate assay used hae, no 
difference was observeci between the activifies measwed at 1 m M  or IS m .  
sug,gesting that this inhibitory e&ct was not happening d e r  the specinc conditions of 
this assay (Simonides & vaa Hardeveld, 1990). 
Under aikaiine pH, the &ikt of M~*' wouid appear to be amplified. in vesicle 
Mons ,  it was shom that while a âee wg27 of 2 mM produced maximum activity 
a a pH of 7, it had an inhiiitory &kt on the kinetics of the eiizyme at pH 8, where a 
wg27 of 0.2 mM was found to be optimal (Bishop & Mha. 1988). ~ g l '  is 
suggested to reduce C ~ ~ ~ - M $ - A T P ~ S ~  actMty by binding to the lumemi Iow nffiaitv 
sites and fonn a rate limiting dead-end cornplex Mgi Efl (Bishop & Al-Shawi, 1988). 
In the homogenate assay, the [ca2'Ir were similat for the various conditions ranghg 
fiom 9.99 to 10.1 mM. Therefore the Merence in c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  actMty 
m m e d  at pH 7.0 and 7.6 wuld be due to increase binding by M ~ ~ '  to the low a 5 i t y  
sites at the mon alkaline pH. 
If ca2'-~g2+-~TPase activity is affectai by M#' through binding to the 
lumenai siteq the îàct that the wg2+l is found mostly on the outside of the vesicle, may 
diminished Ws impact. This wuid explaia why no différence in c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ ' - A T P ~ s ~  
activity was found when the assay was nin with either 1 mM or 15 m M  ~ $ 7  
(Simonides & van Hardeveld, 1990). The exchange of M~' m s s  the membrane is 
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siow dess the ca2+ reiease cbannels an open (Lamb & Stephenson, 1991). Howeva, 
the presence of Ca2' ionophore might make the lumenal sites more avaihbIe for binding 
b y ~ g t c  
A second hypothesis to explain the role of pH on c ~ ~ - M $ - A T P ~ ~ ~  is 
kough its cornpetitive role with ca2+ since H* is involveci in comter-transport of ca2+ 
(Dixon & H&ynes, 11990; Da Costa & Madeira, 1994; Yu et aL, 1994). Various models 
have proposexi thet 1 to 3 ions play a role in the comter-transport of 1 ca2+ (Pick 
& Karlish, 1982; Forge et al., 1993b). At alLPline pH, the nfnnitv of the lumenal sites 
for ca2+ is increased (verjovski-&eida & De Meiq 1977) and removai nom these 
sites constitute rate limitations which explain the pH dependence of the V, of the 
enzyme m o n  & Haynes, 1990). Coumer-transport will thmefore affect the kinetics of 
Ca2+ binding d o r  di-ation. The relative importance of either V, (~bunta- 
transport) or Cavr (cornpetition for high atnaity sites) at a certain pH is suggested to 
be dependent on the [ca29 @ocon & Haynes, 1990). The rate of $8w of ca2+ also 
depends on M ~ ~ '  and r, and as for ca2', the &ect of these other ions is modulated by 
the pH. The rate ofefsux is decreased by ca2+, M ~ ~ +  and K? at pH 7.5 but not at pH 
6.0 (Wolosker & De Meiq 1994). in the presest acperiment, the &ect of alkaline pH 
on is likely the mechanism explainhg the reduction in A t y ,  siace in the 
presence of ionophore and EGTA, the &ect of CC efüux is negiigib1e. Counter- 
transport is likely to be more of a critical mechanisrn in conditions whae back 
inhibition of tumenai ca2+ is high and no ca2+ chelator is present in the e~û8vesicular 
space. This has ban dernoastrated in vesicle M o n  experiments, whae ca2' efaux is 
more importata when ody Iow levels of oxaiate are present (Korge & CampbeiI, 
1994)- 
The moddication of dfhydryi (SH) groups bas ais0 been suggested as a 
mechaaism to explain inactivation of the C ~ ' + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  at alkaline pH mu a al., 
1993). Lowa C a * - ~ ~ ~ * - ~ ~ p a s e  actMty and f o d o n  of phosphoenyme 
intermediates were f o d  when rabbit heart musde vesic1es were pre-incubated in a 
bufiier-medium pH at 7.8 instead of 6.8 (Xi n al., 1993). These reductions at bigher 
pH were prevented when dithiotbreitoi, a thiol reagent that was added to the pre- 
incubation medium. It was suggested that occupation of important SH groups on the 
C a 2 + - ~ $ - ~ ~ a s e  by protons may prevent intefaction with reactive oxygen or 
formation of diSulfide bridges (Xu et al., 1993). 
The diBirence in pH sensitivity of ca2+-~g2+-~TPase activity from 
homogenate of W w  RGM and especiaiiy S muid r d e c t  the presence of Merent 
proportion of isoforms with distinctive pH sensitivities. These resuhs, as opposed to 
what was found in COS 1 ceiis, wodd suggest that differences in pH sensitivity exkt 
between SERCA la and SERCA 2% expressed in fàst- and slow-twitch muscle fibres, 
respectiveiy. Although, the two isoforms have a simüar llumber of amino acid residues 
and m o l d a r  weight, =me structural differences in amino acid sequence has been 
demoristrclted between c ~ ~ + - M ~ * + - A T P ~ ~ ~  isoforms (hhcLennan et al., 1985; Brandi et 
ai., 1986). The rnapping of the amino-acid sequence of&- and slow-type ca2+-~$- 
ATPase bas revealed a structure that varies by approximately 15 % (Brand1 et al., 
1986). Variations in fûnctional properties such as phosphoryIation by ~a~+/caIrnodulin- 
dependent protein kinase ( H a .  et ai., 1994) and inhibition by fiuoride (Narapnau 
e$ ai., 1991) bave been obsared between the SERCA 1 and SERCA 2a isoti,mrs. 
Siace H? and ca2+ are suggested to compte for the same binding sites on the 
surface of the enzyme, diflierences in the amino acid residue composition of these sites 
wuid modulate the sedtïvity to pH. Sitedirected mutagenesis experiments have 
suggested ht the two high idnnity ca* bmdmg Stes of the ~ a ~ + - ~ ~ * + - ~ ' D a s e  are 
located in the middle of the trammembrane staik 4 (Glu?, 5 (Glun% (hmy 
Aspy and 8 (Glum~ (Clarke et al., 1 9 8 9 ~  V i i  et al., 1989; Clarke et al., 199ûa). 
The transmembrane segment are highly conserved ktween the two isofonns aad 
variations in amino acid residua in the hydrophobie transmembrane heiices accounted 
for oniy 7.4 % of the total variation (Brand1 et al., 1986). None of these variations 
Béer the s w c  residues in the transmembrane stalks identified above by Clarke et al. 
(1990a) as the high afihity ca2+ binding sites. 
The possibility remains that the differeace in pH sensitivity baween isoforms is 
due to other distinctive amiw acid resuiue sequences elsewhere in other domains of the 
enzyme that are afliected by m. These domaiPs appear to be highiy interactive. For 
example, the bmding of the MgATP cornplex is dependent upon pH, in the presence of 
~ g ~ +  (Lacspae et al., 1990) and acceierates the binding of ca2+ (MacLemran et al., 
1985). Phosphate incorporation and binding of fiuorcscein isothiocyauate to the 
nuckotide domah have been found to be reduced foilowing short term intense aCtmty 
(Luckin et al ,  1991). B a d  on the expeximehts of hhdenrm and CO-workers 
1990). subtle changes simüar to those induced by consetwtive 
substitutioas of amho acid resîdues by site directeci mutagenesis, couki possibiy alta 
the normal confi>&onal step of the ca2+-~$-~TPase (Wüliam & Klug 1995). 
The diffîence in pH sensitïvity codd also be the r d  of two populations of 
the same c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  mokaile wah difFerent conformatio~~~ ( N w  1989; 
NPLamuta & Funakohri, 1994). Recent evidence suggests the existence of one ca2+- 
M ~ ~ + - A T I ? ~ ~ ~  m o l d e  is in a pH dependent equïIibrium between El and E2 and 
another m o l d e  that is pH independent and predominaotly in the E2 confbmuîion 
(Nakamura & Funkohri, 1994). The role played by ET+ in the eqydiirium of the two 
popuiations of c ~ ~ ' - M ~ * + - A T P ~ ~ ~  m o l d e s  and in Co2' bhding to those m o l d e s  
was différent (Nakamura, 1994). The distinctive sensitmty to pH dispiayed by the RGM 
and WGM, and S codd rdect a different proportion of these two moldes  in the 
muscie homogenate preparation. F d y ,  binding of H' by other proteins tban by ca2+- 
M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ s ~ s ,  pre ent in the homogenate, cannot be dismissed. 
3.4.5 E f f i  of ATP concentration on C ~ ~ + - ~ - A T P ~ S C  aetivity ia 
homogenatt 
Until recently, reductions in ATP conce!ntrations as a viabIe mechanism 
exphinhg the reduction of c~~+-M$-ATP~s~ actmty has been diffidt to justify. The 
measwements of ATP ceIl concentration More end &er fàtigue, in humana subjected 
to eiectrical stimulation (Hultman & Sjoholm, 1983; Spriet et al., 1987), in "in situ" 
prepdons (Dudley & T w g - ,  198Sa) or single fibre (Nassar-Genti~ et ai., 1978) 
reveal h t  the concentration of ATP never M i s  under 50 %, which is weil above the K, 
for the myosin ATPase (H'tman et al., 1988). For the ca*'-~$-~TPase, & for 
MgAW of between 3 and 16 @d have been reported dependhg on experimental 
conditions (Meissner, 1973; Gulllaia; 1984; Laçapere & Guillain, 1993), vahies that are 
ako very much lower thpn the average ATP concentration which stays above 1 m M  
even a k  extreme fàtigue (Nagesser et al., 1992).The decreases in ATP (10-15 %) are 
even l e s  in studia usiag more ptrysi010gicaî madd of muscle M g u e  (SahlLi & Ren, 
1989; Tesch et al., 1989). In a study acapnmuig levds of substrates, the concentration of 
ATP af ta  apptoximately 5 min of intense ninniag was d e n d  in horses (Byrd d PL, 
1989b). 
However, it has ken suggested that Iowa concentrations may be obtained in 
the Mcimty of the ATPases, where the local equilibrium between the supply and 
demand for ATP may be jeopardised , (Korge a aL, 1993; Korge & Campbell, 1994; 
Stephenson et ai., 1995). The ATP coaipartmentalisation hypothesis rests upon 
evidence dernomrathg thra gIycoiytic enzymes and creatine kinase are concentrateci 
IocaUy witbin the di (Korge & Campbdi, 1995). 
In this study at each [carr, ATP, for the most part, rdted in peak acfivity 
regardles of the concentrations (1, 3 & 5 mM). Minimum levels of ca2' (0.1-1 phd) 
are essentiai for the activation of ATP hydroIysis (De Meis & hesi, 1982) and this 
could explain why increasing ATP conantmtions made no difference on ca2+-Bdg2+- 
ATPase acfivity More the addition of extemal ca2'. Only for the RGM wae the 
m e s  measured at 3 m M  and 5 mM of ATP different than those measured at 1 mM 
and pCa 5.99. 
Similar to our results, BeICaSffo et al. (1993) using an vesicle m o n  
preparation and an end-point assay based on the meannement of inorganic phosphate 
level, showed an approximately two fold increase in ca2+-~$-~T'Pase actMty when 
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ATP concentrarion was mcreased nom I to 5 mM Comparison of the end-point-asay 
and coupled assay systems are diffiCUIt since the latter b~~ ATP decline and prevems 
the accurrmlation of Pi Howeva, s i d a r  ca2+ wndhities and coopaaiMties have 
been demo~~~tfgted bnween the two assays for the myofMiIar ATPase of white fi& 
muscle, despite a 25 % lower actMty with the end-point assay (Parkhouse, 1992). 
A possible mechaaism a p b g  the Iowa obsaved at 1 mM for the 
RGM is iikely to be related to digerences in the kinetics of ATP binding and 
phospho~ylation of the entyme (Lacapae & Guillain, 1993). The lower activity at 1 
mM ATP concentration wuid be the r d t  of ATP binâing that is siowet than 
phosphorylation of the ca2'-bfg2+-~TPase molde  (Lacapete & Guülain, 1993). 
However, it is diffiCUIf to explaui the lack of change in activities at this pCa f8r 
ail t h e  ATP concentdons for the WGM. and S. The fbct that both WGM and S 
displayed no changes in enzymatic activities over the ATP wnceatrations utilised 
suggests that isoform ciifferences are aot respoasiile for the Mdinérence in activity 
obsefved between RGM and the homogemttes of the two muscles. 
The measurement of the SeaSitivity to pH of the c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  in muscles 
of diEierent fibre type composition suggests that the response to acidosis may vary 
siigbuy nom one muscle to another. It is reporteci thst 5 and 60 min were needed to 
obtain 50 % depression of ca2+ uptake in fb t  frog muscle and slow rat muscle, 
respdctively (Biedermann & mg, 1992; Ward & Wüürim, 1994). An importani 
consideration is that the depressed ca*+-~&~TPase acfivity reported by some 
studies suaest that the &kt of pH is not tnmsient, siaa the measuremeuts are 
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normally done undex optimal conditions and n d  pH (OBrien et al., 1991). 
Howeveq the alterations are revefs~ile since recovery in auymatic adivity is obsewed 
der 60-120 min of rest (Byrd et ai., 1989b; Luckin et al., 1992). This suggests that if 
~ a ~ + - ~ f l - ~ T P a s e  activity is inhicbiteci by an increased m, the e f f i  is through 
revefst'ble alterations of the enzyme structure. 
Variations in ATP concentmion appear to play a mnimial role in the mhiiion 
of c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ ~ - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity regardlkss of [Ca2%. However, its &kt mi@ be more 
important if it occurs in conjunction with 0th- alterations in the cell's environment, 
such as a reduction in pH d o r  an increase in ~ ' 7 f  (Stienen et al., 1993).The efféct 
of increases in other products of ATP hydroiysis wen not examineci in this study. 
Howwer, the concentration of inorgaaic phosphate (Pi7 tbrough its effect on the fiee 
energy of hydroiysis muid be the single most important modulator of CO*+-M~~+- 
ATPase activity (Stienen, 1993; WesterbIad & Men, 1993b). The e&ct of Pi is 
impossible to examine in vitm with the coupled assay enzymes because of the 
stimuiating ene* of Pi on the pyrwate kinase reactioa. The use of a ca2'-~g2'- 
ATPase end-point assay based on Pi production is aiso impractid since level of Pi 
produced nom ATP hydrolysis cannot be detected £rom the background Pi 
concemation used to inhi"& the enzyme. 
F i ,  given that intraceliular [ca2+Jfis ntimately linked to tension production 
in muscle and that a reduction in ca2+ uptake will increase the intraceliuiar [ca23, a 
Mure in excitation contraction coupling leading to a d e p h o n  in the ca2+ release by 
the SR is iikely to be the most important mechanism umiafying muscle Wgue 
(Westerblad & Allen, 19%; Lamiergren et al., 1 9%). 
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FAILURE OFPROLONGED EXI~;RC~SE TO ALTER CA~MG~~ATPPASE 
IN BOTH HOMOGENATE AND ENRI- FRACTIONS OF RAT MUSCLE 
4.0 ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to examine die role offractionation on aaased 
induce cbnges in Ca*-W-~~pase The pmcduns of Byrd et al. (198%) 
wae mdùiiyrepiicated to mmiminas~aspossib1~thtvarïabiiitydue to spuàts 
and gender, amaSe pfatocoi, fibre type composition and ansiyticai procedum. Pairs of 
rats (n = 32) were randomly assignai to CON and RUN groups. The RUN animiils 
wereruntofà!jgueonagradedtrradniill(21 m. min'forthenrst60- 25 m. niin" 
60 to 120 min; 28 m . mirï1 to nhsustion). The red gastmmernius and vastus 
d e s  of two a h a i s  wece p d e d  together for the CON Sad RUN groups in otda to 
obtah d c i e n t  tissue for the isolation ard usays. ~ . * - M & ~ ~ p a s e  activity was 
measund in Hom, discardeci fhmions of h t ,  second and third centrifiigation pi. PI, 
P3), in a supaaatant (SC) coznbiig the supernatants of the fourth (S4) , nttb (SI) and 
sixrth (Sr) amifùgation and in the final vesicie W o n  (Pr). m e r  enzymes for 
mitochoadrial (citrate syathase. CS) rnd sarcokrnmai (p-mtrophenyi phosphatase, p- 
NPP) conîambtion's were maairrd in tbe Hom, supernamm of the first (Si), second 
(S*). thirâ (S3) centrifiigation's d in P6 to detect alterations in the purity of the Hom 
and s u b ~ o n s o  
No ditferences in C a ~ ~ ~ - A ' l ' P a s e  admty, CS, pNPP or protein 
conceastations wcre fomd between ths CON aad RUN for the Hom or ary of tbs sub- 
fractons. These resuits indicate that aercise does not predispose the Hom to a 
differentiai &kt by the fhctionation procedure and that the discrepancy in rwults 
found in the litaanire (Byrd et al., 1989a; Chin & Green, 1996) cannot be aplained on 
the basis of M i e n c e s  in rat @es and gender, &se protocol or isoiation 
procedures since these variables were simiiar between the two shidies. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Coniractile actMty depends on increasing fia cytosolic ca2+ concedrations 
([ca2%). The increase in [ca2+Ir is mediated by the sarcopknic reticulum (SR) which 
d e s  the dual hction of cunttolling both release and uptake of [ca2+Jf- The release 
of ca2' o«nns via a release chuml disûibuted primPcily in the terniinal cisternae 
region of the SR The uptake of [Carr is an emgy dependent process that is 
controUed by an ion-ttaasport enzyme, die ~a~+-M''~+-A~pase (de Meis & Vie~18, 
1979). Sustaïneci acsivity, and particuiariy sustailleci high intensity activay necessitates 
that both ca2' release and ca2' uptake not be sigmflcautly altered. 
Several studies have been pibiished examimng the &ects of m e  aercise on 
reiease (Favem et al., 1993) and ca2+ sequestration (Byrd et al., 1989a,b, LucLm et 
al., 1991, Belcastro et ai., 1993; Dossett-Mercer a al., 1994; Chin & Green, 19%) by 
the SR The resuits, for the effkzts ofexercise on SR ca2' seqllesbation properties and 
partidady on ~ a ~ + - ~ g - ~ T P a s e  actMty rernain controversial. A depression in ca2+- 
~g~+-ATPase actbity has been reported following single bouts of abaustRre exercise 
Wllby some hvestigaîors (Belcastro et al., 1981; Byrd et al., 1989a; Byrd et al., 
1989b, Lucloin et al., 1991; BelCastro et al., 1993), whaeas 0th- have been enable to 
show any alterations in activity ( Fitts et aL, 1982; Dossett-Mer- et al., 1994; C h  & 
=ees lm. 
Diffmm~~ in SIIIiilytical proCCdures between laboratories remains as a distinct 
possiiüity to explain the contradictory rewihs regarding the e&ct of exercise on ca2*- 
M~~'-ATPBS~ activity. Up untü reiativeiy recently, it was neassary to pdom 
measuremems of c ~ ~ ' - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  adMty on enricheci SR fiadons that were 
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obtained h u g h  diilidal wntrifbgation, a procedure t&at r d t s  in considerable loss 
of SR memômesranes Homogaiate procedures, where the rneasurements are perhrmed on 
. . 
the dole tissue were not possible because of the conta- effècts of other 
celïdar ATPases. However., in 1990, a homogemte pmachire wu published, allowing 
for measurement of ca2+-~g2+-~'I'Pase activity via the sdective inhiMion of d e r  
ATPases (Simomdes & van Hardeveld, 1990). Ushg the homogenate (Hom) 
procedure, our laboratory has not been able to document decrease in mmbai ca2+- 
M ~ ~ * - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity with either induced proionged (Chin et al., 1995) or with 
voluntary prolongeci (Chin & Green, 19%) or intaise (Dossett-Mercet. et al., 1994) 
trradmiU nmrimg Ui rats, regardless of the tissue type composition of the muscle. 
Moreover, the fkactionation tecbnique does not appear to explain the discrepancy in 
resuits (Chin & Green, 1996). 
Several possibies exist to explain the contradictory hdings: the fibre 
composition of the muscle, the specinc characteristics of the activity and the dytical  
techniques have aiî beea suggested as potenW &factors to explain the discrepant r d t s  
(Chin & Green, 19%). The anaiytical procedures and fibre type composition were 
examined by mssuriiig ca2+ uptaLe and ca2+-~$-~TPase actMty in diffèrent SR 
fiactions nom rats subjected to exhaustive t r e d x d  Riaamg (Chin & Green, 1996). To 
examine the analyticai procedures, the study mea~u~ed c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  aCtmty and 
ca2+ uptalre in h6mogenates and various fhtions obtained by two ciBetent protocois 
of SR isolation (Byrd et al., 1989a; O%ien a al., 1990). The of muscle fibre type 
composition was examinai by meciwuing the above panmeters in two muscle tissue 
types. No ditErences in ca2%g 2+-~TPase activity wcis found between the aacised 
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and control animais for any of the muscles and or fractons isoleteci by the two 
protocois (Chin & Green, 19%). 
Evidence tbat couid suggest a diBreda1 e&ct of the isolation procedures on 
ca2+-~g 2'-~TPase acthity cornes h m  two sources. Initial reports about differences in 
oxaiate supported ca2' uptake between Hom and vesicle fktions of conml and 
ischemic cardiac tissue (Feher et ai., 1980) prompted a closer examimion of the 
isolation procedure (Rapmdalo et al ,  1986). The aéct of ischemîa on onlate 
supported ca2+ uptake in cardiac muscle showed that the isolation pmcedure was 
sdecting ceriam sub-popdations of Ca2+-~$-~TPases (Rapunddo et aL, 1986). As 
the length of the ischemic period increased, it was found that a greater W o n  of SR 
able to d a t e  ca2+ was discardeci during two cartrifiigations of the isolation 
p r o t d  (Rapundalo et al., 1986). It was hypothesized the homogenisaion 
preferentially released segments of the SR that were most susceptible to damage by the 
ischemia and tbat these segments were prderentialiy discarded during the above two 
centrifiigations of the isolation procedure. 
The most likely mechanism that has been used to explain the reduction in ca2+- 
Mg 2 + - ~ ~ a s e  activity folowing both acute and chronic repetitive activity has been 
structurai modifications of the nucleotide binding domPin which renders part of the 
Ca2+-Mg 2 4 - ~ ~ a s e  population Mphosphoryiatable (Lebrer et al., 1987; Luckin et aL, 
1991; Matsushita & Pette, 1992). Evidence suggesting the inactivation of a specfic 
population of ca2+-~g *'-~TPase was dernonstrateci after 4-day of chronic low 
fiequency stimulation @btsushita a al., 1991). Isolation with a suaose gradient 
reveaied that the proportion of vesic1es displayhg low oxalate supported ca2+ upfake 
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was higher in the lightet M o n  of StimUIated than controt muscle (Matwishita et ai., 
1991). The lower oxalate loading c a p e  was accompanied by a reduced ca2+-~g 
ATPase - aaMty and phosphoproteh formation implying that alterations of the 
nucleotide binding site was the underiying xnechrnism for the r e d u d  enzyme fiindon 
(Ma tmsh  e$ al., 1991). If exetcise affects the muscle tissue in awwy that is s h h r  io 
ischemia, it is possible that the clifkence in ca2+-~g '+-~'Pase aCtmty and in the 
distri'bution of inactive and active vesicies between wntrol and stimulateci muscles are 
not ody due to the effects ofexercise, but to seps in the analytical procedure. in other 
words, the &ècts of stercise couid pndispose a certain population of vesicles to 
adverse eSects as a r d t  of the homogenisation and isolation procedures Tbe 
accumulation or rejestion of this population couid then be accentuted by 
antdùgation procedures and explain in part the obsened diffaences in ca2+-~g  - 
ATPase d t y  between control and exercise ammals. 
The present study was designeci with the intention of artendutg the work of 
Chin and Oreen (1996), namely to id- if the seiectivity of the isolation protocol 
could be a coatniuting factor to the discrepancy in resdts tbat exist between 
laboratories conceming the e&ct of prolongd ahaustive exercise on ca2+-~g 
ATPase actRRiy. This was achieved by comparing ca2'-~g 2+-~TPase activity of not 
only the homogenates and vesicle sub-fiactions of exercised and control animais, but 
aiso the ca2+-~g 2'-~TPase activity of the sub-fhctions and supernatants that are 
nonnaliy discarded during the isolation procedure. It was hypothesized that arercise, 
siniilar to ischemia, wouid affect the disiriution of actM and inadive ca2'-~gZ*- 
Anases in al1 or some of the discarded ab-fhctions and/or supematants during the 
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hctionation procedure. This ciifkentia1 &éct of the &actionation pracess on ca2+- 
~ s - ~ T P a s e  actMty in vegicle sub-fiactions a d o r  supemaûmts of comr01 and 
exercise nnimala couid provide an explanation for the discrepmcy in the iiterature 
concerning the e f b  of exercise on the actiVity of this enzyme. 
The thirty-two adult mak Sprague-Dawley rats (195-220 g) used for this midy 
were housed in an emirommtaUy controiied room (27' C) with a reversed 12:12 
ligbtldark cycle and were dowed fiee access to food (Purina rat chow) and water untii 
the tim of the exparnient Animal are was in accordance with the @deliaes 
established by the Canadian Council on Ammal Care. This study was approved by the 
University of Waterloo Animai Ethics Commitfee. 
4.2.2 Experimentd design . 
Pairs of rats were randody assignecl to enter a controt (CON) or exercised 
(RUN) groups in order to examine the effect of eximstive nimimg on sarcoplasmic 
raicuhim (SR) fbction. The RUN animais were acci imbd to treadmill ninning with 
two sessions of 1 O (4 % grade; 2 1 rnmmin") and 20 min long (4 % grade; I O  min at 2 1 
m-minminl. , 10 min at 25 rnminmin') , scheduied 5 and 2 days More the day of the 
experiment, respectively. The RUN animais were fàtigued on a motor driven treadmiii 
set at 4 % grade, 21 m-rd '  for the first 60 rnin, with gicrements in speed to 25 rn-minmin 
h m  60-120 min and to 28 mmin' fiom 120-28û+ min Rats were run until they were 
incapable of avoidmg the shock grid. This criteria was used to indicate arhoustioc~ 
The disgram (Figure 4.1) provides an ovemkw of the various steps of the SR 
isolation procedure baseci on the protocol of Hailman a al. (1977) as m d e d  by 
Figure 1. Procedure fa the isdatiai of skeletal s a r c o p ~ c  ntiduhnn 
@-=rctivity 
citrate synthase Isctnnty) 
(Resuspension: 1 1 : 1 1ûôW 18 min 
c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ - A T P ~ s c  activity) CrJP 70.1 Ti = 10435 RPMs) I 
10000 8, 18 min 
nppc 70.1 Ti = 10435 RPM 
@-NNP aaivity 
citrate Jynthase aetmty) S3 p3 
I 
(Resuspension: 1 1 : 1 
50000 g- * 52 min c~*-M#+-ATP~~~ activïty) 
(Type 70.1 Ti = 23333 RPMs) 
50000 52 min 
flspc 70.1 Ti = 23333 m) 
50000 g, 52 min 
(Type 70.1 Ti = 23333 RPMs) 50000 52 min 
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Byrd et al (1989a). c ~ ~ * - M ~  2 ' - ~ ~ a s e  actMty was rneasured not ody for the 
homogenate (Horn) and the veside sub-Mon of SR p6) but aiso on the materiai that 
is normally discardeci during the isolation procedure- The ca2+-~g ' + - ~ ~ p a s e  actbity 
was measured in the discarded sub-fÏactions or N e t s  (P) of the nrSt (PI), second (PZ), 
t k d  m g a t i o n  (P3) and on a discarded supernatant (SC) obtained nom the 
combination of the s u v s  produceci h m  the fourth (S4), (S5) and saUi (SS) 
wntrifbgation A contamidon prame was estaMished by asslying the activity of the 
following marks emymes: citrate synthase (Cbi et aL, 1983) for mitochondria and I('- 
stimulateci p-nitrophexmiphosphatase (Plough et al, 1992) for sarcolemma on Hom, 
enricheci SR supernatants fiom the first caitrifiigation (SI), second ceatrifiigatïon (S*), 
third Centringation (4) and the vesicie sub-6actions Ps. 
The animais were anesthetized with an imiapaitonial @ d o n  of socüum 
peatobarbital(0.07 d g  of tissue). The gastrocnemius and vastus of both hindlimbs 
were quickly excised fiom the anmial and submersed in ice-cold homogenizing bu&r 
contaking, 250 m M sucrose, 10 mM Na&, 5 mM Hepes, 0.2 mM 
phenyimahyisutfonyifiuoride (PMSF). The d a p  red portion of the gastrocnaaius and 
vastus, containing a high proportion of a mirdure of type Ha and type I, was separated 
fiom the white supdcial compartments, composeci of a majonty of type IIb ares 
(Baldwin et al., 1972) and used for this study. The specific selection of this tissue was 
bit& on the r d t s  of Byrd et ai., (1989a), where depressed ca2+-~g2+-~TPase 
activity with treadmili ninmng was found ody for red muscles. 
The acised muscles were rid of blood, EisBa and ait. The muscIes were biotted 
dry, weighed, replaced in ice-cold bufkr, minced in smaii pieces with scissors and 
transferred to a test tube. AU procedures were p a f o d  on ice. The tissue was then 
mechaiiidy homogenized (11:l düution) with two 30-0 bursts of a PoIytron 
@rinhnami Kiaematica MH), at 60 % of maiMial power, sepmed by a 304 
interval, A 2 ml volume of the pre-determined buffi volume was kept aside to rime the 
head of the probe and then added to the initial volume of homogenate. A 40 pl simple 
of homogenate was pipetted hto a labeled Eppendorf tube and stored on ice for the 
immediate assay ca2+-~g '+-~TPase activity. Aliquots of samples were pipetted into 
otha tubes, dropped in liquid nitrogai and storeâ at -80° C fôr subsequent analyses of 
marker enzymes The remainder of the homogeaate was transfèrred to 1 0  ml 
polycatbdnate centrifugation tubes (Ndgene) and placed on ice. 
The isolation protowl dupiicated the procedures of Weidekamm and Brdiczka 
(1975) as modifieci by Byrd a al., (1989a). AU isolations of vesicle sub-fiadons were 
done using a Beclaaaa Ultracentrifiige with the 70.1 Ti fixeci angle rotor (Figure 1). 
The homogenate was d g e d  r 1 6 0 0  g (4200 RPM) Cor 10 min at 4* C. The 
supernatant (SI) was thcn passeû Uaough 4 loyers ofgauze and aliquots were pipetted 
into Eppendorf tubes and fiozen in liqWd nittogeri. The discardeci pkts (PI) were 
resuspended in a b& sïmiiar to the homogenisation b d e r  but at p H  7 (11:l 
M o n )  with glass to glass homogenisation. Aliquots of the Pi resu@on wem 
traLlSfmed to Eppendorf tubes and aise fhan in liquid nitrogm. The remaining 
supanacsiit was d g e d  at 10,000 g (10,400 RPM) fbr 18 mimites. Aliquots of the 
supernatant (S2) and the resuspended pellets (P2) were &ozen in liquid mtrogen The 
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cearinigation was repegted and aliqyots (Si and P3) wat fkozen in liwd nitrogen. The 
rrmaimng supanotam was centrifitged at 50,000 g (23,400 RPM) for 52 minutes. The 
supanatem (S4) was bzen at - 20° C and d g e d  the folIowuhg day. The peliets 
homogeMSef. The tubes were stirred on ice for 15 min and centrittged agssi at 50000 
g. The 8upaiiritsat (S3 was coUected and stond at -20' C and centdÙged the next 
day. The remaining maiaial was reswpended in 10 ml of buffg without KCl and the 
Centritiigation repeated. The pellets (Ps) w n  resuspeaded in a volume of 800 pi. 
Aliquots, of this pwfied SR suspension, were pipetted in Eppendorf tubes, fiozen in 
liquid nitrogen and storexi at - 80° C for subsequent dyses .  
Weme cire was taken to prevent contamination of the bunér solutions by 
ca2+. Aü solutions were made with water fltereci through a Miiii-Q Wata purification 
system (Miiiipote) and plastic wuares were used to d u c e  ca2+ leaching associateci with 
glassware (Bers et al., 1994). The plastic wares were aiso soaked in a solution of 
EGTA (3 mM) and EDTA (ImM) (Meissner, 1973) and niased five times with ultra- 
pure wata. A 10 mM CaC12 standard solution (Onon Research, Boston, Ma.) was used 
as the ca2+ source. The fina ca2+ concentrations ([ca21) w a e  determined using, 
Chelator, a ca2' software program (Schoenmakers, 1992) and taking in consideration 
the precise ionic strengtb, temperature (37' C) and pH of the bufltérs. Biading 
constants daermined under standards wnditions (0.1 M ionic strength, pH 7, 20" C) 
were adjuste- to the specific f i c e n t a i  conditions of the present expaiments. 
The total [ca27 neeûed to get maximai c ~ ~ + - M ~  2 ' - ~ ~ a s e  actMty was 
determinecl More haud through a ca2+ dependency came for both the homogenate and 
the vesicle f'raction assay. Prlnximsl ca2'-~g 2C-~TPase riCtmty was reached at total 
[m of 0.969 mM for the homogenate and 0.909 mM for the v e d e  assays. The 
[ca2+Jf was calculateci ushg the Ca2+ software program by taking in consideration the 
diffèrent chernical composition of the two bu&ss, m&y the KCI, ~ g ~ '  and PEP
concentration. The catculatecl [ca)r were 16.6 ph4 and 6.0 pM for the homoga~ae 
aosay and the vesicle and other fiaction -y, respectiveiy. To insure that maximai 
activity was reached a second addition of ca2+ was made to a [ca2']f of approrrimateiy 
162 IiU, representing total [ca27 of approximately 1.2 mM for both -YS. 
To prevent the decrease in pK produceci by the reiease of protons h EGTA, 
foUowing the! addition of CaClz volumes to the buffèr, volumes of KOH were added. 
These volumes of KOH, needed to maimain the pH at the desired vaiue, were 
determineci before hand under simüar medium conditions for each ca2' concentration at 
37" C. 
4.23 Amy for ca'+-~g 2 + - ~ ~ m e  aaMtg. 
For the homogenate, total c~'+-M~ "-~TPase ectMty was measwed with the 
homogenate mahod of Simonides and van Hardeveld (1990) consisting of the 
wupied enzyme assay wtiich invoives the pyrwate kinase and lactate dehydrogaiase 
reactiom. In this assay the disappeamnce of NADH is monitored 
spectrophot~rnetridy~ The chemicai composition of the assay enables the 
meesurement of ca2+-bfg'*-~TI?ase actMty through suppression of the contaminating 
&eds of others ATPase StCtiVities. The assay medium (Simonides & van Hardeveld, 
1990) containeci 20 mM Hepes, 200 m M  KCi, 15 m M  MgQ 10 mM Na& 1 mM 
EGTA, 10 mM phosphoenolpyruvate Pm), 5 mM ATP, 18 U r d  each of purifieci 
pynmte kinase and lactate dehydrogenase and 2 ph& ca* ionopbore A23 187 and pH 
at 7. The pH dccaode was cali'brated m pH buffixs thamostatted at 37O and the pH of 
the assay buffa was adjusted rt the same temperanue (Tsien & Po- 1989). Basai or 
M~'+-ATPP~S~ enzyme activity was determinecl at the end of the assay nm ûy adding 2 
M ca2' to a final concentration of20 m M  (Simoaides & van Hardeveld, 1990). ca2+- 
activated actMty was detenaineci by subtracting basai activity fiom total aCtmty- 
In orda to duplicate as much as possile the conditions of Byrd et al. (1989a), 
the ca2+-~g *+-~TPase activity, of the vesic1e aib-hctions (Ps), was meastueci usïng 
the coup1ed eayme assay m&od of Weidekamm and Brdicdra (1975) as modifieci by 
Byrd et al., (1989a). This apsay was also used to measure ca2+-~g '+-~'I'Pase activity 
of the intennediary discardecl sub-fractions of the centrifugation process. The assay 
medium consisted of 25 mM Hepes, 100 m .  KCi, 10 mM MgCl*, 10 mM NaN3, 1 
rnM PEP, 0.6 mM NADH, 7.521 of p p a t e  kinase, 5 U of lactate dehydrogenase and 
was pH at 7 at 37' C.. However, 0s opposed to the original method, 1 mM EGTA 
was dded to the assay medium to eitiecfiveiy control the [ca2'& Thdore, the basai 
activity was not measured by the addition of EGTA, but as with the homogenate, by 
the addition of 2 M ca2+ to a final concentdon of 20 m M  to saturate the low atniiity 
ca2' bindiig sites (Simoaides & van Hardeveld, 1990). A second trial was nin with 
ioaophore A23 187, added after ca2+, to a concentration of  7.6 pM, to verify vesicle 
intactness (Byrd et I, 1989a). 
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nie fkoan frirctions was 1A to thaw on ice for approximateiy 15 min. After the 
addition of 1 ml of bu& to a plastic cuvette, the bunP was ailowed 8 min to 
equdibrate to 37" C. The entymes and 11 pi of homogenrte was added to the cuvette. 
After an& 2 min of incubation, the reaction was foiîowed spectxophotornetricaiiy 
(Shimadwi, UV-I6OlPC, Tek Science, Missisauga, W.) by meastuement of NADH at 
340 nm. Volumes of KOH and CaC12 were then added to obtain the predetermjtled 
desireci pH and [ca2'"Jr and the absorbace signal rnonitored for apprommately 2 m i n  
This step was repeated for the second [ca2Yf and for the addition of an aliquot of 2 M 
CaCIz to detennine basal activity. The sieepest portion of the sampled area was used to 
detemine the aciivityaciivity Two trials were run ou the same sample and since assay tîme 
fouowing the initial 10 min of incubation was approxhately 8-10 min, both trials were 
completed witbin an h aAer king takm out of the fieaa. The vahie of 6.27 x 10J hK1 
- cm" of was used as the molar absorption c d c i e n t  of NADH to dcuiate the rate of 
4.2.6 Contimiaatioa profde, protein yidd, membrane purity and caW- 
M ~ - A T P W  ictivity in dheuded fmctions. 
ContPmination profiles were estabiished using mark= enzymes of the 
rnïtochondria [citrate synthase] and the sarwiemrna w-tllmilated p 
nitrophenolphospbstase (rc-pNPP)] (Bers, 1979; Tibbits et ai., 1981) and included 
me8suTements of activities in Hom, SR enricheci supernatant (SI, SZ, St) and the naPI 
vesicle sub-hctions (Pb)- NO analyses were done on the SR enricheci sub-fhctions of 
the fourth (P+) and MUi (Ps) centrifiigations because of the limiteci avaWü@ of 
samples for these pellets. Percent comaiiiination of mitochondrial and sarcolenmd 
membraaes was calculateci as the ratio of aCavites in the supanaiarits and vesicle 
hctions to the Hom M o n  expressed m mg of protein 
The method of Chi et ai., (1983) was used to determine citnte synthase 
actMty- The srmples were appropriateiy diluteci (Hom; 227: 1, SI; 75: 1, S2; 70: 1, S3; 
60: 1) to âi1l withïn the f i u o r ~ c e  of the chic acid standards, with diluting media 
w-g 20 rnM imidazoie-HCI and 0.02 % chsrcoa to prevent haabation of the 
eazyme (Passomeau & Lowry, 1993). For the vesicle subfiaction (Ps), because of the 
variation in protein concentration, the diiution Wor fluctuateci between 15: 1 and 10: 1. 
The citrate synthase reacfion was allowed to react at room temperature for an h in a 
b u f k  contahbg 50 mM tris-HCl, 0.4 rnM acetyf-Co& 0.5 mM oxaloacetate and 0.25 
% of charcoal treated bovine senun albumin @SA), pH 8.1 (Chi et ai., 1983). The 
reactïon was stoppeci by adding a volume of NaOH to a finsl concentration of 0.5 N, 
a d  excess oxaloacetate was destroyed by heating at 9S0 C. 
ûne ml of citrate reagent comaining: 100 m M  Tris-HCI, 100 phl ZaC12,O.O 1 % 
BSA, 30 pM NADH, 0.003 U-ml-' citrate lyase and 3 u'd-' malate dehydrogenase was 
then added and the reactioa aiiowed to p r d  for 20 min at r o m  temperature. HCl, 
to a fiaal concentration of 1 N was then added to the tube to destroy NADH. Atta 10 
min, strong NaOH (0.6 N) with imidazole ( 1 0  were added and quickly nWed to 
destroy NAD' and convert it to a bigMy fluorescent prduct (Passomeau & Lowry, 
1993). The products of the r d o a  were then heated at 60° C for 20 m h  The tubes 
were cooled at room temperature beton reading since fluorescent hias a negative T 
coefficient of 1.3 % per degr= (Passonneau & Lowry, 1993). Tripkates were nm fbr 
each sample. 
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The K'-PNPP, an acid phosphtase of the sarcolaimia which catalyKs the 
hydroiysis of the phosphPte ester of nitrophen01 to produce Pi K-pNPP was 
determineci by the method of Ploug et aL, (1992). Dilution for the Hom and vesicle 
s u b - ~ o a s  were doue based on the recouxuendations tbpt 50 pg homgenate and 8 
pg of membrane protein be used to nin the -y (Ploug et ai., 1992). For the Hom, the 
îàctor for the second dilution was 90.9:l. For the SR emiched supernatants (SI, S2), a 
dihrtion of 60: 1 yielded absorbante readings witbin the range of the p-mtrophenyl 
phosphate (pNPP) standards used for the assay. For the vesicle M o n  prepafation, the 
diiution -or was calculatecl for each sample using the particuiar protein concentration 
to obtain the suggested 8 pg of membrane p r o t h  The dilution &or fluctuateci 
b e e n  extremes of 50:48 and 503, with most sample being diluted between 5018 and 
50: 12. 
The assay medium consisted of 50 mM TriiKi, 5 mM EGTq 8.3 mM 
MgCl*. The detergent sape (208 pg . mi-3 was ais0 added to the assay medium to 
counteract the vesicuiation of plasma membraue that occurs during the isolation (Ploug 
et al., 1992). The sample was added to 300 pi of bu&x and l& at room temperature 
for 15 min The tubes wen  then incubated at 3 7 O  C for 10 mh. KCI (250 mM) aad 
water wae added to determine total and basal activity, respectively- The substtate p- 
NPP (50 mM) was then added at 15 s intavals and the reaction aiiowed to proceed for 
30 utin (Ploug et ai., 1992). Ice cold NaOH (0.2 M) with EDTA (20 mM) was added 
to stop the reaction and a f k  rewarmiag tubes to room temperature, absorbmce was 
read at 410 MI (Ploug a al., 1992). The K'-stimulated activity was obtained by 
subtracting the basai activity h m  the actBnty in the presence of KCI. 
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A sarnpk was run with the same buffer wit& 16.7 mM of ouabain, a compound 
that inbibits the K' stinnilated phosphatase (Ploug et ai., 1992). The ouabain-inhiibitdie 
rdependent activity was determineci by subtracîhg the activity measured in the 
pmence of KCI by the d v i t y  measured in the presence of both KCI and ouabain 
(Ploug et al., 1992). The ouabain-Uibiibtable rdependetlf aaMty was not measured 
in Ps because of the M e d  amount of vesicfes- Dupiicates wae run for each samples. 
Protein wnCeLlffafion was determined by the method of Lowry et ai. (195 1) as 
modified by Scbacterie and Pollock (1973). Protein yields for the vesicle sub-fiactioas 
were expressed as pg per g of tissue (Chin & Green, 19%). Membrane purity was 
assessed by dMding caZ' -~~'+-~~Pase  activity (@ BI protein - min-') in PS by the 
acthity measured in the Hom c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ s ~  activity in the preseace of ca2& 
ionophote A423 187 was used for these caiculatiom (Chin & Green, 1996). 
4.2.7 Data and stathticai mdysis 
The data was wUected with Pasonal Spectroscopy So-e (Shimadzu 
Scientific instruments Inc.) program. Regression anaiyses were used to determine the 
dope of the steepest portion of the absorbame signal cunn. One way Adyses of 
Variance (ANOVA) procedures were used to assess the maùi efFects due to condition 
(Con w. Run) on c ~ ~ + - M ~  '+-~TPase, totd and basal (hIg2+-stimuiated) actMty for the 
Hom, discarded sub-fiactions aad SC, and Ps. Since the data were not significantly 
âifkrent for the main efkct due to condition, the Con and R u .  data were pooled 
together and a one way ANOVA was used to analyze âactions (Pl, h, P3, SC and P6) 
as the repeated measme. Ifthe F ratio were sigdicant, planned cornparisons were used 
on the repeated measure ( M o n )  to determiw différwces between means. Similar 
procedures were u d  for the actMty of the two marker enzymes: p-nhophenyphatase 
and citrate syathsse in the Hom, SR emiched supeniatants and veside sub-ûactiom. 
SignEcance was acceptecl at the level of P < 0.05. 
No differences were observeci for total, basai aad maximal ~a~~-stimulated 
actMty betweea the coatrol and nin Pnimals for the Hom, discarded sub-fiactions and 
SC, and vesicle subfhtions ('ïîTaMe 4.1 & Figure 4.2). The maximai caB-stimu~ated 
actMty in the presence of ca2+ ionophore A-23 1187, expresseci in Table 2 as a % of 
homogenae actinty, was also similar between the two groups. 
To examine the differences among the homogenate, sub-ûactiom and SC, the 
Stasisticai dys i s  was done by pooling thc Con and Run group together and treatiag 
the bctions as a repeated meanne. Total ca2'-~g *+-~TPase activity, rnmeased in the 
preseace of ionophore was Mixent between many of the 6 M o n s  @om,P~, Pt, P3, 
SC and P6) (Figure 4.3A). No dEerence in total actiVity was fouad between Hom and 
Pi aactions. Hom and Pt had the lowest activity of ail fiactions foliowed by Pb P3, and 
P6 and SC (Hom=Pi <P2<P3 <SC=P6). 
B a d  or M ~ ~ +  stllrmlated activity was lower in the Horn, foliowed by the Pl and 
P2 fractions whkh dispiayed similar vaiues (Figure 4.3B ). The activities of the P3, SC 
and P6 were a h  shdar, but more than a two-fold diffkfence over the activity me8sured 
in P2 (Hom < PI = P2 < P3 = SC = P6). For the ca2+ -acthted ATPase actmty, the 
relationship between the hctions wu sinnlar to what ans fiund for total aCtMty. The 
activity of the Hom was simüar to the a M t y  found in the PI sub-f?action The latter 
was iower than the acthity of the P2 and P3 sub-fhctions wbich displayed no differe~lces 
(Figure 4.3C). The actMties in the SC and P6 -011s were s d a r  and higher îhan the 
Table 4.1. TatJ C a ~ a ~ t i ~ ~ ~ f e d  and basal (h@?-activated) ATPase actbity mtramd 
ia homogeiilite, discardeci sub-fhctions and qmmtan t  combinai and vesicie sub- 
hctions in Con and Run a n h k  
Hom 8 405 & 46-6 364 37.7 45-9 A 10 
pi 8 455*64,9 351*51.4 103*f9 
Con p2 7 1251 * 246 1048 * 181 198 * 61 
p3 8 1897 * 229 1669 * 225 229 * 41 
SC 5 4740 * 1484 4383 * 1429 357 * 89 
p6 8 3282 * 367 2944* 363 375 * 41 
Hom 8 423*57.9 376k62.1 45,6*9,5 
Figure 4.2. ~a~+-activated a enosinetriphosphatase 
(ATPase)activity in homogenate (hom) discardeci 
sub-hctioas of cenaaiigation 1 (Pi), 2 and 3 
(P3), discarded supemtant combineci (Supernatant 1; 
SI, supanatlint 2; ad supansust 3; S3), and vesicle 
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Figure 4.3.Totai (A); basal (B); rnd ci*-dvated (C); 
(Hom), vesicie &don (Pd, discardecl sub-Mons 
(Pi.PaP3) and discarded supmatant combwd (SC = S4 
+S5+Sa). Valuesammeans* S E d a r e W o n  average 
of pooled Con and Rua raimals (n = 10). Sisnifiaint main 
effeds for Wodsupernatant for total ATPase (Hom = 
Pl <P2<P3cSC=Ps). forbdATPase@Iom<PyP2 
< P3 = SC = Pdfor ca2+-adivated ATPase acthity tyom 
=P1<P2=P3 ~SC=Ps )*P~O.O5 .  
aahïties of the Hom and discarded s u b - ~ o n s  (Hom < PI < Pz = P3 < SC = Ps). For 
the ca2+ -activateci ATPase actMty in the presence of ca2+ iomphore A-23187, the 
acàrity in the Hom was similar to the activity found for PI and the activity in P3 was 
higher than the actmty in PZ (Table 4.2). 
enyme for mitochondrial contamination, between the Con and Run groups for any of 
the fhctions analyzed (Hom, Si, S2, S3 & P6) m l e  4.3). Although, CS activity was 
similar for the Hom, SI, S2 and St, the level of activity in P6 was reduced to insignifiant 
Iwels with the finai nnalgation The actiMties represented 0.2 % br the Con and 
0 9 %  for the Run groups of the activity measwed in the Hom (Hom = SI = S2 = Sa > 
Ps) Figure 4.4). 
As with CS, no dinerences were found for the K'-PNPP, a marker of 
sarcolemmal contamiiiation betweea the Con and Run groups for any of the 
îhctions(Hom, Si, Sz & Ps) (TabIe 4.4). The highest activity was found in S2 (Hom = 
Si < Sa; P6 < SI) Figure 4.5A). No diffkrential e f f i  of exercise was observeci on the 
ouabain suppressible actBiity for the Hom, SI and S2 (Table 4.4) When the data of the 
Con and Run groups wen pooled together, no dBérences in actiVity were found 
between Hom and the two SR enricheci supanaiams (Figure 4.5B). 
Protein concentdon was SiBnificantly a&cted by the isoiation procedure. 
Howwer, thae were no ciifkences between the Con and Run groups for the 
homogrne or any of the sub-fhaions (Table 4.5). With the exception of M o n  SI 
Tabk 4.2. Membrane purity and c a 2 + - ~ f - ~ ~ a s e  activity in the 
presencc of ca2+ ionopbore A43 187 in homogenate, discardeci sub- 
fiactions and supernatant combineci, and vesicle sub-fiaaioos in Con and 
Run animais* 
Fractions n Con n Run 
Hom 8 363 38 8 370 * 35 
PI 8 434 * 72 8 489 88 
pz 7 2307 251 5 2067 33 1 
p3 7 3962 * 564 8 3242 365 
SC 5 6203 * 1452 5 5542 * 1713 
p6 8 5377 676 8 5064 * 1087 
Vailoes arc mepcu * SE o f ~ a * - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ a c c  riMty (W. g' pûtch. min'). Pt; 
peïiets fmm œmihgaziotli, Pi pellets 6iom -011 2, P3; iJellets h m  
centrifitgation 3, SC; combined supernasat fmm -@ion 4-54, Pg; pelJetS fiorn 
cenaifugation 6. Signifiant inain ~E&s was f;oUbd f6r fiactions (Hom = PI< PZ < P3 = SC 
= p6) ( p  < 0.05). 
Table 4.3. Citrate synthase activity in homogenates, SR enriched supeniataiiis and 
vesicle sub-hctions. 
Fractions n Enzyme specific 
activityt 
Hom 8 11.0* 1.6 
si 7 12.1 * 0.8 
Con s 2  8 12.8 0.9 
s3 8 13.5 0.7 
ps 8 0.02 0.02' 
Hom 8 11.1 * 0.9 
si 7 12.0 * 0.8 
RuB s2  8 12.1 * 0.8 
s3 8 12.6 * 0.7 
p6 8 o. 1 * 0.05' 
HOM 
Figure 4.4. Citrate synthase activity in homogenate 
(Hom), SR enriched supernatant 1 (S3,2 (S3 and 3 
(S3), and vesicle fraction (Pa). Values are mean * SE 
and are based on average of pooled Con and Run 
animals (n = 14).'~ignificantl~ dinerent from Hom 
and SR emiched supenÿitants. P < 0 -05. 
Table 4.4. P-aitrophenyipbosphatase K'--ed ud ouaôaïn 
Fractions n a c t ~ t y t  suppnssiblc 
Hom 8 3.1 * 0.3 4.8 * 0.7 
CON si 7 5.5 * 0.4 3.5 * 1.3 
% 8 8.4 * 1.1 5 2  1.6 
Pd 8 2.6 * 1.1 - 
Hom 8 3.7 0.6 4.1 * 0.6 
HOM 
Figufe 4.5. ~+-!Btimulatd 
p-nitropheaoiphosphatasc @NPP) (A); and 
ûuabain-suppressiile (B); actïvity in 
homogcnate (Hom), suparutant l(S3 ciad 
supanaiant(S&VrhKsarcmean* S E d  
are baseci on average ofpooled Con ad Run 
animais. Thae were signifiant main effects 
for fiactiodsr enriched supernatant for 
K+-PNPP (n = 12) ( '  <SI < Sz; Hom < Sd* 
P < 0.05. 
and St which had similar protein concentration values, progressive reductions were 
ob- fin Hom, Si, S2, S3 and P6 (P6 c < < S S ~  =SI c Hom) (Figure 4-6A). Similar 
resuits wae observeci km the discardecl sub-Gactions and SC (Ps < SC < Pr <Pz 01 <
Hom) (Figure 4.a). Protein yield for the v d e  sub- fiaction was vay  Iow (Table 
4.6), but again no difEerences were observed berween the Con and Run group. 
Figure 4.6. Cornpaison of protein concentration between 
homogenatc (hom) andvesicle sub-hti011~ (Ps) with 
SR emiched supeniatents (S&& Sf) (A); d 
discatded subfkti011~ (Pi& & P3 ad discded 
superna~lints combined (SC; SI, Ss & Ss) (B). 
Table 4.5. Protein concemmion for homogenate, discardecl s u b - M O H S  
and supuatant cornbineci, SR emiched su- a d  vesicie sub- 
hctions for Con and nm anbals.  
Protein concentration 
Fractions n Con Run 
Hom 8 13 -7 + 0.9 13.4 1.2 
PI 8 3.1 +OS 2.8 * 0.5 
si 7 5.3 * 0-1 5.5 * 0.3 
Pt 7 1.8 * 0.3 1.7 * 0.3 
sz 8 4.9 * 0.2 5.4 * 0.4 
p3 8 0.7 & 0.1 0.8 * 0.2 
s3 8 4.2 0.2 4.2 * 0.3 
SC 5 0.6 * 0-3 0.2 0.05 
p6 8 0.4 * 0- 1 0.6 * 0.1 
Table 4.6. Pro* yield for v e d e  sub-hctions (Ps) for Con a d  Run animais. 
Fractions a Muscie V o b e  of Protein Protein yield 
tissue p6 concentration lu BO[ 
(g) (mi) (mg. dl) 
(wet weight) 
Con 8 7.94 0.25 0.775 * 0,025 0,370 * 0.01 0.38 0.09 
Run 8 8.65 * 0.40 0.63 1 + 0.0 67 0.580 0.015 0.39 k 0.07 
Vahaes are meaas SE. 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 
The results of this study demonstrateci that CO*+-bfg *+-~TPase of 
exercised and control ammais was s i m k  not only in the homogenaîes and vesicle sub- 
hctions, but also in the sub-fiactions a d  supema~ams diat are nomdly discarded 
durhg the isolation proCCdure. M o r e ,  assumiug that the amount of 110 kDa caZ+- 
M&ATP~S protein, relative to total protein conteat did not cbange for the discatdeci 
sub-fhctions, SC and vesicle ~ o m ,  the hypothesis tbt exercise wodd affect the 
disaiution of active and inactive ca2+-~&~TPases in the discardecl sub-fhctiom 
ador supemîants during the hctionation procedure, must be rejected. 
The similar contamination by sarcolemma @NPP actMty) and mitochondria 
(citrate qnthase acthd.y) in Hom, SR enriched superaatams (si, s2&) and vesicle sub- 
hctions in the Con and Run groups conhnd the results of Byrd et al. (1989a) aad 
Chin and Green (1996) reporting no &ects of the nUimag exetcise on these parameters. 
Similar to the results of C h  and Green (19%). the hctiomtion procedure resulted in 
about a 12-fold increase in c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ - A T P ~ ~ ~  actbity in the vesicle sub-fiactions over 
the Hom actmty- Measuements of c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  in the discarded sub-fkctions 
and SC, suggest that a high proportion of SR membrane is  Ioss during the 
centt81gation procedure. The actbity in P3 and in SC was 10- and 16-fold higher than 
the Hom activity. However, protein yields found in this study were about one third of 
wbat is normally (1 mg . go' muscle wet weight) nported for tbis centrfigation 
procedure (Byrd et al., 1989a; Chin & Green, 19%). This is probably due to the 
coiiection of SR emiched super~mts der ceatrifiigation steps 1 (SI), 2 (S2) and 3 
(SI) for the contsunination assa.. 
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Results h m  the presait imrestiion confumeci previous published resuits 
(Dossett-Mercer et ai., 1994; Chin & Green, 1996) ôom this laboratory thaî fomd no 
depression in c ~ ~ + - M ~  2+-~TPase actiVity following nimiing aracise. As wiîh previous 
studies, these resuhs contdïct the kdiags of other studies (Bdcastro et al., 1981; 
Byrd et al., 1989a; Byrd et al., 1989b, Belcastro et ai., 1993) that demoastrate 
rductions in marrimJ c ~ ~ + - M ~  '+-~~pase aaMty m@ng h m  18 to 50 % with this 
type of exercise. Therdore the discrrp~~~lcy in the literatwe conCernmg the &kt of 
exercise on the activity of the C~~+-M~~+-ATPBS~ in Hom @ossett-Mercer et al., 1994) 
and vesicle suô-fiactions (Byrd et al., 1989a) is not expiaineci by the differmces in 
yieiâs in vesicle fiactions isolatecl fiom the muscle ofcontro1 and exercised animals, as 
suggested by Dossett-Mercer et al (1994). 
Results fiom the prrsent investigation al00 support the fbclings of Chin and 
Green (1996) thM reporteci no change in the maximal c ~ ~ ' - M ~ * * - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity in 
Hom, and differeut vesicle fiactons obtained by two Mirent protocols of isolation. It 
ais0 suggests that the shorter time of 20 mui, instead of 60 m .  used by Chin and 
Green (1996) for the second censrifirgation at l0,ûûû had minimal impact in the 
peiieting of the vesicle sub-ftaction. 
In the present study, the origid protocol of Byrd (1987) was dupticaîed as 
closely as possible. The time of each centrifiigation were determined fkom the original 
times (Byrd, 1987; Byrd et al., 1989a), tbc k factors of the Sorval SS34 (personai 
commUIUcation with G. Klug) fixeci angle rotor used by Byrd et al. (1989a) and the k 
fàctor of the Beckman nxed angle Type 70.1 Ti used for the present expamients.. Our 
resuits support the conclusions of Chin and Green (19%) and eliminate any suspicion 
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that the divergent resuits couid be due to the differeace in ceatrifiighg time between 
the isolation protocois. 
Oiha possibiIities, to explain the cot-i8icting reailts in addition to the maiyticai 
p r d w e s  have bem suggested in studies @ossett-Mercer et al., 1994; Chin & Green, 
19%) reporthg no changes in ca2+-~g '+-~TPase adMty with to explah theV 
divergent resuhs. These possibilities indude the species and genda of the animal, the 
exercise protocoi, the muscle fibre type composition ad a reduction in basal (Mg2')- 
stimdated activity. In the present study, as opposexi to Chin & Green (I9%), who used 
Wstar rats, Sprague-Dawley rats were used, to eiiminate any dïfkences due to species 
with the study of Byrd a ai. (1989a). This left one or a combination of the thne other 
fkctors to expiain the large the discrepancy in r d t s .  
The exercise protocol used in this study to produce nuscular htigue was 
simüar to the one used by Chin and Green (19%). The niiimOg t h e  to exhaustion in 
the present study was 162 I 47 min (x * SE) with many animais running close to or 
more than 3 b In the study of Chin and Green (1996), ody 3 ammals out of 22 ran 
up to the imposeci ed of 180 min More being sacrificed. Average tirne excludhg 
these three animais was 115 * 10 min. In the study of Byrd and coileagues (Byrd, 
1987; Byrd a al., 1989a), the speed was maintained at 2 1 m . min" with a 10 % grade, 
rrsultuig in a nianing tirne to e&austion that averaged 140 * 55 niin (x * SE). The 
longer ninriiag time of the animals in the preseat study wmpared to the d g  t h e  of 
the animais in the mdy of Byrd a ai. (1989a) and Chin and Gnen (19%) could be 
attri'butable to the lower treaâmül slope of 4 %. However, when comparing the present 
study with Byrd et al., (1989a), the iower slope used in this study wouid be in pm off- 
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set by the higher treadmiii speed (21 m . m S L  a f k  60 min to 25 m .  minœ' nom 60-120 
min and 28 m . &om 120-18W min). In the study of C b  aed Green (19%) sina 
the same treaddl protocoi was useci, the lowa niiming time to exhamion is likely to 
be due to the 4 % difference in tresdniül dope. 
Che intaesthg quaiitative obsenmîion tbat was made during the course of the 
present shidy was that the nmbg patterns varied amoag the exercïsed ammals. Certain 
aPrmis prefmed maintainhg a steaciy pace throughout the run, whaeas others had a 
tendency to sprint to the top of the treabiiill ami then rest untü they w a e  brought back 
to the bottom again Couid this difference in nmaiag pattern be an ovalooked variable 
that couid help e x p h  the wide variabil@ in ca2+-~g *-~TPase actMty observed in 
the present shidy ? For practical reasolls it is diflicult to examine the validity of this 
hypothesis in our study since the muscles of two ammpls were p d e d  togetha in order 
to seaire the amount of tissue needed for the analytical procedures. 
The pattern of giycogen depletion in the working musdes is often used to 
categorize the intensity of the exercise protacol and provide an indication of the level 
of recniinnent demaaded by the aCtmty. ûiycogen was not me!asured in the present 
study, however, Chin and Green (19%) reported giycogen depletion amounting to 
approhtely 65 % of initial levels. The standard e m r  of the mean (SEM) of 
approximately 10 % aiso suggest that variation in giycogen depletion âom one ammal 
to the next were minimai and therefore that probably similar recruitment of the working 
musculature todr place independentiy of the MMng "strategyn adopted by the animals. 
In addition, fibre type Merences among anhds, an important fiictor to consider when 
acsmining giycogen depletion pattern, would not have made an important contribution 
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in this case since the levei of depletion was s b i h  in both red and white gastrocnemius 
(CM and Green, 19%). 
In the study of Byrd et al. (1989a), a slightly more pronound depletion was 
observed in the deep teci fibres of the combined vastus and gastrocnemïus (80-Wh) 
than in the Supancial white fiôres of the same naiscles, w k e  the depietion ranged 
f?om 80 % m the vastus to SM0 % in the gastroc11eaiius. Since a depresseci c ~ ~ + - M ~  
2 + - ~ ~ a s e  aciinty was O* found in vesicle M o n s  isolateci h m  the deep ~ U S C ~ ~ S ,  it 
has been suggested by the authors (Byrd et ai., 1989a) ami by Chin and Green (19%) 
that the greater depletion in these muscie could be responsi%le for the decrease in 
eaymatic activity. However, caution should be exercised in the interpretation of this 
data. The Iowa depletion in the superficial gastrucnemius was sigdicant aAa 20 min 
of exercise, but coDtrary to the other three muscles ( r d  gastrocnemius and vastus and 
white vastus) it was sinnlar to initial Iwels at exhaustion. The depletion was, howewr, 
greater at arhaustion than at 20 min and the la& of si@cance appears to be the 
r d t  of the high variability ofthis specinc vahie and the Limiteci numba of animais (n = 
4) (Byrd et al., 1989a). Thdore, the levels of exercise intensity based on glywgen 
utüization would appear to be simiiar b a n  these two muscle fibre types. 
The di&rential &ect of acercise on ~ a ~ + - ~ ~ * + - ~ T i ? a s e  of red and white 
muscles found by Byrd a al. (1989a) suggest that muscle fibre type composition, 
independent of giycogen depletion, wuid in part, aplain the différences in r d t s  
between studies. The large reduction (70 %) in c ~ ~ + - M ~  '+-~TPase activity obmed 
wahin the initial 2 min of nnimng (25 mminmiaL, 10 % grade) provides auother b e  of 
evidence suggesting thaî the reduced -tic activity is not dependeat on glywgen 
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leveis (BelCastro a al., 1993). This hdhg is corroborateci by the results of another 
study feporting a d e c m  of 50 % in c~*+-M&ATP~~~  activity in horses der oaly 
4-5 min of intense NMing at Vamax (Byrd et al, 1989b). The importance of muscle 
fibre type is Plso suggested by the Iowa depr-on (18 %) reported by Belcastro et al. 
(1993). The depression reporteci by this group is wefl below the 50 % reduction 
reported by Byni et aL (1989a) and the 40 % reductîon reponcd by L u c h  et al. 
(1991). This ciiffierence c d d  be relateci to the fàct that these isvestigators used the 
entire gastrocnemius muscle for the isolation of vesicie -011s of SR, instead of 
selectively excising the red and wbite portions. 
The diilkence in c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  aaMty in these two studies (Byrd et ai., 
1989a; BeIcastro et ai., 1993) suggest that muscle fibre type composition is an 
important factor that momilates the response of the enzyme to srhaustive running 
ex&. The metaboiic pot& of a muscle is iargely depemlent upon ifs fibre 
composition (Meyer et al., 1980; Dudley & Terjung, 198Sa) and differences in lmls of 
metabolic by-products couid provide a reason for the àifEereutial effect of exhaustive 
exercise observeci on ~a~*-~gz'-ATPase ctivïty of r d  a d  white muscles. Reversai of 
C ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ * - A ' I ' P ~ ~ ~  has barn demonstrated with single cardiac muscle fibres immersed 
in a solution rnimicking the iatraceiiular milieu cbanges that ocau during short-term 
hypoxia (Zhu & Nosek, 1991). Reversible, subtie ahdons  of the ~ a ~ + - ~ g ~ ' - ~ T P a s e  
structure during acute exercise couid provide the mechaniSm by which c~~+-M~*'-  
ATPase activity is reduced (Byrd et al., I989b, Luckh et al., 1991; Williams & Klug, 
1995). 
In two studies were w altedons in c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  IictMty were found, for 
either muscle fibre types, short intense @osse#-Maca et d.,1994) and prolongeci 
exhaustive amcise (Ch & Green, 1996) resuited in only d d  metabolic perturbrdions. 
It was ody with short tenu bigh intensity running in horses that a documentecl 
reduction in ca*+-~&~TPase actMty was concomitandy observeci with a decrease in 
muscle pH and an inamse in muscle temperature (Byrd et al., 1989b). Possiile 
düfkrences in response due to différences in muscle fibre type composition were not 
examined in the study with hones (Byrd n ai., 1989b) 
The r d t s  obsemd with short temi high intensïty niiiniiig in horses (Byrd et 
aL, 1989b) and rats (Belcastro et al., 1993) are not tqphocal. Ln the study of Dossett- 
Mater et al. (1994) mentioned above, rats subjected to 15-20 min of intend nimiiag 
with bouts of 2.5 min of sprint running i a t e r s p d  with 2 min pause* showed no 
change in c ~ * + - M ~  2+-~TP8se activity. In another study using rats and nmning 
exercise, treadmill speed was increased by 5.4 mmh-' every min &om an initial speed 
of 2 1.5 m-min-' (gnde of O %) (Borner et ai., 1976). Afia reaching a maximal speed 
53.6 mminmin' (6 min)* the grade was increased by 2.5 % pa rilin to a maximum of 10 %. 
Under such extfeme conditions, c a 2 + - ~ g  *+-~TPase activity displayed a tendency to 
increase (Bonner et al. 1976). 
In a recent study, a progressive increase in ~ a ~ + - ~ f l - ~ ' I ' P a s e  ctivity of up to 
30 % was obsaved &ex 2 h of d g  (19 m. min-'; 75 IrM, 16 m . min-'; 45 min), 
followed by fiut wallring (4201111: 10 m . min-') untii s a d c e  of the aaimal (Ferrington et 
a., 19%). For animais sacrificed innaediately, and aAer 18 min of f a  walking, the 
found for the control group. Some diffaences with other studies (Byrd et ai, 1 9 8 9 ~  
Grrai & Cbm, 19%) scpmiiliog the e f f i  of exercise on C~*+-M~~+-ATP~~~ activity 
dmt couid explain the divergent resdts include a lower exercise intmsity and a low 
nwber of animais (n = 2) per exerck gmups. Amther important cüfFerence is that the 
increased actMty was obsaved in animais thet were not exhaustecl, since pariial 
recovery was achieved during the 42 min of wallaag- A possible hypothesis suggested 
by the authors to explain these resuits was that the exercise activated a population of 
c ~ ~ + - M & A T P ~ ~ ~  that was dormant. Recentiy, ~ a ~ + - ~ f l - ~ T P a s e  actMty in both 
solais and exteasor digitorum longus muscles was shown to increase with ischernia and 
a smiü9r hypothesis was dvauced to expiain the results. The existence of two différent 
confbrmations of chemicaüy @valent C ~ ~ ' - M ~ ~ + - A ' I ' P ~ ~ ~  molecuies and their 
difEment sensitMty to pH and ca2' binding (Nakamura & Furukohri, 1994) may 
provide dues rejprding the uaddying mechanisms that determine the activation or 
inactivation of a proportion of the enzyme's population. 
A factor that couid contribute to the difference in c ~ ~ ' - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity 
in the present study and Byrd et ai. (1989a) is the increase in basai (~~~'-stinnilated 
actMty) in the latter study. This reduction in basai activity bas not been observeci in any 
of  the studies coaducted in our laboratoiy (Dossett-Mercer et al., 1994; Chin & Green, 
19%). Byrd et ai (1989a) have suggested that comanilliatioa by the t-tub& membrane 
w k h  possesses a high ~ g ~ '  stimulatecl aaMty could be respoasible for the higher 
basal actiMty obsemd with vesicle fhctions isolateci fiom srercised anixnais. However, 
this remains to be demonstrated, as discussed by Chia and Green (1996), shce 
wotrimmation by other membmes sarcolemmd and mitochondrial appears not to be 
affecteci by exercise- 
A second important consideration relating to aaPiyticai procedure outside of the 
isolation protoc01 is the c ~ ~ + - M ~  '+-~TPase assay. The spcatophotomaic assay of 
Simonides and vaa Hardeveld (1990) was used to measure c ~ ~ ' - M ~  *+-~TPase 
actmty in Hom Despite difitétenices in the buffg composition, this homogenate assay 
was validated against anotha asay fbr vesicte M o n s  (Simonides aud van Hardeveld, 
1990) and used in our Iaboratory previously (Dossett-Mercer et ai., 1994). For the 
other fhctions, includiag the fhai palet (&), the assay of Weidekamm and Brdiczka 
(1975) as modified by Byrd (1987) was used with one Merence; the addition of 1 m .  
of EGTA to eBectively control the [carf, 
in the studies @ossett-Metcer et al. 1994; Chin and Green, 1996) where no 
changes in c ~ ~ + - M ~  2'-~T'Pase actniity wwe obsaved, the [ca2']r bas been suggested 
as a possible factor that could explain the discrepancy in results with other studies 
showhg a reduction (Belcastm et ai., 198 1; Byrd et ai., 1989a; Byrd et al., 1989b, 
Luclch et al., 1991; Bdcastro et al., 1993). Chin and Gr- (1996) estimated the 
[ca27f to be 2.5 phi. Howenr, the [ca2% was estimated with a ca2+ software 
program (Rurzmack) that is not designeci to adjust ca2' binding constants for changes 
in tmPefatwee The program uses bhding constants set for a 25' C tempaature, whiie 
the assay used by Chin and Green (19%) was run at 370 C. 
Problems in estimation of [ca2% also appeared to be present in the study of 
Byrd et al. (1989a), where a range of [ca2Yf between 0.6 and 2 pM was reported to 
be r e e d  to get maximal c ~ ~ + - M ~  2f-~TPase actmty. However, no ca2' chetetor 
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wss dded to the buEery with the exception of EGTA at the end to measure basal 
a-. Thdore ,  it is unlitrely that precise ieveis of [ca27f were m d  in the 
absence of EGTA or another ca2+ chktorr. The Chel~tor software program 
(Schoenmakersy 1992) used in the praeat study does not provide caldations whemno 
chdator is used to control fhe ca? However, if an EGTA wncemation of 1 mM is 
used and the appropriate enhies for ionic strength, pH and tempefature are d e ,  the 
totai [ ~ a ~ 3 ~  needed to obtah the reporteci [ca2c]r values of 0.6 and 2 p M  in the 
assay buffet (Byrd et aLJ989a) are 0.47 and 0.75 respectively, M e a d  of the 1 
and 1.6 m M  reported in the principal author's thesis (Byrd, 1987). if the [ca2% are 
caiculated fiom the total [ca27 of  1 and 1.6 mM provided in the thesis (Byrd, 1987), 
then the [ca2% b m e  20 and 370 phf, respectivelyy instead of 0.6 and 2 p.M. These 
are important differences and they were obtained in the presence of 1 m M  EGTA Smce 
no EGTA was used in the study of Byrd et al. (1989a), the a d  [ca27r were probably 
mch higher. Nevertheless, despite these problems in the estimation of [ca27f , the 
reported values of c ~ ~ + - M ~  2'-~TPase activity were rn- since a ca2' t M o n  was 
doue fer each triai to h u r e  that maximal activity was reached. 
In the present investigation, the [ca27r was prdetermiaed with pilot assays by 
adding ca2+ uniil mai0mal ca2'&lg 2 + - ~ ~ a s e  ctivity was reached. Mslrimal ca2'-~g 
2'-~TPase activity was reached at [ca2Tf of 14 )iM for the Hom assay (Simonides 
ami van Hardevelâ, 1990) and 6.4 pM for the modifi.ed assay of Byrd et al. (1 9Wa) 
used for the other hctions. To instue that maximai oCtMty had been reached, a second 
addition of ca2+ to a [ca2Tr of 162 @¶ was d e .  
4 SmmrARY 
Redts  fiom this study dernonstrate that exetcise, as opposed to ischemia 
(Rapundalo et ai, 1986) does not predispose the Hom to a Merential efbct by the 
fktionation procedure. ca2+-~C-~TPase a*ivity of sub-Mons and oupanatents 
discarded during the isolation pcocedwe were fouid to be s i d ~  in both control aad 
exercised animais. The discrepancy on the effixt of prolonged exercise between Byrd 
et al. (1989a) and studies k m  our laboratory urmiot be explained on the bais of 
Mérences in species of rats, exercise p r o t d  or isolation procedure, since these 
variables were similar in the two studies. 
1.0 CONCLUSION 
Uiny yeus have passed since the fmt study oftbis thesis, using the in vitro 
diaphragm prepdon, was completed. Considerable knowtedge bas been accumuiated 
on the cellular aspects ofmuscular Wgue throu* expamients usiag the sin& intact 
fibre preparation. In studying the imroIvement ofspeciûc sites in Eitigue, the single fibre 
prepatation o fks  niany advantages over a whole muscle preparation. Pertiaps, the 
greatest actvantage of this prepatation is that it aiiows the measurement of [ca27i in 
w n ~ c t i o n  with tension, through the use of Ca* fluorescent dyes Assessiag the 
fluctuations of [ca27i that ocair during aad followhg repetitbe activity has becorne 
an essentiai measurement in o w  search for the mechanism(s) underiying musailar 
fatigue. With tôis measmement not ody caa [cû27i be directiy linked to Wgue but the 
role of the SR both ca2+ re lm and ca2+ uptake, in contniuting to the depression in 
[ca27i an be 8 ~ S e S S e d ~  
In the series of studies reporteci ia tbis thesis we did not have access to the 
technology needed to m m e  [ca27& As a collSequences we have attempted to rely on 
plumacoIogic agentss such as ca&me and direct meaiurement of ca2%f&~TPase 
in order to detertuine the role of [ca2Ti and the SR in the fatigue process. 
In the fht study, the objective:, was to create Wgue and an altered metabolic 
environment (lower phosphoryiation potential and inmeases in rnetabolic by-products 
such as ADP, Pi and by using short temi repethbe stimulation and then to d e  
the d e  of ca2+ releme in Wgue by manipuking sdected aspects of the intmdular 
émrironment. The strategy consisteci in manipuiating the experimentai conditions during 
the recovery paiod, in an mempt to determine the role of the phosphorylation potentirJ 
(Am, Kr) and the metabolic by-products ADP, EI'). 
ui the tint condition, stimulation was resumed for a bnefperiod to maintain the 
metabolic environment created by the electrical stimulation and the d e  of ca2' release 
examineci by adding cagéine, an agent known to stimulate ca2+ release fiom the ca2+ 
channels of the SR 
In the second condition, 5 min ofpassive recovery was introduced after the 
initial 3 min of stimulation which would dow the recovery of the high energy 
phosphate Systyem but not pH. Since normalization of pH is a nlaciveiy slow process, 
the condition dowed for independent acnnimation ofacidosis on ca2+ release and 
Mgue. 
In the fhai condition, the 20 niin anoxic period was designed to allow for the 
normalisation of pH but to inhiiit recovery ofthe phosphorylation potential. This 
manipulation aiiowed for the study of the role of a depressed phosphorylation poteuthi 
and elevated levels metabolic by-products such as Pi and ADP on ca2+ release and 
fktigue. 
In this nrst study, daed measuremeats of the cellular metabolites wexe not 
made. Despite, the fkt  thas mcasurements of muscle metabolite concentrations 
following repetitbe actmty in whole musde is of liniited value, because of fibre 
hetaogeneity, the iaformation rrmains pertinent if we are to understand how muscle 
îàtigue rnoddates [ca2']i. Unfi,rtu~l;rteiy, the los of hzen tissue prevented 
rneZLSWements of the metabolic profde in the diffixent states. Evidence nom 
arpcriments using induceci stimulation conducteci in diis laboratory and by other 
investigaîors d o w  a M y  accurate picture ofthe metabolic environment that would be 
expected for the specijïc Mgue protoc01 used. However, the omission of these 
measuremeuts must be recogakd as a serious kitations in the f h t  study. Therefore it 
is recommended that such rn- be made to co&m tbat the Bcperimental 
maaipdations created the intrsceiiular environment that was intended during each of 
the three conditions. 
A thrm fkctor that cm be used to determine how metaboiic pemrrbatioas 
modulate [ca2+Ii s the use of pharmacofogicat agents that act upon the structures that 
regdate [ca27i. By compMng tension and [ca27i with and witbout the presence of 
these dnigs7 conclusio~~~ can be derived on the involvement of specinc structures in the 
Mgue process. In this first study, deine7 a knom potentiator of ca2+ reiease, was 
used to determine the &kct of selected metabolic perturbations on the ca2+ reiease 
charnels of the SR ca2+ c h e l  blockers or other Qugs acting on the other important 
structure regukting [ca27i; the C ~ ~ + - M ~ - A ' I ' P ~ ~ ~ ,  can ais0 be used to determine the 
&ect of metabolic perhirbations on the ca2' regulating stnictures. However, the 
âiaphragm, because of its mixed fibre composition, may not be the most appropriate 
muscle to use. Mer muscles that have a more homogaieous fibre type composition 
may be wm appropriate for examinhg the i i l tdons  of drugs and metabolic 
perturbations. In viiw or in silu preparaîions may have to be used for these 0th- 
muscles to insure th& viabiiity over the leagdi ofthe expriment. 
The two additional studies wmpleted for tliis thesis have attempted to 
understand the role of ~a~+-sequestration i  fatigue by Scanimiiag the c~*+-M& 
ATPase. In one study, the measurements were conducteci in viao using Merent 
concentrations of ca2', A* and ATP. In a second study, the dect of prolonged 
volmtary activity on the C ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  aCimty was examineci. 
The rational behd the one study was to examine if the expression of Merent 
sERCA isoforms of the ~ a ~ + - ~ ~ ~ + - ~ T l ? a s e  play a role in modulating ca2+ uptake in 
tissues by displayhg differences in sensitMty to the metaôolic by-products generated 
during muscle contraction. The finding that c ~ ~ - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ s ~  activity in hornogenates 
of WGM and RGM is more sensitive than in S homogenates to H' concentration 
suggests that the two SERCA isofomis display a  dinarnt sensitivity to metabolic 
acidosis. In wntrast, the SERCA isofonns in COS expression system do not show this 
difference in semihky. Although, findings obtaiued d u h g  this study wiii have to be 
repmduad More a definite conchision can be reached, the results suggest that the 
native environment of the ~ a * + - ~ ~ - ~ T P z t s e  may b  important in modulating the 
response of the enzyme to the metaboh &onment- 
Organic phosphate would d y  be the candidate of choice to further 
examine the diffkence in dependency by the SERCA isofonns, since it is considered to 
be a major metaboIite invoived in the regdation of [ca2I. However, the measurernent 
of ca2'-~g2*-~TPase activity under Mirent concentrations of Pi is complicated by 
the dirra eflèct of Pi on the assay used to measure the In the 
coupled assay system of ppvate kinrse and lactate dehydrogenase, Pi is a substrate of 
the pyruvgte kinase reaction, and therefbre increasing the background concentntion of 
Pi accelerates the kinnics of tbis d o n ,  indepeedentiy ofthe amount of Pi produceci 
by the caZ+-~&~TPase r action. The use of an end-point assay (Parkbouse, 1992) 
for measur9ig ca%tlg2'-~TPase actinty tbrough the h i o n  of Pi in the protein- 
fhe su- is also problematic because of the imerfmence of the background Pi 
witb the cdorimetric nature of the reaction. 
The major obstacle in the dependency studies resides in obtaining accufate 
[ca2+Jr so that the actïvity of the C ~ ~ + - M ~ - A T P ~ S ~  umia various conditions can be 
compareci on the same basis and the speci6c &ect of a metabolite isolateci. 
Detenmnation of [ca2']r ia b f l i  is dificuit because of c o ~ t i o n  a d otha  
factors @1ease see Appdix W). A recommendatioa is to avoid measuremmts of the 
~ a ~ + - ~ g " - ~ T P a s e  wher  acairate [ca2Yr are r-. A compromise may be to asses 
the effect of metabohes on c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  activity d e r  saturathg level of [ca2']r 
where maximal activation of the enzyme is obtained (Parkbouse, 1992). If measwement 
of ~a*'-~gz*-~'I'Pase actMty under various accurate [ca27f is desired, the [ca27f must 
be determineci with a ca2+ software program that takes in consideration the chemical 
composition ofthe bu& as weii as the specific concentration of Pi or other 
metabolites used to inhiibit ~ a ~ + - ~ g ~ + - ~ T P a s e  .ctMty. 
For the nnal study, the &ect of prolonged exercise on the BCtivity of the ca2+- 
~ g ' + - ~ ~ a s e  wa examiaed. In this type of eqeriment, ammals an subjected to an 
adiaustive bout of running-exefcise and the ~ a ~ + - ~ g " - ~ T P a s e  Pctmty û me8sured hz 
vitro, ushg homogenate or vesicle fhdon prepantions, under optïmai emrUomeatai 
conditions. This study was coaducted with the specific objective of examinhg if the 
c i i i k e d a i  of aracise ou the Fractonaion procedure is respomMe for the 
discrepaucy obse~yed in the literature for tbe &kt of prolongeci exercise on ca2+-~& 
ATPase actMty. (Byrd et al., 1989a; Cliin & Green, 1996). 
Results showed no ciifkences in ca2+-~g2+-~TPase activities between control 
and exercised ammals for any of the fiactions assayed. In addition, the similar actmties 
of d e r  enzymes and simüar proteh concentrations suggested that the purity of the 
fiactions was not altered by the exercise. However, adaddird iiiformation on ca2+- 
~ s - ~ T P a s e  actMty was obtained in the third study and not presented in this thesis. 
niis data containeci c ~ ~ ' - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~  W e s  measwed Born tissues subjected to a 
Merent homogenisation procedure, namely gless to glas hand homogenisation, 
instead of mechanical homogeaisation- It is possible thet the rnethod of homogeaisation 
couid affect the changes in ~ a ~ + - ~ ~ ~ + - ~ ' P a s e  activity observeci with exercise. If a 
demase in aamty is obsaved for the exefcised group, this wouid suggest that the 
more violent mechanical homogenisation may adually IMS~ the & i s  of exercise on 
Ca2+-~&~TPase activity. The assay may proved to be sensitive to the 
homogenisation technique. Byrd et al. (1989a) showed a 50 % decrease in 
ATPase activity, m d  in vesicle îractiom, under opthai conditions, despite usbg a 
mechanid device to homogeaise the muscle tissue. However, pehaps the Mender useâ 
by Byrd a ai., (1989a) does not inflict the same damage to the muscle tissue thaa the 
damage produced by the potytton, the apparatus used so fsr in o u  Iaôoratory. 
Factors such as the species and gender ofthe rat, muscle fibre type composition 
and isolation procedure, givm the simiiarity between the experimeatai procedzues 
foliowed by Byrd et d. (1989a) and the present investigation, do not appear to explain 
the contradictory reaihs. The recent study of Fhgton  et aL (19%), showhg an 
inaease in ca2+-~ff-~TPase activity in two rats, suggest that some f o m  of active 
recovery (W-waikhg) fbiiowing the exhaustive exercise couid iduence the outcome 
of the resuits. A possible hypothesis suggested by the authors to srplain these results 
was that the exercise activateci a popilation of ~a~+-~g~'-~TPases that were dormant. 
It is possible that the existence of a mechanism where a large population of enymes 
could be turaed on or turned off, dependhg on certain specific conditions, could e x p h  
the divergence of resuits on the &kt of exercise on ca2+-~g2'-~TPase actMty 
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APPENDLX IA: DEFMTION OF ISOMETRIC CONTRACTILE PROPERTES 
1) Twitch peak tension (8) 
Denmbion : the maximi tension deveioped by a muscle in response to a single 
supElmmhldstimuhis. 
Units: mg, g, mN, N or Etension is nomialised to cross-sectionai are& mg . d27 
g . cm027 m~ . cm2, N . cmo2. 
Phynoiogical basis: the mitch is dependent upon evesits of Excitation-Contraction 
Couplhg (ECC) as weii as shorteuhg of the series e M c  eiements 
(SEE). Factors âom ECC that could alièct the twitch include: 
quantÏty of ca2' reiease fkom the sarcopiasmic retidum, the cycihg 
of the actin-myosin cross-bridges, the aftlriity of ca2' for troponin 
and its binding to 0th- cytosolic ca2+ binding proteins. Factors that 
wiii afféct the twitch by altering both processes of ECC and the 
SEE le@ of the muscie. 
2) Contraction time (CT) 
Defuition : the time nom the onset of terision needed to r d  peak tension and for that 
matter it is aiso caüed t h e  to peak teasion It represents the f b t  haif of the 
ca2+ îransient. 
Units: tns 
Physiogid basis: it is attected by the active processes involve in tension 
development, chidy the reiease of ca2+ by the sarcophmic 
reticuium and the cyclhg of the actin-myosin cross-bridges. 
Definition : the tirne needed for twitch tension to deche by one ha& representing the 
-ad haif of the ca2+ transient. 
Units: ms 
Physioiogical basis: it affecteci by the active process invohed in tension decay, chi@ 
the re-uptake of ca2+ by the sarcoplasmic retidum and the 
myoplamic ca2' b&s, the dissociation of ca2+ fkom troponin and 
the detschment of the actin-myosin cross-bridges. 
Dekition : the maximum ofthe nrst derivative of tension devdopment 
Umts: g . sol, mg . s-', - sml, N . i' or if n o d s e d  to cross-sectional are= g . cmœ2 . 
mg . cm-2 s-', mN . c d 2  . i l ,  N . mi2. il. 
Physi01ogical basis: the rate lirniting step m +dP/d t, appears to be the traasition 
betwee~ the weakiy bund, low tension statct to the strongiy bomd, 
high tension scate cross-bridges. In the fktigued state, W d  f,
cwld be iimited by the rate of ca2+ release (Thompson et aL, 
l992a). 
5) Muimum rite of tension dechne (-dP/d t-j  
Definition : the maximum ofthe nrst derivative oftemion deche 
Units: g . S.', mg. s-', mN . s", N . d or ifnormeüsed to cross-Sectional ana: g . . 
-2 -1 mg. cm s , mN . mi2. s-', N . mi2. S.'. 
Physiological basis: several processes are suggested as possible limhing factor for the 
depression in -dP/d t : (1) the off-rate of actm and myosin binding, 
(2) the dissociation of ca2+ fiom troponin C, (3) ca2+ binding to 
parvalbumin and (4) the C ~ * + - M ~ ~ ' - A T P ~ ~ ~  (Thornpson et al., 
1 W2b) 
APPENDJX IB: ESTIMATED DIAPHECAGM: MUSCLE CROSS-SECTIONAL 
AREA AM) ITSTENSION EXPRESSED INNEWTON 
CENTlMETER SQUARE 
GRna:Musciedeasity: 1.056~. mfl(g. 
ûivm Acceicrafion due to Bravity: 9.81 m. sa 
M d :  Diaphragmmusdeleng&h:1.37an 
Diaphngm muscle weig&t: 0.017% g 
Diapbngmmusclefi,rœ: 3.891g 
1. m e d  diapbragm muscle cross-sectionai arca (CSA) 
CSA = Diaphrsgm musde WCight (g) / (cbphragm mpucle dauity (g . 
dirphrcypa d e  length (cm)) 
= 0.017% g / (1 -056 g . cmo3 1.37 cm) 
2. Tension per cross-sectionai arcs (TCSA) 
TCSA = (tension (g) / CSA (cm-3 ) * (1 @g) / 11000 (g)) 9.81 m. sa 
AîPENDIX IC: SUfPLEMENTARY TENSION-FREQUENCY DATA FOR RAT LN 
Mm0 DIAPHRAGM STüDY AT 10 HZ, 20 HZ AND 50 HZ 
The muinhg tension-fiequency data âom the study presented in chapter II 
at IO, 20 and 50 Hz are presented in tbis appendk The -cal procedures used to 
anaiyze these data was simiiar to the enaiysis used in chapter II (see Section 2.2.5). The 
use of "diffèsent" in the resuit section means thPt a si@caaî difference was found. 
Sienificance was accepteci at P < 0.05. 
No differences were observeci for resting tension, nmimum rate of tension 
darelopment (+dP Jdt-) or rate oftension relaxation (-dPddt-) with a ffew exceptions 
at the 50 Hz stimuiation fiequency (Table AlC.1, AlC.2 & AlC.3). At 50 Hz, the 
d P J d t ,  for the dèhe-2 min sthuhtion group was different than the d u e s  for the 
no deine-2 min stimulation and the deine-5 min recovery groups. 
A.l.C.2 Efféct of 3 min stimahtion protoc01 
The 3 min stimulation protoc01 produced a reduction in tension for ail the 
groups and at aii three âequencies of stimulation (Table AIC. 1, A1C.2 & A1C.3). The 
magnitude of the reduction was inversely rekted to the fiequeucy of stimulation: 40 % 
at PIOE (Table AICI), 36 % at Pa& (Table AlC.2) and 27 % at Pm* (Table AlC.3). 
For the dyaaaiic related tetanic contractile propaties, the +dSJ& was reduced at a i i  
fiequencies of stimulation (Table A1C. 1, AlC.2 & AlC.3). The -dPt/& was also 
Table A1C.I. Restïng isometrk t d c  coetractie data at 10 Hz stimulation 
fkequency for the six a p x i m d  gmups. 
O min 3 min 
Pie, N. cmS 
Values repesent meami * SE. No caf,; no Caneint, cafc; ca&he, 2MS; 2 min sîimbtïon, 5MR; 5 
mimdc recovery, 20MR; 20 minuîe recwcryrecwcry Po ; peak tetanic tension, +dP& peak rate of tension 
development, dPd& peak rate of teasion &dine. ' S i g u i k d y  dükeut fiom M.-2MS (P c 
0.05). a Signi6anîîy difbent fiom amml (P c 0.01). SigninEant(y dinint h m  control (P c 
0.0s). 
Table Al.C.2. Resthg isometric tetariic contraciile data at 20 Hi izuiation 
fieqyency for the six expaimentd groups. 
O m i n  3 min 
Pa, N. 
n l i a  
111113' 
81 14' 
I l i  22' 
81 * 10 
V a h i e s ~ m e a n s 1 S E . N o ~ ; n o ~ , ~ ; c a n e f n e , 2 M S ; 2 a r i a ~ o n ,  5MR; 5 
mîmiir- recovay, 20MR; 20 mirmte remmy- Po ; peak tctamc teosion, +dPddt-, peak rate of tension 
ckvelapaient, dP& pealr rate of tension decliru. ' Significantiy d i fbn î  h m  Caf.-2MS (P < 
0.05). ' Sipeincantly différent h m  coaîroi (P < 0.01). Sigaifiwüîy diaerent h m  conird (P c 
0.05). 
TaMe A l.C.3. Resthg isometric tetauic contractile data at 50 H2 stimddon 
âequency for the six eqmimentai groups. 
Gnmp O n l i n  3 min 
P ~ . N . C I U - ~  
No &-2MS 8.49 & 0.64 6.41 0.91 ' 
No c&-SMR 11.20 1.21 8.34 O.% 
No CS-2OMR 8.88 * 1.63 6.32 & 1-21 ' 
W-2MS 11-62 * 1.50 7.50 0-97 ' 
Ca&-5MR 7.33 0.73 5.93 0.45 ' 
C&-2OMR 8.46 * 1.36 6.56 0-75 ' 
+ d P ~ d t .  M. m2. s-1 
No c&-2MS 159 25 87 14' 
NO Ca£-5MR 208 31 113 * 13' 
NO cafl-20MR 173 * 42 79 16' 
Cafl- 2MS 220 35 111 17' 
Ca&-!MR 132 20 81 9' 
Cafl-2OMR 171 32 100 11' 
dPJd t- mN . cm2 . s-' 
NO caf,-MS 1% * 14' 105 23 ' 
No CS-SMR 279 33 111 & 16' 
No caf-2OMR 246 44 93 13' 
Cafl-2MS 369 62 110 15' 
Cat-SMR 188 29' 87 10 ' 
C&-2OMR 214 35 103 7' 
Valuesrrprwentmrnn.t*SE.Nod;mcan0ine,d;ca&léine,ZMST 2minstinnilation, 5MR; 5 
minute rewvery, 2OMR; 20 minute raxveqr- Po ; peak tetanic tension, +dPJdt; pealr rate of tension 
dcveiopmenî, dP(dt; peair rate of teadion dec:îinc. ' Significanîîy di&rriit h m  Caf--2MS (P < 
0.05). ' Sigdïcanîiy diaam Baa contml (P < 0.01). Signikady diBacDt h m  ~0lltro1 (P < 
0.05). 
reduced with the exception of one group at the 20 B ainniiation negUency Fable 
A1C.2). 
A.l.C.3 E f f i  of apcrinentrl cornditions on M&t induccd contractile 
Tension at 10 (Pl-), 20 HZ (Pd and 50 ELz (Pe) was not affiêcted by 
the additional 2 min of stimulation at 15 Hk AlC.14 AlC.2A & AlC.3A). 
The addition of d è h e  Won the supplemeiitnyy Jnimiilation pduced increases of 64 
% for P I O ~  and 29 % for Pmm repnsaitmg 88 %, and 80 % of the initial restiqg 
tension, iespectively. At the 50 Hk stimulation a#iuency, d k h e  produced the 
oppsite &èct causing a reduction of 13 % in P-. 
Maximum rate of tension d~vçIopment (+clPt/- was increased at 20 Hk (39 
%) anci 50 Hz (37 %) figure AIC2B & AIC.3B). A snong tendeacy towardo an 
i n a a s e  was obsenred at 10 Hr (39 %) but sigdïcance was not obtained because of the 
high variabiiay assodatecl with the data (Figure AlC.1B). Rate of tension decline wss 
deaecutd by 35 % for d P J d t ,  at 50 Hi (Figure AlC3C). 
A.1.C.3.2 Fi min of passive reeovcrg (SMR) 
Tensions at 10 Hz QI& and 20 Hz (P-) did not recover âom the 3 min 
&dation with the 5 min recovay paiod (Figure AlC.4A & A1C.SA). At 50 Hz, 
P- had tecovered by 26 % frwi its pst-Wgue d u c  (Ftgure AlC.6A), traaslating 
h o  a d u e  epuiMient to 94 % of its prc-Mgut nhie. The addition of d è h e  
PRE POST 
Figure A 1 .C. 1. Effect of caf€èine der two min of 
additional stimulation (2MS) on 10 Hz tension (A); 
raie of tension devdopment (B); rate of tension 
dedine (C). PRE & POST, M r e  and after addition 
of caffeine and stimulation. Data an means * SE. 
** Sigdfimtly dirent fkom PRE (P < 0.0 1). $ 
Significantiy dinerent fiom no-caffeine (P < 0.0 1). 
PRE POST 
Figure A 1 C.2 Effect of M e h i e  rfta two min of 
additional stimuiation (2MS) on 20 Hz tension (A); 
m e  of tension development (B); rate of tension 
deche (C). PRE & POST, befort a d  aAa addition 
of d e i n e  and stimulation. Data are means * SE. 
** Siflcantly diffbrent from PRE (P < 0.01) $ 
Significantly different Born nodeine (P < 0.0 1). 
PRE POST 
Figure Al.C.3 Effect of d e i n e  atta two min of 
additional stimulation (WS) on 50 H2 tension (A); 
rate of tension deveiopment (B); rate of tension 
decline (C). PRE & POST, behre anâ der addition 
ofcafBeine and stimulation Data are means h SE. 
** Sienificantly dient Born PRE (P < 0.0 1), (P 
< 0.05). $ Signifcantly different f h n  noca6eine (P 
c O.Ol).t (P < 0.05). 
PRE POST 
Figure Al.C.4. Effect of caffeiae after 5 min of 
recovery (m) on 10 H2 tension (A); rate of 
tension development (B); rate of tension decîine 
(C). PRE & POST, b s â m  rnd rfta addition of 
de ine  and stimulation. Data are meam t SE. * 
Sienificantly merat fiom PRE (P < 0.01). $ 
Signiticantly d o i t  from node ine  (P < 
O.Ol).t (P < 0.05). 
PRE POST 
Figure Al.C.5. Effect of  caffeint after 5 min of 
recovery (!MIL) on 20 Hz tension (A); rate of 
tension dmlopment (B); rate of tension decike 
(C). PRE & POST, before and a f k  addition of 
caffeine and stimulation. Data arc maris * SE. 
Sigdicantty Mbrent fiom PRE (P < 0.01). (P 
< 0.05) $ Signifïcantly dierent fiom n o e e i n e  
(P < 0.01). t (P < 0.05). 
Figure A 1 C.6. E&ct o f  d e i n e  after 5 min of 
recovery (5hiIR) on 50 Hz tension (A); rate of 
tension development (B); rate of tension decline 
(C). PRE & WST, More and a f k  addition of 
c a E é i ~ ~ ~  and stimulation. Data am means * SE. * 
Sigdicantly d i n t  firom PRE (P < 0.01), (P < 
0.05). $ Signincantly diffmnt nom no-deine (P 
< 0.01). 
p&& O€ 148 % fbr Pl- 131 % fk Paoh lad 32 % f ~ t  P40ihi 
repnScniine160%, 1140%d107%of~restîagvJueqnspectRnly~ 
C & b  produccd vay bigh incnua in +dPJ& idepudent of the 
stmnittion hqumcy: 135 % at 10 Hq 143 % at 20 Hz and 133 % a 50 & (Filpin 
AlC.4B, A1C.SB & AlCB). Zacrcrres wat a b  absaved fbr Or tbecoatrol süip at 20 
B (Figue A1C.SB). At 20 84 the +dP Jdr, ofthe c&Üne gmup a f k  admmmb O 'on 
ofthed~wubighathuifWthtoonnol%foup,whaeukfOnrbadmmiakah ,011 
both groups displaysd no d i f f i s .  
As fbr the twitch d t s  pres«rted in the fb chapter, the 20MR condition 
produceâ no incnase in taision fbr either the contrd or caffane diaphragn at the Iowa 
sthdation fkqyencies of 10 Eb and 20 Hz AlC.7A & AlCdA). For the 
tension pTOdUceû at the 50 HZ stimuhtion fnpuenq, a reduction of 27 %, simürir to 
the one recorded at 100 Hz (sec cbiipter Il) was obsaved @gure AlC.9A). 
%) for the caffane diaphgin at 10 Hz. but no change for the controi diaphrap 
~ g u r e  A1C.W). At 20 Hz, +dPJdt ,  increased in both contro1 and ca&ine stimulateci 
witb the w-1 diapbragm dispiaymg a 46 % krease and the treatment diaphngm a 
32 % increase AlC.9B). The miiwmnn rate of tension decüne (dP JdtP) was 
increased at 10 Hz (63 %) and 50 Hi (6W.) in the coatrol diapimgal AlC.7C 
& AlC.9C) but unaîBcted by d i e  at 10 Hz, 20 Hz and 50 Hz (Figure AlC.7C, 
PRE POST 
F i m  Al.C.7. EEect of d e i n e  afker 20 min 
anoxic recovay (20MR) on 10 Hz tension (A); rate 
of teruion developmmt (B); rate of tension decline 
(C). PRE & PûST, Wore and afta addition of 
dfkine and stimulation. Data are mains SE. 
Significantly d i t  &om PRE (P < 0.01) t 
Significantly différent ftom no-caffeine (P < 0.05). 
n 
C I -  u 'œ 60 q 9' 
a P' 
PRE POST 
Figure A 1 .C.8. EEect of &the a b  20 min 
anoxic recovery (Zorn) on 20 Hz tension (A); rate 
of tension development (B); nite of tension decline 
(C). PRE & POST, and a f k  addition of 
ca&ine and stimulatio~~, Data are meam * SE. * * 
Significantly di&rent from PRE (P < 0.0 1),* (P < 
0.05). 
PRE POST 
Figure A1.C. 9. Effect of ciffehe &et 20 min 
anoxic rrcovary (20MR) on 50 Hz tension (A); rate 
of tension developmmt (B); rate of tension decline 
(C). PRE & POST, b&re and after addition of 
d e i n e  and stimulatio-n. Data are mtrms * SE. * 
Sigdicantiy &rat Born PRE (P < 0.01). $ 
SiBnificandy dierent fiom no-csffeine (P < 0.01). 
APPENDLX ILA: DETEKMINATION OF FREE ca2+ IN BUFFERS 
The second study ofthis ttiesis was desigrmi to examine the e f k t  of ca2+, EX+, 
and ATP on the actMty of the c ~ ~ + - M ~ * + - A T P ~ ~ ~  of difliéretit muscle fibre types using 
an hom preparation (Simonides & van Efardevelt, 1990). The in vitro assty with horn 
was used to wmml &enta1 conditions and thdore* isolate the specific action of 
ca2+, Ei', and ATP enrymatic a*Mty- Howmr, to precisely isolate the specinc action 
of a metaboüte7 control of the other variables of the assay medium is criticai, but not 
d y  achieved. 
For exampie, it is not adequate to examine the &kt of H' on the Linetics of 
the enzyme, by simply comparing the actmty of the enzyme More and alter the 
additions of small volumes of a weak acid or base to the assay medium, Althou& 
enzymatic activity may be altered if the change in pH is sigdicmt, it may be dif5cuit to 
preciseiy determine the mechanism by which the H' affected this activity. The 
mechanism underlying the decrease in actinty couid be through a cornpetitive inhibition 
between H* and ionizaôle groups of the high affiaitv ca2' bhding sites or of the 
MC binding sites or of the nuc1eotide binding domah However7 a modification of the 
various association constants7 mainiy the ca2+- ca2+-ligand association constant, will 
aiso play a role by altering 1 4 s  of [ca27r that is adable for binding to the high 
nffimty sites. This in tum wüi o&ct the a f b i t y  of the ~ a ~ ' - ~ f - ~ T P a s e  for ca2+ 
and the cooperativity of ca2+ binding. A ca2+-ligand system, as was Iearned tbrough 
trials and mors during the course of this thesis (see below), is essential in acbieving 
some son of control on the levef of [ca27f in the assay buffm. However, choosing the 
proper ca2+ bu& h r  a given set of conditions and attempting to contrd 
comaniination by aogeaeous ca2+ sources an two parameters that must be &en 
serious considaabions in expeximents w k e  the control of [ca27f is an important 
fkctor. 
ControUing the level of [carr is also critical if cornparisons are to be made 
between the different conditions to which the assay medium is subjected to. The [ca27r 
r d t i n g  h m  a set total [ca27 is dilièrent at pH 6.4 and 7.6 and if no adjustrnents 
an maâe it is impossible to hiow for certain if the change in enzymatic activÏty 
observeci with the variation in H', is due to the H* or to the c b g e  in [ca23 This 
appendix outlines some of the procedures that were aîtempted to control [ca2'lf. 
troubfeshooting guide, but to make the -enter aware of same of the patentipl 
McGuigan et aL (1991) d&ed ca2+ buffer soIution, as a solution that resists 
cbanges in [ca2+Jr on the addition of s d  amount of ca2+. The use of buffas of 
precise low [ca27r is important to study intraceiiuiar reactions where [ca2I  are 
typidy in the 100 mn range (Bers et ai., 1994). It essentid in the caliiiration of 
Ca2+-indiators used in fîuorometry. Ahhough, some excellent papas have provideci 
detailed methods for the pnparation of ca2+ buBiers (Tsiai & Pozzan, 1989; 
McGYgan et al., 1991; Bers a al., 1994), it remains a tedious and semitive task for a 
number of factors. Contamination, purity and specifïcit, of the chelathg agent, and 
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temperature, pH and ionîc strength of the buntr are somt of the fkctors that may posed 
p o t d  poblems when deaihg with bunérs of low [ca2$ 
Cootamuiation rrmamP a @or problem The first source of contamiaation is the 
water used to make the bufars and rinsed the giassware- Laboratory distilleci water 
wuld have trace contamination mghg fkom 500 QM to 3 @S (Bers a al, 1994). Figure 
k2.Al shows the ca2+ -activateci ATPase activities in the absence of a ca2+ chelator 
measured in vesicle fktiom, iwlated by a disoonsiauous suaose ment procedure 
(Rousseau et al., 1992). Despite the use of a ca2' software program to take in account 
the chemicai environment (Kmmack, unpublished) and the fàct that die wata was 
distille4 deionized and fiitered through a water purification system (Banmead 1 
Thermolyne Corp., Iowa) and displayed the low resistivity of 18 M ohm . cm", the 
activity was similar at the tive digerent [ca2+Ir suggestiag b t  the leml of [ca2'-Jr 
wntammation was t w  elevated to obtain the desired Iwels of fiee ca2+. 
Levels of 1-3 pM are typicaüy fouad in "a2+ fiee solutio~~s'' (Bers et al., 
1994) although cenain investjgators report lmls of up to IS pM (Forge et al., 1993a). 
Concentrations of up to 10 pM have been suggested to have no &act on calculated 
&es of [ca23 (McGuigan a al., 1991). The contammston can be measwed with a 
ca2+ micro-electrode (Bas, 1982) or through the use of atomic absorption 
spectrometry (Bers et al., 1994). Ushg a commercial ca2+ aiicrwlectrode 
~croelectrodes, hc., Bedford, NH) a low contsmination of approximately 0.9 p.M 
was obtained in a solution made wuith water filtaad through a Milli-Q Water 
Figure k2.A 1. C$+ &pendency of 
Ca?-~g'+-~ '~~rrse  activity in wsicle fkactions 
of red muscles (rat gastrocnemius and vastus, n 
= 4) isolated on a discontinuous sucrose 
gradient. ~ a ~ + - ~ f i ~ ~ ~ a s e  assay contained 
This type ofcommefciai micro-elecîrode is robust and give siniilar rcsults to commercial 
macro-eiectrade. However, its oensitMty is d o m  to appmximateiy [ca27f of 700 M.. 
Atomic absorption spectroscopy uses extremdy high temperatures (3600°C) to 
ionize the cornpouad of interest and make it sensitive to spectrornetfy. However, 
probienxi with contamktion appeared to be present during this procech since t was 
impossible to obtain baseiine vaiues, even ifa new gnphae cbamber was used.. Rmsmg 
the graphite chamber with a solution containhg a ca2+ chelator and buming the 
chamber many times hdped in achieving a somewbat repmducible baseüne. Because of 
the hi& fluctuations observed betweea the triais, the data were of limited value. 
Contrmination caa ais0 oeair through ca2+ leaching nom the giassware, 
especially if the containers are use for long term storage of the bu&r sotutions and to 
reduce this leacâing it is recommended to use piasticware (Bas a al., 1994). It is 
recomended to soak glassware for 24 h ia commercial detergeat (see McGuigan et 
ai., 1991) or labonitory-mode solutions containing ca2+ chelators. The solution that was 
used with plasticware was composeci of a mixture ofEGTA (ImM) and EDTA (3mM) 
(Meissner a ai., 1973). The plasticware was rinsed at leest 5 times with volume of 
ultra-pure mter to elimmate the chelator or soap. 
k2.A.1.2 Cboice of the ci2+ chdator to mdce baffer 
Two issues are of d c a i  importance in the choice of the chelator used to make 
the b u f k  solution, Fust, choosing the appropriate chelator based on the kvel of [ca27r 
desireci and the pH of the b&. Second, a d  this accordhg to some bvestigators 
(lkfiûer & Smith, 1984; S c h d e r s ,  pasonal communication) may represent the 
single most important fàctor: the purity of the specific stock of chelator used to d e  
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the bu&x sohtion. A third issue shouid aiso be @ven some considerations, the 
posaLbiüty that the chehtor will have a direct eE& on one of the processes that is 
behg studied (Bers ct ai., 1994). 
Similar to pH, wbere the choice of an approfiate buffet is important, the choice 
of an appropriate ca2+ chelator to buffa Ca2+ is aiticpl For pH buffering, tbe pK of 
the b& should be closed to the desired working pH. For a Ca2+ b&, the 
dissociation constant &) should be closed to the desired level of [ca29r since the 
b u f k  wül be more effective in absorbing and releasing ions and thedore maimaimng 
the desired concentration (Bas et al., 1994). 
Bers a al. (1994) suggest tbat the 4 shouid not di&r fiom the desired [ca29 
by more than a fàctor of 10. The second criteria is the s e l e  of the chelator for the 
spetSc ion over other ions present in the medium. Eusene glycol bis(& 
aminoethyletber~NfN,NY,N'-tetraacetic acid (EGTA) is one of the most cornmody 
used chdator to bufEkr ca2' . It fulfills the above criteria by displaymg at pH 7, an 
apparent dissociation constant that is closed to the [~â"]i (0.4CiM) and a selectivity 
for ca2+ over M ~ Z '  that is 1 d higher (Bers et al., 1994). This is especially important for 
work in ceus wâere M~' is  10,000 times more abundant than ca2+ (Bers et ai., 1994). 
For these reasons and because the efbcts of other chelators on the ca2'-~g2'- 
ATPase activity are not weii documenteci, EGTA was the chelator chosen to b&er 
solutions used in the experimarts presented in this thsis. At a pH of 7.0, EGTA 
proved to be a good b u f f i  over pCa &es ranging nom 5.9 to 6.9, but outside of 
th range the butliering is poor ( B k  et al., 1982). 
The loops on the caüiration curves dawiistnrie the pour cap* of EGTA 
b m  pCa d u e s  between 4 to 6 at pH 7 (See Figure AZA2) The [ca27r ia the 
area of the loop are very different than the initial chosen [ca27f leveis. For example, 
the electrode potentiai recordeci for IO" M (10000 nM) suggest thrt the conceatretion 
of [ca2qr is acaially 29700 nM. Ifwe look ai 2 x 10" M (2000 aM) a value outside the 
loop and in the range mea~u~ed by the electfode, the [ca27r barcd on the electrode 
reading is simüar to the actual value. 
A soiution to prevent tbis loop is to mR chelators that have buffering capacity 
over a wide range of [ca27r (Schoenmakers et ai., 1992). This was atternpted on two 
occasions ôy adding 0.5 m M  of NTA to 0.5 mM of EGTA and in tlns parti& case 
an wen bigger loop was obtained. Although, this approach was unsuccessful, it 
warrants to be attempted again in the m e .  S c h d e r s  et al. (1992) obtained 
accurate [ca27i with a bu&r containing 0.5 mM of EGTA, HEDTA and NT& and 3 
m .  of ATP and a high correlation with values measured by a commetcial ca2+ sdective 
electrode (RH 442-SDll; Philips) and with values obtained fluorometridy with F m  
2. The drawback, as wmioned above, is that these others ca2+ chelators couid bave a 
direct &ect on the c ~ ~ + - M ~ ~ + - A T P ~ ~ ~ .  
The choice of a chelator must also take in wnsidefations other characteristics of 
the medium. At alkaline pH, EGTA gives erratic measuremetlfs, because its affinity for 
ca2+ is too hi& even higher than that of the ca*+-~$-~TPase (Forge et al., 1993a). 
As was memioued above for the riiicra-electcode measurement of [ca2'-Jr , a slight 
error in totai ca2' or EGTA wili alter the bindiiig curve. Underestimating total ca2+ 
leads to an underestimation of [ca27f which in tum will inaease the apparent affiaitv of 
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the CaCoZ'&~lPase and the coopaativity of CC bmding (Forge et al., 1993a). The 
foilowipg exampie provided by Forge et al. (1993a) iliustraîes the importarice of this 
e f k t  
One can see that under such circwnstances, CO ntamiaating amount of ca2+ 
couid have catastrophic & i s  on the [ca2+Jc. The situaiion has now been resolved by 
ushg another cheiator, daBred âom EGTA, called 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane 
N,N,N',N'-t-c acid (BAPTA) (Forge et ai., 1993a). BAPTA's ahi ty  for ca2+ 
is Iowa than the afEnity for the ca2+-~g2+-~TPase and its attinity is constant for pH 
values over 7 (Tsien, 1980). (Note: BAPTA is approximateiy 40 times more apensive 
tbaa EGTA). 
The second issue of major importance is the det etmM8tion of the purity of the 
specific stock ofchelator used to make the buffer solution. Although, a value of purity 
is provided by the mandàcmm, this value tends to be d i f f i  tban the actuai pirity. 
In the above situation where the concentrations of EGTA aud total ca2+ are similar, a 
Iowa purity will have important consequences on the r d t i n g  levels of [ca2qC 
Bas  (1982) propased a way to determine [ca2Yfin sdutious ushg the ca2+ 
mini- elechode. The method is used to precisely caiibrate the a*' electrode beyond the 
Nerstian range. The method determines the purity ofthe EGTA and the precise d u e  of 
the Ca-EGTA binding constant and uses those values to obtain more accurate [ca2+Jf. 
~ r œ -  i~ f intmaaaedinamhbions imi l i ir totbereaul~~S,KCIind 
Na) but without EGTA to check ifthe electrode U mspadfae recordnig to the 
Nmtian slope (29.5 mV rt 2S0 C anci 30.7 mV at 3 7  C IpC. unit. The average siope 
of the clnn in Figure A2A2. is -26.5 mV but the dope '28.6) bctwœn the two 
b i g h s t ~ ~ ~ o ~ ( l O m M i i a d l m M ) a n r u s e d i D s t e a d o f t h e a ~ ~  Th  
~ u c m u l t a t 3 P C ,  pH7 andataioniosîmgîhof 0310, repnseniine 
th iomc stm@ of the monovalm ions only (Schoumbm, 1992) which in the 
specinc buffa wed during the e x p h m t s  ofthis thesis indudeci KCi ad NaNa. 
A second caii'btasion, W doae uada the same conditions but in the pnseace of 
EGTA (1 mM) (Fim k2.A-2). The coneaitntion of 1 mM is based on the 
assumptionthaîEGTAis 1ûû%pure.Tbtsoftwarespnadsbatprogramof Baauses 
an association constant for C~Z'EGTA of log K = 6.4634. Corrections to this 
asmhtion constant are d e  for tempaahue. ionic stnngdi and pH @ b i s o n  & 
Bers, 1989) 
The software spreadsheet program (A2A3) pmvided ôy Ben @ers a ai., 
1994) uses the p o t d  vaiues m d  by the eicctrode (rusUmmg that the dectrode 
is behavhg ideaiiy 30.7 mV pa pCa unit at 3P C) at the vazious [Caqf and the slope 
of the cwve obtained h m  the cabration in non-EGTA solutions to recaicuiate 
thê[CPJr. For aimple at 7 x 10" M, the voltage is 27.9 mV. At loJ M the potcatial 
is 110.8 mV. So - 83.3 (-1113 mV-(-27.9 mV) is Mded by -28.6 mV gishg 2.912 
pCa Unas. This means that the concentntion at this voltage is 3 + 2.912 = 5.912 pCa 
units. This nprrseats a concemation of  1224 x 1oo7 M instead of the initiai 
C O I ~ ~ O ~  of 7 IO-' M. 
Figure A2.A .2. Semi-logaithmic plot of 
ca2+ electrode calibration without and with 
EGTA (ImM). 
i2sgs2aacsp -ZSSSS mm lpJ w-m 9v)-oln mcy 
~ . - n ~ ? " J ? * ~ ~  .*  a ooo ooo ooo- 
w % 
N a  B a s  estimates the a p j m a t  rrsociiton constant a*) aid tht pdty of 
the EGTA From the tai l  Ca. ddcd to the roiution and these recalailiacd the 
baund c.* is deanmined. A S a t c h i  plot which examines the rdationship betwœn 
boud and the ntio of bound to is d e  ( Figure A.2A4) The dope (-1993 . 
ml@) of this plot yidds the apparmt b M h g  constant whaarr the intercepofthe x 
axis dividecl ôy the dope provides the Paay of the EGTA (% %). Ushg the new 
the W concentdon of 7 x 1q-7) M (7ûû nM) wu estimatecl at 1223 nM h m  
the elestrode reading The [Caqt r e c a l a e d  usine the new association constant a d  
pwity, becornes 1158 nM. 
Although simple to appiy, the method of Bers is not without pmblems. Fust. 
otha than the known probtcms assochtcd with Scatcharci plots (violation of the 
assumptioas of linear regmion) only the linau portion of the ame must be wed ta 
determine the regession equrtioa, In @ce, choosing the linear portion of the avve 
is difficult, especUy in the pnsaia of the loop d e s c r i i  above. In the above 
example, the loop was not too pmnounccâ, pmbably because of the low CO* 
c o m o n  containeci in the water, d 8 va&es of the Scatchard plot (8 = 0.99) 
were chosen for the -on ooilyss. If the ducs of boUILdlhe and b o d  Ca* at 
7 x 10" M wae igaored for the m o n  d .  the dope bccime 31%. mM1 and 
thepurity(95.6 %). Ifinstead, thevaiuesat 10~were ipodthanthe  slopewas-1978 
and the purity 96.2 %- Althou&, both Gstjmates ofpurity detamineci with 7 d u e s  are 
closed to the purity detetmined with 8 values, tbis ù not always the case. 
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~ p r o g r r m i r ~ ~ d o c s ~ ~ o w t h t d d e r r r i i n a t i ~ ~ ~ o f t h t p n ( y o f t b c  
cbelrdor m a soiution tbat xnimics da- the actuai buffCr used to nm the assay. 
Magmhm, for ~ c ~ m ~ l q  is mt considerd by Bas in the detumination of the totai 
CaZ* in the pnscnce of EGTA Tbe 15 m~ of Mg uscd in the kury of Sihonides 
a a d ~ ~ ~ i m v d d ( ~ m )  is l i~dyto-ti~ [ h e q f o f t b e m a ü u r n b y b i i ~ ~ ~ ~  
ad t h d r e  leSvmg less EGTA -le for b&g C& It is suggested tbat the 
caüiration aim determincd fiom the recaladateci d u e  of[ca- be useci to deterniine 
the potential vaiues of the desireci [Carf. The potcnîial obtamed h m  the bufars with 
ATP and PEP can then be nadjusted by adding eithu ATP or EGTA to match the 
potenîiais d e h d  h m  the caübntion nwe. 
Although this appears as a g d  id- in thwry, 1 dots not wodc vesy wdl in 
p d c e .  The -ce of otha chemicais than EGTA in the buffa  reduces the 
SetlSiflMty and fespoase tiw of the miero-ei-e to [Ca76 m a b g  it difEcult ifnot 
impossible to acamteiy titrate the bu&r and reach the potsmial d u e  estabiished 
pnviousiy m the bunCr corminhg ody EGTA 
In addition to the to the p d o m  meationed above, the foiiowing 
hdpfid in caîî'brating the Ca* buntr soIutions d determinhg levds of 
contaminatio~~ In an EGTA ô d k ,  the ponion of the cum above the loop 
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(iower [caqf) could possibly be k d e d ,  matasmg the reaincy of the 
mctbod ofBas (1982). 
3. A second tecommendation t h  was alnidy disauJed sbove U to use mon 
than one chdstor in the buffér to avoid change in [ C a ! !  at coacemntiom 
that are close to mtmtion. B h k  et ai. (1982) suggest not to use a single 
Ca%biif~er system over mm than one log mit of [Caq. The p&ence of 
more than one chdator shoutd aiso reduce the e f k t  of siîght day to dry 
variatioas in total c ~ I *  (contamidon) and pH, and privent, or at least 
reduce the lrinL found in Ca* soiutions b&bd with ody EGTA (Bers, 
pexsonaî cornanmication). 
4. The purity ofwmmdal EGTA could Jso be harsed by solvent d o n  
and -on (hdhmm, paod communi4on). 
5. A good pH electrode is esserd Jiace d ~ o n s  in pH will bave 
enonnous e&d on the &* of the chditor for Ca*. h buncrJ using EGTA 
the pH must be controîîed vay camfûiïy, sincc EGTA is espeçirilly 
dcpadent upon pH psien & Pozzan, 1989; Bas et al, 1994). This is why 
the pH wu djusted inwariiatciy rtta the addition of c.* c h h g  the 
d c p e a d e n c y ~ ( s e e C l i l i p t a m ) .  It UadvisabltthatapHdectrode 
besetvpnchigvdyforthepirpaaeof m a k i n g t h c ~ ~ .  ' ï h e p ~ b  
tanpentiin depmdcnt and thedm the sohition mua be calibratecl a the 
tcm4epturt at which the ap#imem k coQduded usim & Pozzaa, 1989). 
6. The merarrmicnr of the &* of EGTA fiw ~ a *  in the a c t d  CaH b u f k  uscd 
for the CO*-M$-ATP~~~ usay with the rnethod of B a  may be too 
complicated and impnciicai becrwe of the high number of &les (Bers, 
pcr~onal oonmnuu'cation) ancl thc 10s of seasitinty m the prcsena of other 
chemicals or o&c maîeriaL Rote& for exampIe has bcen showed to 
afféct the 4* of indo-l for Ca? by b ï ï  to the CC fluofometric dye 
(Hove-Madsen & Bers, 1992). The shitt in &* becornes more pmnounced at 
hieh [~7f* 
7. caX software p10grarn.s coma pubiished stability COIIStBntS to rr&d 
rpccific arperimcntaI coilditions (pH, taapaciturr and ionic strength). The 
use of Ca2* sofhrvare programs remains a " b k k  box" appmach, but with 
cornplex Aithough, Cah sofhmrr pragmms provide H' and ca* binding 
constants for most of the commoniy usai cas chdators, some software 
pmgrams (Chlator. Schoermiakers a ai.. 1992; UrxC, Bas et ai., 1994) 
aliow the poss'b'i of entaing new ligands. Thae ligands may not bind 
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APPENDIX IIB: Macro in Visual Basic fbr anaîysis of ~a~'hlg+-~ ' I 'Pase data
Maso (IRmacro) d e n  by Paui Guy in V d  Basic on Mino-soft Exceii to 
m&m tiirough lin- regression c ~ ~ - M & A T P ~ ~ ~  data obtained nom UVPC 
Kinetics Personal Software version 2.5 (Shimsdai, S c i d c  Instnimetns, hc., 1994). 
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